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PRE1-.CE

.
The series Soviet Studies in t4e PsychologY of Learning and Teaching

. pathematics 'is a collection of translations from the ex ensPie Soviet .

5
.

literature of the past 067enty-five,years on research in the Rsychology'
,

of mathematical instruction. It also includes works on methods of

teachingmathematics,directly influenced by the psychological research.
'N

The series ,is'the fesult of a joint effort by the School Mathematics. ?"'....4

Study Group at Stanford University, the 1.epartment of Mathematics
,

* Education at the University of Georgia, and,the Survey of Recent East
A

, . .

EuropeSn Mathematical Literature at,the University of Chicago. Selected

papers and books considered ta be of value to the American mathematics

educator have....been translated from the Russian and appear in this
lis

6.,
6

series for the first time in English.
.

l

..Research achievements, in psychology in the United States are/

' outstanding indeed. -T.Educational psychology,-however, odcUpies.only a°

small f4a6tion of the field, aQi-alziil recen;ly little.attentiorn has

beeQL given to research in the psychology of qearning and teachbng

1particular schooi subjects.

The aituation has been quite.different in theitSoviet Union. In'
;

66pview.pf the reigning social,and political doctrines, several branches

of psychology that are highly developed in the U.S. have scarcebr been

investigated in the Sovjet Union. On the other hand, because of the
4

Soviet'emphasis on educa;ion and its functii.on in the state, research i

'educational psychology has been given considerable moral 'and financial

support. Consequently, it has attracted many creati e and talented

scholars Whose contributions have been remarkal4e

Even prioi to World War II, the'RussIans had made great Strides. in

aucational psychology. The creation in 1943 of the Academy of Peda-
.

gogical Sciences helped to intensify the research efforts and programs

in this field. Since then the Academy has become Ficl chief edUCational.

research and development center, for the Sovlet Union. One of the main

aims of the Academy is to conduct research and to train research scholars
c

('

A s.tudy indicates that 37.5% of all materials in Soviet psyihologv
published 'in one year was devoted to education and child l'psycholegy. Svs
Contemppraryl Roviet Psychology by Josef Brozek (Chapter 7 of Pp'esent-Day

Russiall Psychology, Pergamon Press, 1966).

iii
5
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in general and specialized education, 1,11 educational psycholov, and

in methods of, teaching various schoof subjects.

The Academy of Pedagogical Sciences of the USSR compriSes ten

:::research institutes in Moscow and Leningrad. iMany of the studies
4

.reported in this seLes were condticted at the Academy's Institute of

General and Polytechnical Education; InstieUte of Psychology, and

Institute of Defectology, the last af w ich is concerned w,ith the

special 13sycholov and educational tefhniques foY handicapped children.

The Academy of Pedagogical Sciences has 31 members and 64

associate membets; chosen trom among distinguished Soviet scholars,

scientists, and educators. Its
lpermanent staff includes, mpre than

650 research associates, who receive advice and cooperati.on from an

additional 1,000 scholars and teachers. Thee-research in'stitutes of

the Academy ,have available 100 "base" or laboratory schools and many

other schools in which experiments are conducted. Developments in

foneign countries,arp,closely f94.1owedt,by the Bureau for the Study of r

F6rdign Educational Expdrience, and Infotmation. \\:

Tbe Academy has its own publishing house, which issues hundreds of

3 /
books each year and*publishas the collections Izvest a Akademii

Pedagogicheskikh Nauk RSFEdt.' 1Proceedings. of the Acad of Pedagogical

Sciences of the RSFSR], the mIkthiy Sovetskaya Pedagogika [Soviet
te,

,

Pedagogy], and the,bimonthly VoprosI. Psikhologii [Questions of Psychology],

Since 1963, the Academy has jeen issding collection entitled Novye

Issledovaniya v Pedagogicheskikh Naukap (New Research in the Pedagogical

Sciennes] in or er to disseminate information on current'research.
.

A major di ference betwivn the)S,oviet.and American conception of

4
educational research is that Russian psychologists often use qualitative

ratherthan qantitative methods of research in instructional psychology

1 in accordance with the prevailing European tradition. American readers
,

may thus find that some of.the earlier Russ'ian papers do not comply

exactly .to U.S. standards of design, analysis, and reporting. Vsy using

qualitative methods and by working with small groups, however, the Soviets

have been able to perlet/rate into the child's thoughts and to analyze his

mtittal processes'. To tilts end they hay al!so designed classroom tasks

and stttings for Desearch and have-emphasized long-term, genetic stutias
4

Of learning.
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Russian psychologists have cncern'ed themselves with.the dynamics

of mental activity and with the aim of arriving at the principles of the

learning process itself. They have investigated suchereas as: le

development of mental operations; the nature and development og\thought;

the formation of mathematical concepts and the related questiots of

generalization, abstraction, ,nd concretization; the mental operations

of analysis and synthesis; the development of spatial perception; the

relation bdlween memory and-thought; t,he development of logical reasoring4.-

the hature'of mathematical skills; and rite structure and special features

of mathematical abilities. .

'In new api;roaches to educational reseSrch, some Russian psycholo;i1Is

hav,developed cybernet,ic and statistical models and techniques, and have .1

made use of algorithms, mathematical logic inld.information sciences.

Much attention has also been given.,to prograilmel Actruction and to an

examination of its psychological problems and its application for

greater dndividualization in learning.

The interrelationship bettfeen instruction and child development is

a source of sharp disagreementlbetween the Geneva School of psycholZiNts,

led by Piaget, and.the Soviet psychologists. The Swiss psychologists
A

ascribe limited Significance to the role of iulruction in the develop-

ment of a child. According to them, inStruction is subordinate.to the

specific stageSAn the development of.the child's thinking--stages

manifested at cert in age levels and relatively independent of the

conditions of instruction.

As rOresentatives of the materialilstic-evolu ioni*gt theory of the

Ot
Soviet psychologists ascribe a leading role to instruction. They

alssert that instruction broadens the pOtential of development, may

acdflerate it, and may exercise influence ?lot only upon the sequence of

the stages of development of the child's thought but even Tn the very

character of the stages. The Russians study development in Ithe changing

conditions of instruction, and by varying these conditidns, they demonstrate

how the nature of the child's development changes in the pPocess. As a

result, they are also investigating tests of giftedness and are using

1

A
elabiorate dyna , rather than static, _Ildices.

See The Pr61em of Instruction and Development a.t the 1h International

Congress of Psychology by N. A. 1,Ienchinskaya and G. G. Saburo a, Sovetskaya

PedagNika, 1967, No. 1. (English translation in Soviet-Education, July

1967, Vol. 9, No. 9.)
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Psychological research has had a considerable e(fect on the

recent Soviet literature oimethods of teaching, gathematics. Experi-,v

ments have-shown the student's mIthematical petential to `be grfater

than had been previously assUmed. Consequedtly, Russian PsycholOgists

have advoeated the Recessity of various changes in Le,content and

,\Ilethods of mathematical instruction and have participated in designing'

the new Soviet mathematics curriculum which has been introduced during

the11967-68'acadeMic year.-

The aim of.this seties is to acquaint mathematics educators and

teechers with directions, ideas, and accomplishments in the psychology

of mathematical instrtiLlion in the Soviet Wnion. This series should

assi.L't in openiqg up Avenues of invatiationoto thOse who are interested k

in hroadening t'hkfoundations of their pi.-ofession, fpr it is generally

recognized that experiment 'and tese rch are indispensable for'iMproving

content and methods of school roth matits.

We hope'that the v,olumes i this series will be uspd for study,

discussion, and clkitical analysis in courses or seminars in teachAe

training programs or in institutes for'in-service teachers at varits

4 '-levels.
4

At present, materials have bden prepared for fifteen volumes Each

book containsione or more art'icles under.a general Aading such as The

Laming of Mathematical Concepts, The Structure' of Mathematical Abilities

and Problem Solving it! Geometry. The introduction toi.each volume is

intended to provide som!e background and guidance to its,content.

Volumes I to VI were prepared jointly by the School Mathematics

Study Group and the Survey of Recent East EUropean MatBematical LiteratUre,
\'

both conducted under granta-from the National ScienceiFoundation. .When

the activitiep of the School Mathematics Study Group (nded in AUgust, 1972,

the DepartMent of Mathematics Education at the.tniversity of Georgia .

undertook to assist in the.editkng of the remaining volumes. We express

our appreciation to the,Faundation and tipp' the many people and organizations

who contributed to,the eatablishment and continuation of the series.

,vi

"Jeremy Kilpatrick

Izaak Wirszup
,

Edward G. Begle

James W. Wilson°
,
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EDITOR* NOTES
a

1. Bracketbd numer"als i the teXt refer to the numbered

reterences at the end of each paper. Where there are two 4igures,

e.g. [5:123], the second is a page refelnce. All references are

to Russian editions, alt0ough titles haNg been translated and

)guthors' names transliterated.
is-

2. The transliteration scheme'used is that of the Library

/ of Congress, with diatritical iarks omitted, except that HD and R

are rendered as "yu" and "ya" insfead of "iu" and "ia.".

3. Numbered fodlpotes are.thofie in theorZginal paper,

statred footnotes,are used i6r-editoW, or) translator's comments.

e
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1NTRODUCT;ON
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A

"%N..

Thd'artidles in.this yollame dtal with the instructioh in:geometry
. 4... ,

- and arithmetic-Of mentally ret-ardbd 'pupils in the Soviet Union. These % .

1. .

pupils attend1special schools, called auxiMary schools,,where they
t. , .

are trained in content that can later be related to Specific job skills.
..

Authors of the article's have attempted Co identify the specific

knowledge that the pupilsposEtess and to design.more.effective'instruc-

tiorkal methods for increasinl that knowledge:
. .

In the first article Tishin cites visual geometry as being of much

greater importance in the Soviet aUxiliary schools tharl_in the public

schools. The purpose of Tishin's study was to dptermine the natug
.

,

and extent of the auxiliary school pupil's geometric knowledge and to

suggest methods for increasing this knowradge. The results of the '410,

inestikation are reported for groups of six children from each of

.grals one through aeven. An analegous investigation was carried out

with normal childrerrin lower grades in.the public schools. In all,
)

there were nineteen series of investftationst eleven on the knowledge

of ?lane fivres and eight on the knowledge,of geeMetric bodies or
. ......-

solids. . ? 0,

.1
.

.
Tighin carefully expla,ins the nethods he Used and eves detailed

results. He concludes, among other thiçigs that auxiliary school pupils

can select gemnetric forms when given mOdel;, that with slightly more

difficulty, auxiliary scho6l pupils can select eometric forms according

( 1.

i
tv name, draw geometric figures, and model g e metr -qbodies; and that

putlfic schoorpupils have less difficulty naming geometric forms thaa'

do auxiliary school pupils. 7
In Tishin's investig4don of auxiliary school pup,i-le' knowledge ------

,
1

,

of square arcubic measui'e, h9,first asked student to compute the"
.

. area of three rectangles and ,two squares. These i ures.were Presented

C

es
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e rS.

in order of iricreising: difficulty, The f4gures were'.drawnand:
.. . -

- .
, tile gil were required to,measure to,getothe dimension's The

t
,m

, .

.
t

-pupild .0. do
,
many of,tiwteasurtments and cOmputations dorrectly;i

,..

howeve.x.`,, they Were not'always eorrect in indicating. the,units Useci
. ,

in.the:computatidns of dbtained in the answer. 1M
.

.

. .

.:!
,In another series-Of investigationsl Tish in gave the.p4z,fsls ..,

.
,

.word, problems f.alling.ior the coulputation of square %ricl rectangular..
,

measurements. Ihe pupils were muctrmare 'succeSsful -IAA obtainin
...

. correct answerg to, these problema, notwithstanding,thOr verbal
,.

content.' lgare again,L ffie public school ptipils were deomed.bettet
Y '

at sblving se probferiva than theaUxili'aiy school'phpils'.
,,e,

: ' ;`I'cadeermine their knowledge. Of cu.ble measure4' the pupils Were-
_ .

. .

presented -wiSthree pafallelepipeds and two squateS and were toid
. , .

to determine the volume, They.encountered many difficulties in,'.
.,.,

determining the mensions (3, the figures.114HoweVer;-when,givefl_word

'problems' the pupi a were able to solve them Much mare easily. Again,
'1,

. r

aa in. the invest,igation with square measure, the pupils were not

sistent in their Aresentation of the units Of the answer.

After exhaustively desnibing his investigations, T4'sh,tn gives

concrete suggestions forprov,ing the,pupiis' knowle e of geometry.

He de-Scribes many ekercises,tha.1/4can betused in a'90Iclassrom where

these concepts nAlki to be taught. Tishin's article is long and detailed
/ .

but can be easily read and'understood by teachers. The ideas.included

a

in the sections on "Pedagogical Implications" c4n.be adapted to one's

own classroom. ,

Kuz'mina-Syromyatnikow, like Tishin, feels that the mentally

retarded child needs i pedagogical treatment designed specifically for

him and not merely adapted from that designed for a nofmal child.

:Phis idea is also held by.many American researchers 'El]. She

a rather strong case for utillizing both visual and verbal means iw

teaching pu ils to solve arithmetic problems.

In the investigation discussed in this article, the students were

interviewed singly while solving problems and wet-iv questioned on the
4

methods they used. Kuz'mina-Syromyatinikova concludes that pupils

xii
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1

were much moresuccessfuljn problem abI,NrIng when tliey could recog-
, e .

-gize a link between the probleM'ther,were attempting tO s4aNe and
4 .1 .

some past 'experience. Many,times, however, they Oishecrto-apioly what

they'did in the past withl'out any modification.' Stietlso found that '
. .

. . .

in chobsing the operations needed to.get.the correct splutidn, the

puplls were Anfluenced by the ocier 01 the numbera presented_as/Well
...,

, aslay certain 'LgUiding sarsis," sueh as "hp had in.all" arid "lidw many

e
4 .

In discussing the use of visual,ards'in.solving verbal ftoblems,
... ........

Kuz mina-Syrdmratnikqva cautions teAchers to chooaeaidscarefd lly,
,

6 . .

depending on the specic problems b'eingitaught. Slie slso giVes,a .

method of notation that can be used by,ptipils tp ala them in their .2!,
..

.. ,
, t

. ...

compu
.

fatkbn. .
4,4

7

e I

,* Kuz'mina-SyromyOnikbva also in*stigated therlationahip
. A

between the pupil's ability-to reproAnCe the problem Ana hls Sbility

to solV'efrilieb.-graSe problems. Untortunately, Italf of the subje cts were
c

unsuccessful in reptoaucing che problem and:,none of that; solved it.. _

An experimental lesson.presenting,problems in yerbal form and in
,

verbal-visual form Was taught. The approach utilizitg both%visual

dild verbal means was by far the,most sucCessful with auxiliary school
f

pupils. When visual 'aids were,cc 44nated with'the verbal problems,

the pupils were muchrmore able' epvigiuce thq problems and arrive

at A soLuttbncthan when the problenis'we?e presented only ijo4erbal/
7

'form. /"."
7

In the final article in this volume, Khanutina reports a study

designed to ascertain the knowledge of spatial features (big-small,,

long-short, etc.), the knowledge of quantitative relationships

(greater-less, etc.), the ability to (;ount to ten; and the ability
^

to work with problems Involving numbers irdm one to ten. Instructions

were given verbally, and concrete materials were used whenever ,possible.

Normal children could handle till taal's well, whereas mentally retarded

students seemed to have difficulty with many of them.

1 4
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.
.

.

.Based on the preliminary investigation, frthods for .teachAng
. ,

the concepts involved , 'in spatial andd cluantitattive relationshipli,
. t

counting, alid.elementary PrOblem so14ing were. carefully.designed,
4

and ate explained in ,the,concluding Portion ofirne,article.

'."Thip volume contains much that should interest teachers workilig
.

4 with.children who have learning difficulties. It has many conCreie'

#,

suggea9tons that can be adApted for the;Olaasroom. ato

4

*H.. REFERENCE.

#

1,, Connolly,',Austin J.r. "ReEieaech in Mathemati-ca-Education:and the
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TNSTRUCTING AIN TILIARY SCHL PUPILS IN VISUAL GEOMETRY*
, , i .

. , .,.,

le P. G. Tishin

Mathematical knowledge is exceptionglly important in a system for

instructing pupils. Engels. wrote& "Puremathematids hits aa.,.itsp,object

the spatial forms and ituantitative'relaiionships of the'real w8rld,

arid hence 'it is altogether real material [3:37f." Arithmktic is the
4

study of' quantitative relationships, and geometrywis the4study of

spatial forms. In equipping pdpils'with mathematical kndwledge, it

would be incIrrect to give the teaching of geometry a place secondary

to that of arithmetic in the teaching process. '

The history oi the development of teaching, visual geoVetry in-the
**

iublic elementary school has shown that several methodologists have

ihluded elementary information from visual geometry in the general

arithmetiC course.

The volume of arithmetic material provided in _the curriculum of

the auxiliary achool corresponds to the-arithmetic material in''the'

curriculuM of the public elementary school. Hence, the elementary,

information df visual geometry ip the prithmetic coursd in the auxil-

iary school should correspondJto that in the arithmetic course in

'the publio school.'

.*
From Proceedings [Izvestiyal of the Academy of Pedagogical

Sciences of the RSFSR, 1952, Vol. 4)7; pp. 81-164. 'Translated by

Michael Ackerman.

)2k

.
In this article "public sehools" are those open to the-general.

public and are contrasted. to "auxiliary schools," which admit only

children who are retarded in some way (Ed.). V
1

A
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The pupils of 'the auxi liary school need more information from

'visual geometry than do the pupils of the public elementary schoOl,

since, afeer severr yearssof Engtruction, the former have received a

definite aMount of knowkedge-4th. which they set forth directly.int
.

`life And into productiCn. ,Moreover, an acquaintance with geamet

foimstlexpands the'store of elementary ideas and cmncepts in men lly

retarded children, 'in whom 'spatial relationsare very weakly c4velopëd.

The puxils'of the auxiliary school need..geometric .knowledge n Manual

eraining classelp in classes in .geography, sclence, drawix, And other:'

subjet.to, but especiall4y'in professional training.
1

; NI) formv'op+torktan. proceed F4houb wing knowleAge of elementary .

visual geometry. Knowledge af,gd6metric material is widely ubed

,sewing, in slarpentry, in cardboard.binding, and in,seyerAl other'types

of professional training. Withoutmeasuring and drawing, wittiout a.

knowledge of,geometric forms and-their rellationships, a pliph is unable

to carry out hie work tasks,

.Thus mentally re arded children'need a knowledge of visuafgeo-

metry for the' purpose.of raising.their general educational level, and
,

also fo an educational and praCtical goal. The program of the auxil-

41'Jary 001 states that:
*

n'all grades--from.the first to the seventh--it'is
necessary 6 conduct lessons whose gciE01 is to provide
the basic cOncepts_of elementary geometry, to teach
the pvils'the simplest procedures'of measuring and

. drawing [2:29-30).

In addition, the ability touse.knowledge of visual gtome rx that

one has obtained has enormous importance In,the development, of the

mentally retarded child's personality.

.Although the study of geometric material in _the auxiliary school

is stipulated by the educational curriculum, studies of visual geometry

often have a formal character and do not hilfill the general require-
.

ments of tpaching and educatiig pupils of the auxiliary school. This

is because not much is known about the study of geometric material in '

the auXiliary school. The.teachers of, the auxiliary school, lacking

special methodological direction, are forced to use the methodological

2
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literature on visupl geometry in the .public elemental, school; which

does not reflect the special characteristics of work with pupils of
7

.the auxiliary school,.

An Investigation. Adxiliary School Pdpils'
,

KnowledAe of GeOmetric Forms

The Problens and Methods of the'InveStigation
4

' The goal of our investigation was to-discover the basic,nature of

the process of staying geometric material in.the'auxiliarY ciool. .

The teaching of Nia-ual geometrY.tO auxiliaty school puPils.pnrsues

41.

t following primary goals:

..a) the development of'

thp scope.of ideas

and bodies;

,

spatial ideas and the expansion of
.

and concepets of geometric figuresk

-13) the mastery of a definite'

vidual geometry;

c) the development of abstract logical thinking; .

4
. ,

stem of,knowledge of

the pfactical utilization of knowledge obtained in

lessons in other schoo], disciplines and in professional

trairling;

'05) the apPlication of the knowledge, skills, and habits

jn practical work after. completing school.

In this connection we pitsed the followi4 problems:

a)

b)

c)

to investigate the pupils' idea egeometric forms;

to discover the dharacteristics of the geometric

knoWledge of auxiliary school gupils; and

to determine ways for auxiliary school pupils to

study geometric material.

la investigating geometric ideas we thought we should elucidate:

whether the pupils can draw geometric figures and

model geometric bodies;

b) whether they know the names of the geometric forms;

c) whether they can find the geometric form corresponding

to a given name; and

3
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d) .whether they can. find the name c9rresponAillig

to a given geometric form. -

Our attempt to asceriain their knowledge invelved the pupils'

active Rarticipation. Not*only didithe pupils.verbally, define and

name the geometric forms, but they supplemented'their answers by

drawing and:ftracing geometric figures, modeling geometric bodies,

sand traciKg and cutting,dlt gures.
,

'rhe individual inlestiga on was conducted with groups q six

pupils from the first to the seventh grades. For a;wcpmparison,-4i.

conducted an analogOus investigdtion In the lowest'grades of a public.' ',

. schbol.
1

Ea.,9h pupil's rate df -prog4Ss wa7 cOnsidered,in lecing
t.

particizants for tne'study.
4

0#
'A Alttgether vie sOnducted eleven seties,of iaVestIsations in reveai7

ing tAe pupils' knos4edge of geometric figures and eight series in

clarifying their inowledge of geometric bodies. We fo±lo?oed a definite

order closely, to reveal the pupils' real knowledge of geometric forms.
2

;. Results of the Individual Investigation oh Ascertaining the
t.

A
Auxiliary Schoal Pupilst KnOwled.ip of 1104INKric Forms

As a result of the investigation we obtained the follewing material,

which we shall examine."

0

Ii

Alk

The individual investigation was conducted in various schools and
'classes in order to clarify the special characteristics of the pupils
in the auxiliary gchool and to avoid introducing the indivipal pecul-
iarities of the instruction of particular teachers. To emphasize the
material obtained we took only part of the data from the experiment;
we selected the results of the investigation of groups of six pupils

, each from the first,to the Seventk grades. The pupils of other grades

gave " milar results. In our general conclusions we used the entire

expe .liental material obtined.

2
In our work we retained the terminology of the auxiliary school's

program; that is, plane geometric,figures were called simply geometric
fikures, and solid geometric figures were called geometric bodies.
The pupils of the auxiliary school learn this terminology more easily.

4

4
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l The Pupils' Ability,tp. Represent A Geometac.Figure in a Drawillg and'
0., .

to Modes a Geometric Body,:
.

,--
,

.. ,

Wilen.the pupils were asked to sketch,eeircle, only one second'

grader did not carrv out this eadk. rile cit4e.rs drew wcircle. The
. .

.

' fourth graders Nised cowaves, ind the others drew freehand. '
. \\ ..

When asked to draw a square, some'pupils made err . One first
dIA' -7

grader drew arectang14 indtead of a square, and another upil drew. a.

,:;triangle, Four eArd,graders drew'triangles. \, ...,

: N

-

-

t

Figure 1

The children have.a less:accurate idea of a rectangle.. Most 0.

pupils represented a rectangle incorrectly. Instead of a rectangle.

they. Aew zi triangle, and three third graders drew a rectangle as a

.tight angle or set squire. Figure.l).

The pupils' ideas of a triangle ware correct in most cases, but

some pupils drew a group of three triangles F ure 2) instead of

one, understanding by the term "triangle" a set s for mechanical,

drawing. One pupil drew.three angles placed separately (Figure 3),

and one pupil drew the representation shown in Figure 4.

Figure 2 Figure 3 Figure 4



In drawing geometric figures the fourth graders' use4 compasses and

rulerp, but in drawing a right triangle nane of,the pupils used a set.,.

square. In the first and secon4 grades the best results were displayed

in cfrawing a circle and a square, but the third graders gave better
4.4

results in'drawing a circle and a triansle. The pupils made more 4it

' ca-rors in drawing the related figures of square and rectangle. 'The.

pupils idea of the cireke was most aceprate, then of the cluare, of

}the triangle, mild the-ectangle.

In tepresenting gea0etric figures in a drawing, the puPils inTthe
_ . . .

, higheat grades df,,the auxiliary schoq.(5-7) shov)ed the fallowing
, . ..-

, 4 ,

d, waults. When asked to draw a circle,.
4 , I, ';

the pupils,,of the highest.,

.grades didso, mopt of them usin tom se s..-.Almost.n'ede of the iwils

(from, differlpt classes) 'drew freehanwith-a high..degree.Of precilipn;

Mistakes'were made in repres'enting a Squ A and a'rectangle. Three

fifth graders drew a rectangle instead of a squaie. All other.pupils

drew a square cOrrectly, soipe freehand-

A sigt4ficant portion of the pupils drew a rectangle correctly.

The following mistakes were made in repiesenting a rlctangle: a fifth ,

grader drew,a triangle .instead of a rectangle, one seven grader drew a

square instead, and,another a right triangle. In drawIng a rectangle

and a square, and in constructing a right angle, a set square was not

used. The pupils were instructed: ."l3etore you are Tencils, ruler,

set square, and compass; trace a circle, square, rectangle,, and tri-

angle." Then'they were allotted complete freedom of action. Given

this.lnstruction and freedom some drew figures with a ruler, and some .0

freehand.

The pupils ad a more accurate idea of the triangle than of the

.
square or rectan le. All drew a triangle correctly. Thus in our6

11,nvestigation t pupils did better in representing thecircle and

the triangTh trian the square and the rectangle. The pupils of.the-

auxiliury school confuse related figures more easily than contrast-
1.

ing figures.

Içi drawing geometric figures from a model the pupils.made signi

ficantly fewer mistakes than in representing the same figures when

111
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their names were-given. Almost all coPed Satisfactorily with the .

prob . -All the pupiltreproduced a triangle andcircle precisely,

'and n the fourth grade they used ruler aarlcompass in tracing these

figures. Only one first grader drew a square instead of a .rectangle,

4nd only one Second grader'drew a rectangle instead oi a square; tly

other pupils dreW correctly. '(

In yepresenting geometric(figures the pupils in the higher vades

made mistakes only in drawing a square and a rectSigle, that.is, in,
. ,

representing related figures. Most often the pupils,confused'the

'squafe'and the rectangle, because there ard no sharp differences

between. these figures as,.for example, between the Circle and the

triaqle.

Upon comparing the results of the inveetigation conducted in the

auxiliary and public schools, we noted some differences and generalist

tendencies: the pupils of the public school reproduced geometric

figurts more precisely. Almost all pupils of the normal school used
4

compasges in drawing a circle, but in the auxiliary school they,did
'r

use compasses until the fourth grade. In'neither school did any pupil

use a set squafe to drat:* a'square and rectangle. 'the pupils in both

schools represented the circle an4 the ,triangle more accurately and

the square and the rectangle less accurately.

The representations of geometric figures made by the pupils of the

tWo schools differed in the precision and accuracy of lines. Figure 5

shows some of the figures made by a fourth grader in the public school.

triangle

seluare circ.

Figure 5

7
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Figure 6 shows thp same.geometr4c figures drawn by a seventh grader
.

, ,...

in the auxiliary scbool. 4

4

square

0.

rectangle

circle'

iligure 6 '.

..
.

The pupils of the auxiliary scbool Were4also asked to make models

of a series of geometric bodies. The results of theii work were the

following: 'out of24 pupils of.the lowL- grades (1-4) Oithe ankiliary

, school only four could model a cube% In one case a pupil gave up; the

rest did it wrong by modelling a parallelepiped instead of a cube. In

14 cases the parallelepiped had a square base. In most "cubes" modelled,

.the edge of thAquare base.was greater than the height. Some

pupils modelled a parallelepiped with other bases. One modelled a

cylinder. ,

46 children had the most accurate idea of a sphere or ball. Only

one third grader, R. A., modelled a cylinder instead; Islcond grader,

G.` V., modelled a disc.
P

Only half of the subjects could modela parallelepiped or square

bar correctly. Three modelled it in the form of a whetstone and the

rest stated their inability to do this.

The children did not know the cylinder, cone, or pyramid, and

thus in almost all cases gave up. Only third grader Ya. E. made a

pyramid in the fort of a toy, and thLd grader B. K. modelled a

parallelepiped instead of a cylinder and pyramid, and a whetstone in-

stead of a cone.

8
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When'ttle pupils of the.upper grades of the auxiliary sdhool were

asked to model.a cube, only half did it correctly. Three fifth graders .

and two sixth graders Modelled a parallel,epiped with Nisq;are base

instead, and fifth grader F. N. could not model at4all. e'Sevel:th grader
. . a

,

R. M. mibdelled'a parallelepiped'. 4--

All the pupils being examined modelled a Iball,'half correctly and
. .

, half'nearly so.

,
Mdre than half modelleA a parallelepiped. The others dicl,notr

,.
..

\

produce a maill, since they.had,,no idea of the given gegstric bodY.

Seventh, grader R. M. modelled a long plate, and 'three fiith graderEiand

foUi'llixth gratiers did not model the given.geometric bodyat all.

seventh graders no longer called a parallelepiped a beam,Sbut a
%

,

parallelepiped

The pupils of th?. upper grades dld not =del a cylinder, a cione,

or a pyramid. SOme pupils tried to model a cone and a iTramicLin the

forpt of objects familiar to them. For example: two pupils of the

fifth and seventh grades modelled a hammer tastead of.a cone, and a

..sixth grader modelled a truncated pyramid, but he also Alaelled a

truncated cone instead of a pyramid. The other pupils did not'try td

model.

Almost no one modellea a pyratbid. A sixth grader modelled a trun-

cated cone instead, and one seventh grader modelled a toy pyramid, and

another a horseshoe. The other pupils did not try to model, since

01 they dia not know the given geometric body. None of the pupils could

model a cylinder, and no one even tried.

Making geometric bodies frbm a model 'caused significantly fewer

difficulties, since the pupils could compare the models they were

making with the given model.

Comparing the.results obtained in the auxiliary and the public

schools, weroberved some general similarities, as well as qualitative

differences. The pupils of both schools represented a ball more

accurately than a cube, and a cube more accuratelly than a parallele-

piped. A common characteristic of reproducing a cube is an tnsuffi-
.

ciently accurate idea of the given geometric tody and failure to single

9
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out

5

ks

the'a

-
4.

inctiVe'fea,tures, Th mistakes were homonneous. With

a m&el the pqiis'ireproduced ;No:Zita cut,e but a iatalliel.a.;-

piked with a sqre,base. MOOke
,

.

714;1 plapi sof, theireblip schoo -'epresented geomete,io bodtres more

accurately. than 1-ie pupileoi

For cotparison we give ieresentat5ions of.the geoleetric-bodies'

a;;;Napdelled by'the pupi4s of the auxiliaryd the puglichools.'

(Figur7 arkd 8).

1/4

Fig.

Fig. ld

Fig. 7b

a

Fig. 7e

4

Fig. 7c

Figure 7: Geometric Bodies Modelled by Nviis of

10

9 5 a

Fig. 7f
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Fig. Ed

Fig. 8

r A

Vi3. Rh

Fig. Se Fig. 9f I.
Figure 8: ,Geometric Bodies Modelledby FUpiV of the Public School

Ascertaining, the Pupils' Knowlede of the Names of Geometric

Ugures and Bodies

The pupils were shown geometric figures successively--circle,

square, triangle and reietangle--and were asked to name the geometric

figure presented. For the figures,given, the pupils of the lower

grades of the auxiliary school almost always gave more incorrect

<(
names. 47IP

The retarded Oildren had ,a less mistaken idea of the circle

than of the other figures. Most correct answers were: "little circle"

(khruzhochek and kruzhok). The name kruzhochek wag' given by first

through third graders, and kruzhok by fourth graders. The incorrect

answers "little ball" or "round bIttle ball" show that some childreh

confuse circle and hall.

They,also gave many correct answers for the triangle, calling it

a "three-angre," according to the number of its elements. In determin-

ing this geometric figure, there is'only one essential feature--tht

three angles. The.fewer the essential features, the easief it is for

11
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.the child to name the figure correctly if, in additioi, there is a

similirity between the 'name of the figure and its definttion by

essential features. Some first and second graders called the triangle

a "mirror" oi "a little house"; that is, they gave the geometric figure

In ob,jective interpretation. The third and fourth graders named a

triangle in base position correctly. Two fourth graders called the

triangle a "set square" or "angle-thing."

When a recangle was presented, the first and second graders

either did,not name the given figurel'at all or gave itsmistaken namesi-

such as "little square," "little cube," "mirror," "little plant,"

"domino," "long thing," and so on. The third and fourth graders gave

correct namee. The children easily confused the rectangle with the

square. Perceiving a square, the pupils called it a "four-angle" or

"little four-angled.thing." Thus, there was one essential feature at

the basis of their definitionthe four angles. Most mistakes

consisted of the answer "little cube.", Ce and squarlOwere confirrd

because the face of ircube is square. -

t

There were three essential features in the definition ISf the

rectangle and square. The first feature was the four angles; the-

second, that all the angles wer e. right angles; and the third--for the

square--the equality of all sides, and for the rectangle the equality

of opPosite sides. the Opils called the'square and rectangle

simply "four-angle"; that 1.E1 as the basis of their definition they

chose only one essential feature.

In the Ul'yanovsk Auxiliary school we asked the children to namg

a reciangle and a triangle, of oblong form (Figure 7).

The correct naming'and recognizing of a/Square and a circle pro-

ceed differently than the naming and recO izing of a reCtangle and of

a triangle. This difference is because the Square and the circle

only the scale of the figure can change, while in the rectangle and

triangle, the relationp of the sides can change.. this influences,

to.some extent; the change -of form of the figure (Figure 8). ,

When shown an oblong rectangle, the pupils 'answered "ruler," or

"little ruler. There were .significantly fewer correct answers than when

.12



the rectangle had been introduced, the latter having a form familiar
c-,

to the children!. Most pupils cauld not name an elongated iriaille

. correctly although they, ha named the'prdvious triaagle correctly.

The rectangle, because it form was like haf of a squarei was called

a square.
J

.1n the naming of geometric figuresye obtained the following data

from the,pupils of the upper grades:

When a circle.was introcluced, almost all the pupils named it.

Correctly ("circle," "little circle," "round thing"), and only two

eventh graders called a circle a "circumference."

4/4 When a square was introdUced, most pupils hamed this correctly

too. Three pupils (two fifth graders and one seventh grader) called

a square a "four-angle" and two fifth graders called it a 'Ilittle cube"

.and a "flat," that is, gave au incorrect name.

When a triangle was introduced most pupils called it a "three-
",

angle." Two fifth graders called it an "angle-thing," and two slow

seyenth grader§ a '!rectangle" and an "obtuse-angred thing. 11

When a rectangle was introduced the pupils gave more incorreci

answers,ih comparison with.the other figures. A sixth grader called

a rectangle a "four-angle,": and a fifth grader called it a "right-

angled thing," and three Seventh graders, a "square" and an,"angle-

thing."

The pupils of the upper grades already have a more accurate idea

of circle, square, rectang e, and triangle thln those of the lower

\(grades. We asked the pupil .. to name three rectangles, One 'was 12 cm

long, 2 cm wide; the secondle 12.5 cm long and 7 cm wida; and the third,

9.5 cm long and 8.5 cm wide. Eight out of twelve pupils named the

first figure correctly. One sixth grader called it a "four-angle,"

and one sixth grader said: "This is not a rectangle; it is like a

rectangle; we didn't learn about such things." Two seventh graders

called such a rectaagle a "parallelepiped." All sixth graders named

the second figure correctly, and three seventh graders also named it

correctly. Besides this, one seventh grader called this rectangle a

square; another, a parallelepiped; and a third said that he had for-

gotten. The third rectangle (close in form to a square) caused more

13
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difficulties for the pupils. Three sixth graders anetwo seven graders

at first tailed this rectangle a square, but fter' measuring the sides

they gave the corxnames. Three sixth graders lef.t it with the npe

"square"; and of the seventh graders, ong called it alPfour-angle";

another "A square," a thikd, "a cube"; and one, eve ter measuring

the rectangle, called it a "parallelepiped:" Thud, rec itipn depends

on the relftionship of the sides to a significant Axtent.
4

he naming of geometric bodies proceeded thus:

Most pupils of the lower grades of the auxiliary school named the

ball correctly. Some pupils called it a "little circle" [kruzhok or

kruzhoahek], "little ball," or "nut"; that is, either they did.not

distinguish the geometric body from the figure sufficiently, or.they

named it after an object similar in form.

When a cube was introdulyd, most children called this body a "little

cube," one pupil called it a "four-angled little cube," and only a few

pupils called it a "square," or "little box," a "four-angled thing."

The children have a less accurate idea of the,parallelepiped as

a geometric body.

The pupils do not know the cone as,* geometric body and call it

a "litile cap," a "hood," or the like, that is, they give an objective

'interpretation to the given geometric body.

The mentally retarded school-children called the cylinder "a

little jar," a "little box" and some called it Jet "circle" and a "little

cube."

They called the pyramid "little house,", '"side-cap," "tent,'

"tri-angle,"'"lighthouse," and the like.

The pupils of the upper grades of the auxiliary school gave the

following answers:

Wh a "ball" was introduced, almost all the pupils.named it

correct y. The greatest percentage of correct answers came from sixth

and seventh graders. Only one seventh grader,K. N., called-a ball a

"circle." One should also note that seventh graders T.i. and M. R.

had an inaccurate idea of a ball, which they called a "circle," "cir-

cumference," and "ball."

When a cube was presented tha correct answers were:

14
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mainly from seventh graders, and "little cubeh--from fifth and sixth

graders. Some fifth and sixth graders called a cube a rectangle and

a square.

The pupils have less accurate knowledge of the parallelepiped.

Most correct answers were given by seventh kraders. One sixth grader

called it a "beam," and a fifth,grader called it a "little beams" For

the most part, the fifth and sixth graders ctIled a parallelepiped a

rectangle, a square, or a matchbox.

In naming familiar geometric bodies thepupils of the upper grades ,,

made mistakes much less freqUently. When a cone was introduced, one

fifitth grader named it correctly, and the remaining pupfs either did.

not name it at all or gave mistaken. names ("three-aaglp," "lighthopse,

"circle," "cap," "tower"). yost names were names of objects similar in

form ("lighthouse," "cap,v "tower ") or names of geometric figures'
46

which are projections of the glven geometric bOdy ("triangle," "circle").

4,0 When a cylinder was introduced only one fifth grader and three

seVenth graders named it correctly, and the others either did not name

it at all or gave it names of objects similar in form to a cylinder

(tkind of Ei little barrel," "box," "round,"ecup," "roundejar," "tub");

one fifth grader riled a cylinder a "circle," and seventh grader I. Z.

called it a "perimeter," In their answers most pupils noted the

distinction oftthe given geometric body, especially its round form.

In naming the pyramid the pupils followed.the .same pattern as in

'naming the cOne; t:hat is, only one sixth grader gave a correct answer,

and the regt either gave np n'ilme or called it an object similar to the

pyramid ("cap," "lighthouse"). Some pupils named it after g'eometric

figures which are Pi-ojections of the given geometric body ("triangle,"

"five-angle"), and some pupils called a pyramid a cone, basing this on'

some similarity between them.

Comparing the results,of the investigation conducted in the public

school, we noted the following:

A characteristic aspect, common to both the mentally deficient

children and the pupils of the public school was the absence of a

generalized word designating the given genmetric fokm (figure or body):

15
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The number of word nanica designating geometric for= is given

in Table 1.

TABLE 1

NUMBER OF WORD NAMES USED TO DESIGNATE GEOMETRIC FORMS.

Porm

Number of Names.

Auxiliary School Pupils Public School PUpils

Circle 8 ik 6

Square 10 8

Rectangle 16 7

Triangle 9' .6

. Sphere 6 5

Cube 5, 4

Parallelepiped 12 11

Gone 12 12

Cylinder 15 10

Pyramid 12 12

The pupils of both schools have an insufficient idea of geometric

forms. Table 2 shows the percent of correct names given to individual

figures and bodies.

4 TABLE 2

PERCENT OF CORRECT NAMES'GIVEN TO 0E6METRIC FORMS

Form Auxiliary School Fupils lbPublic School Pupils

Plane '

Circle 40.8 83.3

Triangle 62.5
.4166.7Square 20.8 50.0

Rectangle 16.7 20.8
41111,

Solid

Sphere 72.2 87.5

Cube 83.3 87.5

Parallelepiped 25.0 37.5

Cylinder 12.5

Cone 0 4.2

Pyramid 8.3

A
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Some pupils of the auxiliary school'gave objective-isometric names

to familiar forms, which the pupils of

obseryed an entirely different picture

geometric forma--for example, the cone

pupils of the public school also naMed

after Objects.

the public school did not. We

when introduced unfamiliar

, cylinder, and pyramid. The

these three geometric forms

Geometric figures are plane geometric forms. The pupils of the

auxiliary schodl distinguish the plane farm from the solid poorly, and

they name the geometric figure after an object. Geometric:bodies have

three dimensions, and, by their form, recall an objecti hence, the

pupils of the public school named an unfamiliar geometric form of three

dimensions after a similar object. _Thqy did not do this for the plane

forms Which they easily distinguished frau: the geometric bodies.

One should note that the pupils of the auxiliary school have_a

better idea of a solid geometric form than of plane forms. At the same

time, they hove unequal ideas of the solid forms. They have a better

idea of the ball and cube, and 'a poorer one of the other solids, Of

the plane forms, they haves better idea of circle and triangle, and

a poorer one of square and rectangle.

Ascertaining the Abilities to Find the Corresponding Geometric Form

from a Given Name.

The pupils were asked to find particular geometric forna among

ows spread over a table, torepthe name and to answer that thia

is the geometric fort sought "or to'tell all that they knaw about the

geometric body." When the pupils of the lower grades of the auxiliary .

school were asked to find a circle, all pupils solved the-problem

coTrectly with the exception of one first grader, Kh. S.

The next most accessible form for the mentally deficient child

.61s the triangle. Correct solutions were given by 22 out of 24 people,

or 91.7%. The next form in degree of accessibility is the rectangle:

87.5% of the children's answers were correct. The most difficult fig-

ure for the pupils to perceive is the square. Only 66.7% gave dhe

correct answers. For the most part they confuped the square with the

rectangle and the triangle.
Vame,
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In,the selection of geomtrie bodies accordingqw name from a

collection which had been set out, w4 obtained'the following results:

Twenty-four pupils chose the\ball correctly, and twenty-three,

the cube. The children had less e.00'*ate knowledge of the parallele-

piped (beam). Only 16 out of 24 sele*sted the parallelepiped. The

others selected ,instead: five, a cone04wo;. a cylinder; and one, a

pyramid. The pupils of the lower gradesC4idpot knoW.cylinder, cone, .

or pyramid.

Let us examine the results of the investigation conducted in

the upper grades of the auxiliary school. Asked ti) find a square,

most pupils of the upper grades did it correctly; only one fifth grader

and three seventh graders selected ehe rectangle..The lack of review

of the geometric figures in the seVenth grade and th%sketchy study

of them in the sixth grade raise The number of mistakee..

When we asked the children to select a rectangle, W4, observed

an anaMalous pattern. One f.ifth grader and three seventh graaers

selected the square, and the others.solved the problem cdrrectiy.'

Selecting triangle and circle gave the pupils, of the upper grades no

diffico,lties. All pupils carried out this task correctly.......

The selection of geometric bodies showed the following pattern.

Not all pupils could manage to select the parallelepiped. Seventh

grader R. M. selected a cone instead, although she had named the

parallelepiped cOrrectly in a previous'series (though she did make a

'mistake in that). This indicates an uncritical attitude towards the

operation. .Some fifth and sixth graders chose the cylinder and pyra-

mid. Selecting the cube caused fewer difficulties; only one fifth

grader chose a cline instead. All selected the ball. The pupils

of the upper grades, encountered significant difficulties in selecting

the cone, cylinder, and pyraMid. More than half of the pupils chose

the cone correctly; the others, foi- the post part, selected simpler

ftgures instead, less familiar ones in particular. One fifth grader

selected the parallelepiped, two pupils of the fifth and sixth .

grades selected the cylinder, and four pupila of the sixth and seventh

grades selected the pyramid. In general, the pupils confused the

cylinder with the cone and the pyramfd. Almost half the pupils
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correctly selected the cylinder, the others selecting the cone or pyra-

mid instead. The frequent selection of the pyAmid was because the
,

cone, in individual-thiidren's conceptions, is a geometric body that'
.

,

has edges. The pupils were accustomed to seeing a "cone" as a part

of a hammer.

They also eonfused the pyramid with cone and cylinder. Only half

the 'pupils selected the pyramid correctly. In selecting cone, cylinder,

and pyramid, the children used the method of exclusion. Because of

the lack.of concise knowledge of.the given geometric bodies, their '

choice was limited by unfamiliar geometric forms.

Answers to the questions, "Why does the pupil thinli that this

is such-and-such a figure?" or "Tell all that you know about. this

geometric body" show the development of the child's.logical thought.

From the pupils' answers it is possible, to a certain extent, to

judge the process of the formation of concepts of abstract geometric

forms.

In the first grade the pupils gave simple answers for the defi-
P

nition of a circle; in some the distinctive features of the given geo-

metric figure were not noted. Most answers were devoid of any thought,
;

4 .

for example: "something drawn," "this figure," and the like.

In defining a circle the third and fourtipaders remarked in

most cases: "because it is round" or "it has no-141es, but is all

round." The third grader P. K. juxtaposed the circle to the square;

he sharply distinguished these two figures. His answer was: ."Be-
,

cause it has no ends, like a square, but is always round."

The triangle, too, has only one essential feature, and it was
; /

relatively easy for the pupils to give a verbal definition of the

given geometric figure; tha ii, they expressed the elementary fea-'

tures of the given figure ii verbal form. In the first grade the

pupils did not answer the question posed them correctly. Only one

pupil, B. Yu., answered, "Bpcause it is three-angled, one above and

two.below." This'pupil still cannot express his thought accurately

in verbal form, but he already has, in elementary form, a concept

of,the triangle as a figure of three angles. Some third graders a.nd

most fourth graders answered that the given figure has three angles.
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The pupils of the auxiliary school have greater difficulty in

'verbally defining the.rectangle and square.. These figures each have

three essential features. The mentally deficient children of the lower

grades cannot grasp all three features at once. Not considerbitg the

first and second grades, most third and fourth graders single out

in their definitions only one essential feature: either "riiiat angles"

or "the sides are equal" (for a square) and "opposite sides are equal"

(for a rectangle). In calling a rectangle or square a "quadrangle,"

the pupils emphasize that it has four angles. This shows that the

mentally deficient child form& the elementary geometric concepts in

'Verbal form.only towards the fourth grade.

It is yet more complicated with the description Of geometric

,bodies. Most children have difficulty telling about a given geometric

body and more easily answer theequestion, "Why do you tfank that this

is a ball?" Hence, during the investigation.we had to resort to one

of two f6ins of pupils' answers--either to a Zescription of the geo-

metric form or to an answer to the* question of why he thinks thatthis

is a ball or a cube.

In most cases the verbal,description of geometric bodies with all

the essential features is beyond the power& of mentally deficient

schoolchildren. Most pupils described a ball as a figure having a

round form. But some pupils defined it thus: "One can play with it,"

Itone can roll it," "this is a playing ball"; that is, in their defi-

nitions.they noted particular qualities characteristic of this geo-

metric form and connected with the child's previous experience. r'In

the lower grades the pupils of the auxiliary school attribute'd the

qualities of similar objects to a geometric form. To a great e)qe.tit

this dealt with geometric bodies.

The children encountered significantly more difficulties in

describing a cube. For many children a cube is called a cube because

it is "four-angled." For some children "this is a little jar, in

which one Ats ointment." In describing a cube, the children ascribe

to it the qualities of objects recalling a cube by their form. We

observed the same phenomenon in describing a parallelepiped. Some

children remarkq that one could sharpen knives with a beam. Tn
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describing cons,, cylinder, and pyramid the children noticed qualities

of objects which they called by that name.

For pupils of the auxiliary school, describing geometric bodies

presents more difficulties than does definition of geometric figures.

The difference between the pupils of the auxiliary school and of

the,puhlic school is especially obviou6 in their descriptions of

geometric forms, that is, when intevretation of the forms is required,

especially an abstract idea of some particular geometric form. As

examples, let us present the answers of pupils in different grades.

To the question "Why do you think that this is a square?" the

pupils of the auxiliary school answered:

K.'S., first grade girl; "It is drawn."

V.eL., fourth grade girl: "Because it has right angles every-
.

where equal."

R. M., seventh grane . "Because it has four sides all

equal."

These same pupils described a cube thus:

K. S.: "It is made to pack things in."

V. L.: "Because it has four sides."

R. M.: "A cube has fou sides, all four sides are,equal; these

ar angles., these edges, these ides."

Unlike the pupils of thetaux liary school the pupils of the public

school, as early as the first grad , noticed the distinguishing feature

of *lose figures which they selected. In the fourth grade of the public

school, the pupils already gave accurate definitions to geometric fig-

ures. For example: "Because in a square all angles are right and

the sides are equal."

In describing a cube and a parallelepiped, ;he pupils gave the

following answers: "A cube has 0.x faces, twelve edges, and eight

vertices. All faces are equal and have a square form." "A parallele-

piped has six faces, twelve edges, and eight vertices. In it, the

opposite faces are equal." .And one pupil even added to this: "...

There are parallelepipeds which have four faces*equal, but this one

has only two." In Ihe fourth graders' answers there is a clear under-

standing of the basic distinctive features of the given geometric

figures. Thus, in the description of geometric figures a sharp
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4 difference is observed in the construction of logical connections

'rby pupils of the auxiliary and the public schools. i

The formation of elementary geometric concepts is tonnected

with a series of factors, one of Which is the structure of the geometric

form, and another of which is the child's previous experilnce. The ball

and circle are less complicated geometric forms than the triangle. The

children master these geometric forms more easily in the process of

perceiving them and encounter no difficulties in the process of forming

elementary geometric concepts-of these figures and bodies. The nekt

geometric form with respect to difficulty is the cube.

A
i

In the forma ion of elementary geometric concepts the child's pre-
A , ,

vious experience also plays a great role. The children encounter little
,

circles, balls and cubes not only In lessons, but, also in everyday life

(13laying ball and balloons have the form of a ball). Since e,arly chil-.

hood the pupil has observed the given geometricform, and the impression

is made more deeply. The same holds in relation to cubes, which chil-

dren often use in games.

Mentally retarded children made More mistaiees than pupils of the

public school. The answers to questions also indicated a qualitative

difference. 'Whereas the pupils of the public school defined geometric

forms accurately, the pupils of the auxiliary school gave vague, inde-

finite answers, Abst of which were devoid of any thought. The differ-'

ence between the pupils of the pub4c school and those of the auxiliary

school is observed mainly in the interpretation of geometric forms.

The answdrs given by pupils of the upper grades of the auxiliary school

show that they also are capable of mastering geometric material; but

successful mastery resuires specific methods and planned systematic

work beginning frIckm the first grade.
6

Ascertaining the Ability to Find the Corresponding Form from Given.

Geometric Form.

In investigating geometric knowledge of figures we proceeded in

Ihe following wayP figures of various dimensions were arranged on a

'table: ,a circle, radius 5 cm ; a triangle, base and height 6 cm; a

square, base 7 cm; and a rectangle, height 8 cm.
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When a circle and triangle were presented, the children selected'

the appropriate figuies.,. When a rectangle was demonstrated,mthe

following mistaken answers were given: a'third grader selected a circle,

and one first grader and one fourth grader of the auxiliary school se-

lected a square. When a square was presented, 'a fiest grader and a

fourth grader selected a rectangle. In peroeiving geometric figures

some pupils of the auxiliary school confused the rectangle with the

squat and circle, ana the square with the rectangle.

In the next assignment we complicated the material, asking the chil-

dren to select a figure analogous in form to the one demonstrated'from

among collections ofrcolors, red and blue, which had been set out. The

dimensions of both collections were equal to the object introduced.

When a .Fircle and triangle were introduced, all the pupils selected

the appropriate figures, mostly from the blue ones althoughkto a lesser

extent from the red. Two pupils selected two figures of different

colors. When a rectangle was introduced, first grader K. S. selected

a square. The pupils of the auxiliary school sometimes select figures

by their acci ental features (color, dimension, but not form). Most

often the ils confused the square and the rectangle; this happens

because there are no sharp distinctions between these figures as, for

example, between a circle and a triangle.

In one bf the assignment's the conditions'fer solving the problem

were significantly mdre complicated than in the previous one. On the

table figures of three.colors were arranged: red, green, and yellow.

The figure being demonstrated by the experimenter was brown. For the

most part the selection of figures depended on their placement. Color

played a seconda role.

The figures ere set out in the following order (Figure 9).

In Most cas the pupils selected green squares, yellOw triangles,

and green recta gles. One first grade girl answered, "It is not here,

and a fourth grader selected three figures. The pupil selec ed the

figures of a certain color because it was more convenient to take them.

In the next assignment the number of figuro,s seL out uas increased.

Before the pupils were figures of eight colors (blue, red, brown,

yellow, white, black, pink, and green). Moreover, the collection set



L red j

red ,

re..\

COnventional designations of the color:

red e.1 grim

Figure 9'

yellow

out included one complete set identical to the one demonstrated. More

than.one-half the pupils selected the triangle, rectangle, circle, and

square equal in color and dimension to the.model, then the figures

having dimensions equal to those of the model but ofdifferent colors.

The atxiliary school pupils made color and dimension-the basis of their

selection. When a square was presented in this assignment, only one

pupil, first grader K. S., selected a rectangle; all the other pupils

solved the problem correctly.

In a new assignment the pupils selected figures from a collection

in which there were no figures identical to the one demonstrated. Most

pupils chose yellow figurel tliat is; they maintained a constancy in

the perception of color s(the figures demonstrated had been yellow).

Some first, second,and third graders confused rectangle and square;

and one second grader ahswered, when a triangle was introduced: %heir
i

are none of these here." The pupils made more mistakes in this assign-

ment than in the previous one.

In the ext assignment the pupils were tequired to find, from a

given geometri figure, all the corresponding ones. One can divide

the pugilst responses into two fundamental groups. In the first

group go the selection of blue figures, and in the second group.
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the selection ef all the given figures. In the first group, the domi-

nant aspect in the per;eption of geometric figures,is color. Form is

the dominant aspect for the second group.

Tht children gave the best results when the circle was introduced;

then the triangle; then the rectangle; and finally the square. Some.,

pupils did not distinguish rectangle and square, just as in the previous

tasks. The greatest number of figures selected were identical to the .

ones demonstrated. Then came figuressnear in 44.mension to the one

d. strated. Figures of smaller dimensions were selected by.the chil-

d e n a insignificant number.
Akt

.MentallS7 deficient childrenispend much time solving this problem.

But when they were asked "But did you choose all the figures?" most

pupils answered "All," although some of the same figures remained in

the collection. The children considered that they had solved the given

problem correctly, and many did net look for the.remaining figures,

,In the series of assignments the'pupils of the upper grades select-

ed the appropriate geometric forms; but in one of the assignments two

seventh graderS, M. R. and I. Z., made I.Stakes: instead of a rectangle,

one selected a square, and the second a triangle. In all the assign--

ments 'color dominated in most cases. Sometimes however, the pupils

selected figures of arbitrary color but of similar form.

When the pupils were asked to select all the geometric figures

similar in form to the one introduced, the selection of circle and tri-

angle taused the fewest difficulties. All pupils selected the circle

with,the exception of a siXth grader who chose a yellow square of much

smaller dimensions from the collection. To the question "Why do you

think that these are the same figures?" the pupils answered that "thty

are all eqeal"'or "because they are all round" or "because they are

all round and of the same colbr." The basis of the pupilst determi-
.

nations was the similarity in form of the given geometric eigure7y

In the selection of the triangles, there were some cases in which

not all the figures were selected. TheTupils had e graatest diffi-

culties in selecting the sqlare and the rectangle. selecting a

square, a seventh grader chose two rectangles, instead, and A fifth

grader, V. L.,,selected only twe blue rectangles at first; but wheh
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he'wa& asked "Did you chose 4:11 the figures?" he began to select

'squares and rectangles from the collection. After the above ques-

tion the other pupils looked more attentively than the pupils of the

lower grades, and.chose the rempining similar figures.

n.selecting the square the pupils did'Ntlequally select figures
#

of di ferent dimension4,for example, only 'half the pupil& selected a

green square (the smallest). In selecting the rtctangle, fifth grarler

V. L. selected all the squares in addition to the rectangles. In the

upper grades the dimensions of the figures, to some extent, also plclyed

a definite role in the selection of geometric figures.

Upon complicating the assignment, when the pupils were asked to

choose figures wiqlout regard to color and dimension, the pupils made

a series of mistakes;, if the figures were sharply distinguished from

each other as,,for example, circle and triangle, then all the pupils

selected them from the mOdel without mistake. The auxiliary school

pupils made mistakes when among rhe geometric forms similar ones were

found, that is, a rectangle and a square.

The:selection of ieemetric bodies proceeded somewhat differently.

In one of the assignments all the pupils of the upper and lower grades

of the auxiliary school correctly select$i geometric bodies identical

to the onesyintroduce4. In this task a cube, a sphere, a parallele-

piped, a cone, a cylinder, and a pyramid were set out on a table.

In the selection of geometric bodies we observed a certain differ-_

enee from the analogous tasks with geometric figures. Whereas, in

the investigatioa on ascertaining the knowledge.of,geometric figuresl

the answers were grouped according to color aad fOrm,'in the investi-

gationoon ascertaining the knowledge of geometric bodies, all erpup-

ils selected the_geometric bodies similar only in form. The difficulty

in the selection of geometric bodies depending only on dimension was

smoothed out.
--

Wherea:i in the assignment with geoMetric figures only, two pupils

selected the squares 9f-the smallegt dims;Qsions, in the assignment on

geometric bodies More than half the pupils seletted the bodies of

smpalest dimensfOn6. A geometric body is objective, a form in relief,

and of three dimensions as distinct from figures which are plane forms.
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The children more easily perceive and select bodies if they are similar 6.

to those demonstrated. In addition many pupils selected the geometric *

bodies remaining in the collection, while in the selection of figt(res

#

this was not observed.

In one of,the tasks in selixting geotetric bodies the results

obtained were significantly better than in selecting geometric figures

in the analogous task. Almost all pupils selected all the appropriate

geometric bodies: the most complete selection occurrWd wrien the ball

was demonstrated, then the cube and parallelepiped. The pupils made

more omissions in selecting cone, cylinder, and pyramid. The auXiliary

school pupils .still dO not distinguith these geomdtric bodtes sufficiently.

Of the remaining geometric bodies more were selected when the pupils

were asked, "Did you select allithe figures?" 'Thus geometric bodies,,

since they were more in relief and had three dimensions, were more

clearly perceived by the pupils than geometrlc figures.

In the process of selecting geometric forms according to.a given

model, we asked the pupils to prove tlw they had,selected the required

geometric figure or body. The questions "But by what are they similar?"

or "Why do you think that.this is the same figure?" evoked some diffi-

culties, since the child had to build up'definite logical connections
4

in the process of answering.

In the first grade not all Children answered this question correctly.

Some answers were devoid of thought: "It is drawn." "Because they are

little cubes." And when geometric bodies were presented, they answered:

"These are little umbrellas for the rain." "This wears caps." ,With

their answers the children emphasized the individual distinctive fea-

tures and did not connect them wtth the question posed. And only a

few pupils said, "They are.ggual." The pupils of the upper grades

would,say, "They are equalr" or "This is a triangle and that is a tri-

angle," "They are round,!! "They are -round, they are-equally-made,-

these are little balls," and the like

The pupils' answers to the question "Why do you think this is the

same figure?" for the most part reduce to the following two groups:

For geometrigures the answers were of this kind: "They are equal,"

"This is a triangle and that is a triangle," or "This is round and
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that is round." For geometric bodies the answers were of this kind:

"They are equal.'

For comparison let us examine the results of the investigation

conducted in the public elementary chool. In All assignmipts the

pupils of tht; public school selected the geometric figures and bodies

correctly*, except for one assignment on geometric figures. A second

grader,
'
responded "There are no such_here"; and, when a square was intro-

,

duced in another task, a weak first grader selected, along with squares,

several rectangles, and when a ;ectangle was introduced, selected

several squares. A y

The number of figures and bodies selected in the public school

exceeds the number of figures and bodies selected in'analogous assign-

ments in the auxiliary schoOl. This indicates a more criical approach

by the public school pupils to fulfilling the assignment. When asked :

"Why do you think these are the same figiares?" most pupils replied that

"They are equal" or "This is a little cirele and these are little

circles," "They ate also of the same form," "They are equal little balls,

neither greater nor less," "This is a triangle and that is a triangle,"

and the like.
4

For the question "But have you selected all the figures?" the

pupils looked amOng the remaining figures and bodies long and attentive-

ly and selected the additional ones. For the pupils of the public

school color played a less essential role than for the auxiliary school

p ls. This is because the pupils of the public school form more

accurate concepts of geometric figures and bodies; whereaS. tWU4

ary school pupils' concepts,are more elementary and border on simple

representations. For example, when two complete sets, equal in di-

mensions, were set out, one blue and the other red, the number of

figures selected by the pupils of the public school were nicely divided

-Into-equal parts, but in most cases the pupils of the auxiliary school'

selected the blue figures. In another case only first and second graders

selected figures equal in color and form; the terd and fourth graders

selected the figures milar in form,which it was most convenient for

them to take.

In selecting geometric bodies color plays an even' less significant., o

role than in selecting geometric figures. Unlike the pupils of the
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public sChool, the mentally deficient childien have mistaken and

imprecise perceptions of geometric forms. Most of the mentally.

deficient children bdgin the selection of figures by choosing those

similar to the one introduced, according to their color and dimen-
.-

sions (of equal form). The pupils of the public school begin to

select from the first figure they come across and choose ones similar

in form.

In selecting wometric bodies the auxiliary school pupils did-not

follow the same pattern as in selecting geometric figures, but selected

the first body they might find siftlar in 'form.

On the basis of the series of assignments we can conclude that the

pupils of the lower grades of the smithery school have elementary geo-
1

metric concepts. However, the children cannot yet give verbal expres-*

sion to the elementary geometric concepts which they have formed.

The pupils have elementary concepts of some geometric figures even in

the first grade, but in most .cases they are expressed in concrete form. '

When different figures or bodies of different sizes and colors were

set out before a child and he was asked to select one or all the figures

according to a model, even though he had no elementary geometric con-
, cepts of the given forms, he would nevertheless select.figures identi-

cal to the model. In reality only in'some cases did the pupils select

figures of identical color. Even then when the child selected figures-

similar in color, the dimensions were not always equal. In all other

cases the pupils selected figures eimilar in form but different in

color and size. This fact indicates that even first graders can form

elementary concepts about a given geometric form.

The,most complicated process, that of expressing elementary geo-

metric concepts verbally at a given stage of instruction, causes many

difficulties and takes place in the auxiliaryachool oply towards the

fourth grade. Besides, defining a geometric form also depends on the

number of essential attributes. The fewer the essential attributes

which some particular geometric form possesses, the easier it is for
;

Ole mentally deficient child to define it.

Comparing the results of,the investigation of the individual assign-
.

ments, we can i.emark that the process of fulfilling assignments does not
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proceed equally.

tn analyzing Ahe average results of the correct solutions in the

lowar grades of the auxiliaey school, we note that the pupilOpf the

auxiliary school easily select geometric figures and bodies according

to a model. The mistakes thatueedrred when the pupils were given the

name and were asked to select the geometric forms. And the pupils

experienced significant difficulties in naming geometric forms inde-

pendently. .In all these tasks better results were obtained for geo-

metric bodies than for figures.

There is not enough instruction in naming geometric forms. The

pupils themselves have difficulty nam1 geometric forms. When the

teacher names them, the pupil more ea ily corinects the name with the

form. AU.ffetence is also observed in the procesa of drawing figures

and models of geometric bodies. The.children represent geometric fig-

ures mare easily and have difficulty in modelling a geometric body.

The auxiliary,school pupils more easily reproduce geometric forms

when given a model than when given a name.

Although the program of the'auxiliary school provides for classes

in modelthaking, not enough of this type of work is provided. In one

of the assignments the pupils of the auxiliary and of the pdblic school

madi representations of a cube, parallelepiped, and cylinder. The task

consisted of two parts: first the repreEapttion waS constructed be-

model was demonstrated, and second the pupils made the repre-

sentation after the model was demonstrated.
1

None of the pupils of the lower grades of the auxiliary school'

could make a representation of a cube and parallelepiped correctly be-
.

fore this was demonstrated. In the upper grades only two fifth graders

made a development of the cube and parallelepiped correctIA\and almost

all seventh graders did it cOrrectly.

Significantly mote pupils madu a representation 4,f_Olt cylinder

correctly. (Even some pupils of the lower grades, made a representation

of a cylinder:Tor example a third grader and a fourth grader did it

correctly.) In the upper grades three fifth graders, three sixth

graders, and four seventh graders made a correct representation of a

cylinder.
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For the most..part the pupils of the lower grades represented a

cube and a parallepiped by means of tracing and cutting out only one

face, and in making a representation of a cylinder they cut out only

one base. SomplApils represented a cube and a parallelepiped by

cutting out the six faces separately, and a cylinder by cuttillg out

its two bases. Some pupils represented cube and parallelepiped in

the form: /"

Figure 10

and the like; that is, they cut out three, four, and five faces. Many
. .

pupils could not carry out this task.
al

The pupits of the upper gades, especially of the seventh, in

most cases made the representation correctly. The mistakes made by

pupils of the upper grades in making the representation were the same

as those of the lower grade pupils; that is, they cut the representation

out according to one face, or according to six faces separately, or

three, four, and five faces. Half the sixth,graders did not know how to

carry out this assignment.

After the demonstration the pupils of the lower grades made all

three representations correctly. The greatest number of correct

constructions were in representations of the rube, cylinder, and parallel-

epiped.
_.../ %

One first grader, K. S., even after the demonstration cut out all

three, representat ns in the,form of bands, and second grader G. V.
-..43

traced eight squares and cut them out as'a whole. After the demonstra-

tion, the pupils of the upper grades made a1,1 three representations

correctly.

Two weak seventh graders, R. M. and Yu. N., made representations
J

correctly during the lesson, but in the individual investigation be-

fore the demonstration of the model they made mistakes, and only after

the demonstration did they do it correctly. How to represent a cube,
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a cylinder, and a parallelepiped was taught only in the seventh grade

As we can see from the investigation, after the demonstration even

the first graders carried out this t4sk correctly. For comparison let

us examine the results of the investigation cpnducted in the public

school. Before the demonstration only first graders could not carry

out UN task correctly. For, the most part they cut out one fate for

representations of the cube anTFarallelepiped, and one base for the

representation of the cylinder. One pupil cut out six faces separately .

for the cube and parallelepiped and two bases for the cylinder, and one

pupil did not fulfill this task at all. Before the demonstration half

the second graders made these representations correctly. The rest

either cut out onaface (a square for the cube, a rectangle for the

parallelepiped, and a circle fOr the cylinder) or did not know how to

complete this assignment.

In the third grade the results were more favorable. One pupil

did not make,the representations of the parallelepiped and cylinder,

and two pupils did not complete the representation of the cube. The

other pupils managed this task wpll. All che fourth graders carried

out the task accurately.

After the de4on,stration, without exception, all the pupils of the

lower grades of the public school carried out this task correctly. We

'see...accuracy and confidence in,the work of the pupils of the lower

grades of the public school an4 the lack of accuracy and precision.in

the pupils of the lower grades and even in some pupils et, Fhe upper

grade the auxiliary school.

up what has be_ln stated above, we conclude that:

i) 1The pupils qf, the auxiliary school easily Select a form

.accorciingly to a model. The increase in difficulty dependeroen the

supplementary features. Upon complicating the assignment by asking

the pupils to select figures without regard to color and dimensions,

the pupils of the auxiliary school made mistakes. If the figurs were

sharply distinguished from each'other as, for example, circle and tri-

angle, then all the pupils selected them according to a model without

mistakes. The pupils of the auxiliary school made mistakes among the

similar geometric forms, such as a rectangle and a square.

..=
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b) The next stage of difficulty in the study of geomet c forms

is their selection according to name, the representation of geometric

figures in a drawing, and the modelling of geometric bodies.

c) The pupils of the auxiliary school encauntered more difficuaties

in naming geometric forms than did the pupilOpf the public school. At

first the child does not master gliometric concepts through precise verbal

formulation characterizing the geometric fOrM, but by'means of concrete

comparison with some object familiar to him'from his daily life. For

example, the cylinder is a little jar, apipe, a lIttle barrel, and

the like.)

d) The pupils of the auxiliary school have.diverse ideas aboldt

geometric forms. They have a better idea of the solid form than of the

,plane form. At the same time they do not have equal ideas of solid

form; they have g better idea of ball-and cube and a less ae,irate idea

of others. Of the plane forms they have a better idea of cirtte'and

triangle and a poorer idea of square and rectangle.

e) More is required of the auxiliary schoo; pupils than.of the
0'

pupils of the public school, especially in organized studies, since in

the process of practical activity these pupils'master abstract geometric

concepts with greate difficulties. Hence one must conclude that

studying geometric material should occupy an especially pibminent place

in an arithmetic course.

f) The auxiliary school pupils are capable of mastering elementary

geometric.ideas and concepts.

An Investigation of Auxiliary School Pupils

Knowledge of Square and Cubic Measures
WA

The study of square measure in the auxiliary school occurs in the

sixth grade as stipulated by the program. In th'e public school this

topic is studied in the fourth grade. For this investigation we

selected six sixth graders and six seventh graders of the auxiliary

school and six fourth graders from the public school. The investigation

was conducted in the fourth quarter; by this time square measures had

been studied.
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A

The following different types of problems may be encountered in

the procbss of studying square measurq:

a) computing the area of a rectangle or square of a given geome-

tric form;

b) computing the area of a rectangle or square from the dimensions

of given figures;

c) computing the area of a rectangle and of a square in a concrete

situation (this problem is a pract4a1 application of the first case);

d) computing the areas of rectangular or square sections or lots

of given dimensions (this problem is a pra tical applicati n of the

second case).

Besides the cases indicated above, Inte complibited problems may

be encountered: for example, computing die total area of a figure

composed of several squares and rectangles. In Fle. work process another

problem may be encountered: the,task of tracing a geometric figure of

given dimensions and calculating its area. , The pupils become acquainted

with the drawing of geometric figures while studying geometric forms.

We made it our goal to ascertain the knowledge, abilities, and

skills of the pupils of the auxiliary and public schools with respect

to square measures and the solution of problems in calculating areas.

As material for- this invIstigation we took three rectangles and two

squares of different dimensions which were traced out on a paper.

The dimensions of the rectangles were as follows:

a) length 12 cm , width 2 cm;

b) length 12.5 cm. , width 7 cm;

c) length 9.5 cm , width 8.5 cm.

The dimensions o ,the squares were: 1) 6 cm and 2) 7.5 cm.

The assignments ere given to the pupils in order of increasing

dif ficultf.Th -deter ining the dimensions of the rectangle the pupils

encountered' three cases:
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a) The sides of the rectangle were expressed by whole numbers

of the basic units of measuring.
3'

b) 'fine side of the rectangle is expressed by a whole'number of

the basic unit of measure atld the second side is expressed by a frac-

tional number of the basic unit of measure or by a composite concrete
411hU

number.

An attempt to ascertain the pupils' abilities toAletermine the
-

area of a rectangle and of a square and to solw concrete problems was

conducted in a second series.

The following problems were proposed to the pupils:

.a) "What is the area of a rectangle whose length is 7 cm and

whose Width is 3 cm?"

b) "What is the area of a square having a side of 8 cm?"

c) "What is the are'a of a Pioneers' room if it is 7 m long

and 6 m wide?"

d) "What is the area of a three rooin apartment if the length of

the largest room,lis 6 m and its width is 3 m , the length and width of

the middle room are each 4m ; ava'the smallest is 3 m long and 2 m

wVde?"

1. The Pupils' Knowledge of Square Measure

Let us examine the results of the investigation onithe pupils'

wledge of square measure.

Before determining the area of a figure, a pupil ndepefidently
, -

measured its length and width. In solving this and the following prob-
.

lems the pupil who carried out the task independently was given com-

plete freedom.

Determining the dimensions of a rectangle 12 cm long and 2 cm

owide in the sixth grade of the auxiliary school caused no difficulties.

3By basic units of measuring we mean those which for the given .
concrete case express a whole number of units which does not exceed
the next larg-er unit. And in this case there may be dbme exceptions.
For example, the length of a rectangle is 12 cm; this would be written
as 1 dm 2 cm, but in practice we used centimeters more often than
decimeters.
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A11 the pupils determined the dimensions correctly and correctly

computed the area. Yet one question arises, the ,most complicated one

for the pupils of the auxiliary school--this is the form:of writing

down the units. Before the experiment had hegun, all pupils were told

to write down the solution correctly. Thiee ways of writing down the

solution of the given Troblem are possible:

1) 12 sq. cm x 2 = 24 sq. cm

2) 12 x 2 24 (sq. cm ),

3) 12 cm x 2 am 24 sq. cm.
4

No s4th grader wrote down the solution of the given problem

correctly.

TwsLpupils wrote it down in the form: 12 x 2 24 sq. cm. One

yupil, Wiho had measured' the sides of the.rectangle correctly, wrote

4:1ADIATa the solution in the form:

12 x12 = 24 sq. cm.

There were other ways in which notations were made:

12 cm x 2 cm 24 am ,

12 cm x 2 = 24 am

12 cm x 2 = 24 cm.

In the first three notations, mistlkes are found only in the form
4

of the notation., But the final resultIlis written dowif correctly. In

the notations immediately above, the soNtion is devoid of thought..

These pupils still did not understand
c

the essence,of computing areas.

The pupils ftechanically recalled that for determining the area of a

rectangle one must.measure the length and width and multiply the numbers

obtained, but they still had not mastered the e6sence of measuring an

area. The pupils still did not differentiate between linear and square

measures. It was all the same to them in whatever measures one

0-
4The contemporary methodologists N. N. Nikitin; A. S, Pchelko, and

others use the following form of notation in the elementary school:
12 sq. cm x 24 sq. cm. In the auxiliary school it is also

advisable to have only one mode of notation.
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expressed the area of a rectangle, osipo- long as the calculations were

correct.

The next figure whose area was to be found was a rectangle 12.5

cm long and 7 cm wide. In this problem the pupils.eneountered new

difficulties--a precise determination of the dimensions. Only three

of the six pupils determined the dimensions correctly, and three pupils

rounded them off to whole numbers--instead of 12.5 cm they wrote down

only 12 cm. The pupils who had determined the dimensions correctly

\made mistakes, in multiplying the two numbers: from 12 1/2 x 7 they

got 84 1/2 sq. cm or 84 1/4,sq. cm. The erroneous results of the

calculations are due to the lack of a definite algorithm for multi-

plying a common fraction by a whole number, although the sixth graders

had already studied a section of this topic. Thus no sixth grader

determined the area of the rectangle correctly.

Determining the area of a rectangle whose dimensions were 9.5 cm

* and 8.5 cm called forth more difficulties. In determining the

dimensions there were almost the same mistakes as ia the previous case:

,three pupils determined the dimensions correctly, two pupils rounded

them off to whole numbers, and one pupil measured only one side, having

taken the given rectangle to be a square. The pUpils who determined
a

the length and width correctly made mistakes in multiplying.

The following results were obtained from three pupils:

-..
1) 9 1/2 x 8 1/2 .. 72 1/2 sq. cm;

2) 9 1/2 x 8 1/(,7 72 1/2 cm;,

3) 9 1/2 x 8 1/2
2

The durriculum for the sixth grade of the auxiliary school does

not stipulate multiplication ot a common fraction by a fractio . To

i
I,

tet the Correct,solution in the given case, it'was necessary t thange

centimeters to millimeters. No pupil did this. The pupils did not
d

even begin to think about the questiA of whether they could multiply

a fraction by a fraction or whether.they had'studied this in class.

Such an approach to solving the problem characterifol# the peculiari-

ties of.the mentally_zetarded child's psyche as diatil;Ict from that bf

the public school pupil. This peculiarity consists in the absence of

a ctitical attitude toward one's actions.
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Instead pf the area pne pupil determined the perimeter, and wrote

his final result in square meters; this was also.his form of solution,

for subsequent Troblems on determining the area of a square. The

pupils' form of notation remained constant for the most part, i.e., the

same as in the'previous problems. Orily one pupil in the first case

wiote down her a4er thus:

12 cm x 7 = 84 cm ,

and in the second case:

8 1/2 x 9 1/2 = 72 1/2 cm.

The auxiliary school sixth graders coilld solve.such a problem completely

if the centimeters were changed into millimeters, or if the dimensions

were all measured in millimeters, but no pupil did this. rad

In determining the'area of a square we took two possible cases:

1) the length of a side of the square is 6 cm, and 2) the length of

a side of the square of 7.5 cm ; that is, the length of the side is

expressed in whole numbers and in fractions. Computing the area of a

square with a side of 6 cm produced'almost no difficulties; 5 pupils

out of Ccalculated thehrea correctly, but one )pupil calculated the

perimeter of the square. The form of the pupils' notation was just

the same as in calculating the area of a rectangle. Three pupils wrote

down 6 x 6 = 36 sq. cm , and the others wrote 6 cm x 6 cm = 36 cm ;

6 x 6 = 36;' 6 cm x 6 = 36 cm.

In determining the area of the square with side 7.5 cm long,

the pupils encountered difficulties, not so much in determining the

dimensions, as in calculating. The pupils who determined the length

of a sic* as 7 1/2 cm, upon multiplying:7 1/2-x 7 1/2 made various
3

misakes: 7 1/2 x 7 1/2 = 49 1/2; 7 1/2 x 7 1/2 - 14 1/2; and

7 m 5 mm x 7 m 5 pm =50m.

Although pupil K. T. did write down the dimensions in the form-'soof

a composite concrete number, he did not put down the units correctly

and he did not break down the measurements into smaller units.

For the most part the form of notation remain* the same as in

the previous problems. Two pupils,wrote down the solution as

7 1/2 x 7 1/2 = 49 1/2 sq. cm ; and three pupils as 7 cm x 7 cm

49 cm ; and one pupilrwrote 7 1/2 x 7 1/2 = 14 1/2 = 7.
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In ascertaining the sixth graders' abilities to calculate the

-area of a geometric figure from drawings, the following insufficiencies

in the pupils' k.901.rledge were uncovered:
,

1) When the child'ren are given the ta'fc of calculating the area

of a igure whose dimensions are expressed by'composite concrete num-

bers or by.fractional numbers, the pupils cannot'make the calculation

correctly, not to mention writing down the solution in precise form.

But in practice such cases are exactly thos most often encountered.

2) Sixth graders do not know how to w/ite down the solution of

a problem correctly. Among the mentally deficient children a state'

is often encountered in which the pupils do not distinguish,linear
,,

and square'measures irisolving problems. The mostA4iverse forms of

notation are
i

encountered. In the sixth grade tisere w1ot one correct
17

. 'notation. For example: 8 1/2'x 9 1/2 =-- = 8 1/2; 12 cm x 7 cm =
,2

84 cm r 8 1/2 cm x 9 1/2 cm = 72 1/2; and the like.

Let us examine the results of the seventh graders of the auxiliary

school in calculating the areas of rectangle and of 5(square'from

drawings. A rectangle with sides of 12 cm and 2 cm was determined

correctly.by four out of six.'"PupiIs.' More difficultiesere encountered

in determining the area of a rectangle'of dimensions 12.5 cm and 7 cm.
r-

Only three 'out of six pupils cit-ermined the dimensions correctly. Ii .

this case al notation was also marked by the absence of uniformity; for

example, 12.5 x 7 = 87.5 sq. cm ; 12.5 x 7 = 87.5 cm ; 12 1/2 x 7 =
01,

25 , 11

14 14'

The pupils did somewhat better in determining the area lof a rec-

tangle of imensions 9.5 cm and 8.5 cm. Four pupils determined the

dimensions incorrectly, and M. R. determined the perimeter in addition.

One pupil.determined the dimensions correctly, but when she began to

write down the result in decimal fractions, :11e.made an error. Instead

of writing down 9 1/2 sq. cm x 8 112 = 9.5 sq. cm x 8.5, she wrote

down 9.2 sq. cm x 8.2. Changing common fractions into decimals caused

an erroneous answer.

Five out ok six pupils determined the area of a square it a side 6

of 6 um, correctly. The notations were diverbe: 6 cm x 6 =

36 cm ; 6 cm x 6 cm = 36 em,; 6 x 6 = 36 cm ; 6 sq. cm 6 sq. cm =

36 pg. cM.
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It was a samewhat more complipated matter for them.to compute

the area of a square with a side of 7.5 am. Only four out of sim

pupils determined the dimensions correctly. Forl!tile most part 'the

notation remained the same as in the previous case, with the follaw-

ing 'changes. Instead ai the cas6 sq, et x 6 s_q. cm = 36 sq. cm ;

0 and 6 cm x 6 cm 36 am ; there appeared notations of the form

7.2 x 7.2 = 51.84 and 7.5 cm x 7.5 - 56.25 cm.

Ascertaininethe Pupils' Ability to Determine the Area of a

Rectangle and a Square When the are Given

Four problems were given the pupils. The basic aim of these prob-

lems was to asdertainstheir ability to determine the areas of figures

from given dimension's. In the first problem, "What is the area ef a

rectangle 7 cm long and 3 cm wide? " all the sixth graders of the

auxiliary school gave a correct answer -- 21; but in every case there

was a mihtake in notation; the answer was 21 cm. In their notations

the sixth grdders confined themselves to the forms: 7 cm x 3 cm =
0

21 cm and 7 cm x 3 = 21 cm.

In the second problem, "What is the area of a square'whose side

is 8 cm long?" on y four fkipils made the correct calculation, '8 x '8 =

64; and, far the ost part, the form of the notation remained the same

as in the first g emL that is78 cm x 8 cm = 64 em or 8 cm x 8 =

644. Instead -of computing the area, two pupils computed the perimeter

of the square, one of them computing the perimeter in,square units:

8 x 4 32 sq.. cm.

The third problem, "What is the area of a Young Pioneer's room

if it is 7 m long and 6 m widd [7:77)?" did not produce special diffi-

culties either. Al the sixth graders made the computation correctly,
r 7

but the form of te notation remained as befo7e--42 m was obtained

as an answer. 'ORTY one .pupil wrote down 7'x 6 42 sq. m-, Here, too,

,there was imprecision in the units, but the final result had a definite

geometric sense.

In the fourth problem, "What is the area of,a three-room apartment

if the length of the,lar'gest room is 6 m and its width is 5 m , the

length and width of the middle.room are each 4 m ,,and the length of
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the smallest is 3 m , and its width is 2 m [7:78]?" Four sixth graders

determined the area of the'apartment in linear measurements. The

notations were: 1) 6 m x 5 m = 30 m 2) 4 m x 4 m = 16 m

3) 3m x2m = 6m;'4) 30m + 16m + 6m = 52 m.

One pupil solved it thus: 1) 5 x 6 = 30 sq. m ;. 2) 4 x 4 =

16 sq. m ; 3) x 2 = 6 sq..m ; 4) 30 + 16 + 6 = 52 sq. m. Although

in th4 solution.the partial and final results do have definite sense,

the units were hAndled imprecisely. And one pupil confused all the data,

writing down the solution thus: 1) 6 m x 3 = 18 m ; 2) 5 m x 3 = 15 m

3) 18 x 4 = 72 m 4) 15 x 3 = 45 m ; and 5) 6 x 2 = 12 m. She multi-

plied the dimensions of one room by the dimensions of anOther.

Although the pupils encountered more difficulties in solving the

practical problem, they solved the problems more cor;ectly and quickly

when computing the area from definite data. This is because the pupils,

in order to determine the area of a figure from a drawing, first had to

determine the dimensions, and then compute the area. The approach to

solving problems of this category is more creative than the approach of

the second category, in which the pupils determined the area of a

figure from its dimensions. In this case the pupils often matiplied

the length by the width mechanically, without considering the sense of

the solution. In witness to this are the answersliven by the pupils

who determine the area in linear units.
v.

The seventh graders solutions of problems could he distinguished,

from the solutions oranalogous problems by sixth graders. The seventh

graders gav'e mote accurate notation: Half of the.pupils wrote the

solution down in the form 7 cm x 3 cm 21 sq. cm, and the rest wrote

the solutil.pn in the form 7 cm x.3 cm ... 21 cm. These two nottions

alone were cha teristic of the seventh graders. These pupils'

encountered s e difficulties in computing the area of a square;

three pupils computed the perimetr,,one of them in sq. cm ; and, in

computing the area of a rectangle, only one pupil calculated the peri-

meter instead of the area. All six pupils solved the third problem

correctly, but only two had the correct notation; three wrote it in

the form 7 m x 6 m - 42 m , and one in the form 7 x 6 . 42 m. The

solution of the fourth problem caused more difficulties. The first

three questions (calculating the areas of separate rooms) were deter--

mined by five pupils correctly; of these, only two wrote down
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the solution correctly. The fourth question, determining the area

of the whole apartment, was correctly computed by four pupils; of

these two wrote it in the correct formthat is, 30 sq. m + 16 sq. m

+ 6 sq. m = 52 sq. m. One pupil, instead of adding togetker the
t

results obtained from the first three questionsomultiplied these

numbers and wrote the final result in Square meters.

In this series we observed in the pupils a more accurate form of

notatioi than in the first series. Clreater uniformity was observed in

individual pupils' notations. After the study of square measures we

conducted a control work-experiment in the Auxiliary Schoollio. 77 of

Moscow and the Ul'yanovsk Auxiliary School . 39. 'The pupils were

asked to solve two problems, which we also proposed in individual

studies. A characteristic aspect of their solution was more accurate

notation, and more precise computation. All thirteen pupils of both

Auxiliary School No. 77 and the Ul'yanovsk School No. 39 solved the

* following problem correctly: "What is tfie area of a Pioners' room if

it is 7 m long and 6 m wide?" Twelve pupils of the 77th School

wrote the solution in the form 7 m x 6 m = 42 sq. m , and one pupil

write it as 7 m x 6 - 42 sq. m. In Ul'yanovsk Auxiliary School No.

39 thene were three forms of notation. Five pupi4s wrote down the

, solution as 7 x 6 = 42 (sq. m ), and two pupils as 7 m x 6 m ==. 42

In solving the more complicated problem "What is the area of a

three room apartment if the largest room is 6 m long and 541 wide,

the middle room is 4 m long and 4 m wide, and the smallest is 3 m

long and 2 m 'wide?" some diversity in the'notation of the units wal

observed: The computations in both the Ul'yanovsk and the Moscoc.i

School were made precisely, bikt in the Ul'yanovsk School diverse

notations were obsbrved in determining the area of all three rooms.

Along with the correct form of notation, 30 sq. m + 16 sq. m +

6 sq. m 52 sq. m and 3,0 + 16 + 6 = 52 (sq. m ), some pupils wrote:

30 sq. m + 16 sq. m + 6 sq. m = 52 (sq. m ); 30 m + 16 m + 6 m =

52'm ; 30 m + 16 m +.6 m = 52 sq. m ; and 30 sq. + 16 sq. + 6 sq. =

52 sq. m.

In solving the problems some pupils formulated tlie questions

iworecisely. R. M. made an essential mistake in formulating the

question; inste d oF writing down "What is the area of the room?" he
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wrote "What is the width of the room?" R. M. did not distinguish

such geometric concepts as area, widths and perimeter accurately

enough. R. Kh. made mistake in copying thE conditions of the prob-
..

lem; instead of 6 mfters she wrote down 6 centimeters. As a result

of this mistake th problem made no sen le! forqhere.pre no rooms

of such dimensions. Bub R. K1 . did not consider the conditiona of

the problem and did not correct her error. In formulating the question

N. K. also made a mistake; instead of writing down "What is the area

of a three-room apartment?" she wrote "What is the area pf three apart-

ments?" N. K. did not make an accurate analysis of the given problem.

In determining the area of the PiondetArs' róom, L. M. wrote down: 1What

is the volume of the room?"

In determining ihe areas of rectangles and squares the pupils of

the auxiliary school made mistakes, but the nature of these mistakes

was different for individual, pupils. Whereas some pupils made mistakes
\

/INof a semantic charapter (for example, they formulated dle questions

imprecisely; instead of the area they determined the volume or peri-

meter, not grasping the sense and mealiling of the problem), other chil-

dren made mistakes.which we can ascribe to insufficient concentration

of attention (for example, instead of meters they wrote down centi-

meters).

One moe fact should be noted. In some easels in one assignment a

pupil made a correct computation and a correct form of notation, and in

another, similar task, the form of notat n was errcineous. This fact

indicates an incomplete mastery of the pro lem being solved.

Unlike the pupils of the auxiliary school, the pupils of the

public school determined the dimensions more precisely, and operated

better with composite-concrete numbers.

Let us draw some brief conclusions:

a) The auxiliary school pupils,are weak in their solution of

problems tn omputing the areas of geometric figures from a drawing.

More difficulties occur in determining the dimensions of figures whose

length is not expressed by a whole number of the basic limits of measure.

In these cases the pupils usually round off the dimensions to whole

numbers. 0

at,
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b) The pupils encounter fewer difficulties in determining the

areas of geometric'figures when the dimensions are given.

.c) In most casesithe pupils of the public school give an accurate

and precise notation and understand the solution of the problem well,

although with weak pupils some mistakes are encountered.

2. Investigation of the Auxiliary-School Pupils' Knowledge of Cubic

Measure

To ascertain the pupils'- abilities to determine the volumes of geo-

metric bodies, we conducte4 two series of investigations. An individual

investigation was conducted in the seventh grade of the auxiliary school
*or

and in the fourth grade of the publkc school.

To ascertain their ability to compute the volume of a parallele-

piped from a given geometric model, we asked the children to compute

the,Volumes of the following bodies:

a) a parallelepiped 6 cm long, 4 cm wide, 10 cm high;

b) a parallelepiped 4 cm long, 4 cm wide, cm high;

c) a parallelepiped 2 cm. iong, 2 cm wicie, 20 on high;

d)7 a cube whose edge was 10 Cm long;

e) a cube whose, edge was 2 cm long.

I.

The numbers representing the dimensions of these geometric bodies

produced no difficulties. The parallelepipeds.were of two forms.

One had faces of rectangular form, afid two had faces of square form;

one eif them had an elongated form (2 c , 2 cm , and 20 cin) The pupils

were required to be able to determine the dimensions of geometric bodies

and to compute their volumes.

Some auxiliary-school pupils had difficulty in determining ihe

dimensions. Two pupils did not determine-the-dfiensions completely.

Of the three dimensions,given, they determined only two. Moreover,

they could not use these data correctly. One shoUld also note that

R. M. determined all the dimensions of the parallelePipeds and cubes

correctly, but she could not use-them in determining the volumes. in

the first problem, instead of the volume, R. M. determined the surface

area face by face, that is 6 x 6 = 36 sq. cm ; 10 x 4 = 40 sq. cm.

Three pupils did the computation correctly.
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For the most, part the notations were of three forms: 10 cm x

4 cm x 4 cm = 160 cub. cm ; 10 am x 4 cm ,=40 cm; 40 cm x 4 cm -

160 cub. cm. More often, hOoever, one encountered notations like

10 cm x 4 cm x 4 cm = 160 cm. Only one pupil's notation was correct

in all reSP.1'

Determining the volume of a cube produced more difficulties. One

pupil multiplied the,length of an edge by the number of faces. In sol-

.ving this problem there was no logic. In determining the volume of

the cube one pupil even calculated its total surface area. After

ascertaining the pupils' ability to determine the volume of paral-
.

lelepiped and cube, given their dimensions, and to determine the

volumes of objects having the form of a parallelepiped'Or cube, we

asked the pupils to solve the following problems:

a) What is the volume of a rectangular parallelepiped 5 cm

long, 3 cm wide and 8 cm high?

h) What.is the volume of a cube whose edge is 7 cm long?

c) What is the volume of a classroom if it is 10 m long,

7 m wide and 5 m high?

d) There are eight patients in a hospital ward. How many

cubic meters of air belong to each patient if the rOom is 8 m long,

6 m wide and 5 m high?
5

Solving.t,hese problems caused fewer difficUlties for seventh

graders of the auxiliary schoolthan solving the preceeding assignments.

All the pupils computed the first problem correctly, but they did not

use a correct form of notation. One pupil wrote it down correAly:

5 cm .x 3 cm x 8 cm = 120 cub. cm. Three pupils-wrote it as 5 cm x
.0

3 cm x 8 cm' = 120 cm ; one as 5 cm x 3 cm - 15 m , 15.x 8 = 120 cm;

and one as 5 x 3 = 15 cub. cm, 15 x 8 = 120 cub. cm. The pupils gave

analogous forms of notation and computation in deterthining the volume

of the Classroom. In this problem two pupils used a correct notation:

10m xlm x5m 350 cub. m.

5
We took the last two problems from [7:82], although we have

changed the last protikem somewhatinstead of sixteen people,
we put eight.
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The auxiliary school pupils sometimes make the computatIons

, mechanically and giVe little consideration to the meaning of the

solution, a phenomenon analogous to what happened in the compUtation

of areas. In determining the volume of a cube, just is in computing

the area of a square, the pupils encountered more difficulties than

in computing the volume of a parallelepiped. 'Only two pupils calcu-

lated correctly. One gave an incorrect answer; two pupils calculated

the entire surface area expressea in cubic units; and one pupil deter-

mined the perimeter of'a face.in square centimeters. The auxiliary school pupils

sometimes confuse certain concepts which they acquired in the process

of studying geotetric material, for instance volume and. perimeter. .4

a resul1t of this, the pupils determined the surface area or perimeter,

insteaIl of the volame. This is explained by certain difficulties

exper enced in determining the volume of a cube. The pupils do not '

have a good ,idea Of the easence of determining volume, and rather .

mechanically use the methods of determination which they have studie9.

In-determining.the-volume of a parallelepiped, the pupil more easil

recalls,that it is necessary to
1,

multiply length by.width and by height
. II

than in determining the volume of a cubemin which one must repeat the

length of the edge as a multiplter three times.

The children also encounter some difficulties in determining the

-'22.5

volume of a arallelepiped in the more.complicated problem in deter-

mining the cubic.capacity of,alr in a hospital ward. For the first

question all the pupils madp a correct computation; but in dete'rmining

the number of cubic meters of air per person two pupils made mistakes

in the computation. For the most part the form of notation remained

the same as in the previous cases Three pupils wrote down the solu-

tion as 8 m 'x 6 m x 5 m = 240 m; three pupils expressed their

answers in cubic meters. ,

,

One canno4=1.Qore the fact that the very concition of this prob-

lem directs one to determine the ,volume in cubic meters, whereas in

the previous problem the question was formulated as "What is the vol-

ume of a classroom." In this problem, in formulating the very ques-

tion "How many cubic meters of air are there for each l)atient...?P it

is indicated that the volume is to be determined in cilbic Meters and
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not in linear br square measure. Four pupils paid attention.tO this;

but twO pupils, even in this caee, went on to determine the volume

in square meters or without units at all.

,To see how the subjects determine the volume of a room we conducted

a.control experiment in two classes, in the seventh grade of the

Ul'yanovsk AuAiliary-SchoOl and in the seventh grade of Auxiliary School

No. 77 of Moscow. In Auxiliary School Nos 77 the control work was

conducted before the school material on calculating volumes was taught. .

In the work of these two grades a significant difference was observed

in the notation of the units. The computation in the problem "What is

the volume of a classroom if..,?"' were correct in both schools, but the

notations differed. With the pupils of the Auxiliary School No. 77

one could find diverse notation; in the Ul'yanovsk school all the pupils

computed the volume and wrote it down correctly: 10 x 7 x 5 350 (cub. m ).

The second problem,"In a hosiatal ward there are eight patients..."

was harder for the auxiliary school pupils; they wripte ciown the most

. diverse notation for the units. Even among the correct answers there

Were several w/th erroneous notation; but in the Ul'yanovsk school all

fifteen pupils wrote down and computed the first question. The notation

of the second question was also more accuratf in the 77th school: of

thirteen pupils, ten wrote it correctly. In t4e Ul'yanovskAuxiliary

School the Computation was correct, but the notation was of three forms:

1) nine pupils wrote it as: 240 cub. m 8 = 30 cub. m 4 2) four

pupils as 240 8 = 30 (cub. m ); 3) two pupils as 240 cub. m 8 -

30 (cub. m ).
V;

Let us draw some brief conclusions:

a) Both in computingthe area of a square and a rectangle and

in cOmpe.tingthe volume of a cube and a parallelepiped of given geometric

forms, the pupilscoUnter significantly more difficulties lhan in

determining the areas and volumes of these same forms when their

dimensions are given. One can explain this'by the fact tbat in the

first case the pupils approach the solution more creatively, and in

the second case more mechanically, lacking a sufficient number of

exercises. Hence one must conclude that for better mastery of square

and cubic measures, more lessons on determining areas and volumes of

given geometric formp must be conducted. pis work must be varied as
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much as possible, computing the areas of a table,the classroom floor,

a room, a plot of land, and ,similaroobjects, or computing the cubic

capacity of the crabaxoom, of a room, and of various objects having the

form of the given geometric bodies.

b) The seconE inadequacy in the pupils' studies is the absence

of an accurate and correct form of notation in solving problems. This

indicates that one must pay serious attention to correct notation in

solving problems in computing areas and volumes.

c) Some pupils do not distinguish such geometric concepts as

area, volume, and perimeter. These pupils often confuse ohe concept i

with another. One must given this problem serious attention-as well.
4

d) Correct notations is perfectly accessible to the pupils of

the auxiliary school, but one must give this prbblem the most serious

attention.

Pedagogical Methods in Auxiliary School Pupils'

Study of Geometric Forms

---2'The study of geonte'tLc material is one of the integral factors in

a person's cognition of the material world, and proceeds according to

the general laws of the dialectic-materialistic theory of cognition.

The dialectic method of/cognition Of truth was accurately formu-

lated b'y V. I. Leni his Philosophical Notebooks: "From live

coltemplation to str thaught and from that to practice.-- that is .

theNialectic waj of cogni/ tion of truth, the cognition of objective

reality [9:166]."
/

The child, beginning to be aware of the exterior world, turns to

objects and phenomena thtough practical activity. Speaking of thee

child's thought, K..Marx indicated that

...his judgment asawell as his practical thoughtlyave
primarily a mechanical and sensory character. The sensory
propeities of objects and phenomena are the first bands
connecting him to the exterior world. Practical senses,
primarily the.senses of smell and taste, are the first
senses with'whose aid he appraises the world [9:166].

Recognition of the material world is possibl only through sensa-

tions and perceptions. "Sensation is the image of moving material,"

wrote Lenin. 'Except through sensation we can learn nothing about forms
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of matter ot forms of motion; sensations are evoked by the operation

of moving material upon our sens&organs [10:288c]." With the aid of

the sense organs, supplemented by the activity of the memory and of

thought, a person is capable of reflecting not only the separate

properties and qualities of an object, but also the objects of the

material world as a whole.

Psychological investigations have shdift thA perceptio ideas;

and concepts do not exist isolated f.rom eadh ot4er, but are a unified

'psychological process. Thus, for example, the immediate perceiStion

of objective reality with the aid of the sens organs is always supple-

mented to some desree by our-conceptions, based ou previous experience,

concerning a given.object. Simultaneously with this we acquire the

capability of analyzing a given object and sildtling out its essential

features. Geometric concepts are also acquired by contemplation (with

the aid of perception and'ideas) of objective reality:. ,The prodess

of abstracting is accompanied by the analysis of facts into individual
4

features or, signs (analysis) on the one hand, and by the combination

of these elements into a unified whole (synthesis), on the other hand.

Perception of concrete fOrm is accessible to children very early.

The mastery of geometric form presents some difficulties at first.

Children between three and seven years of age "...at first objectify"

a geometric form, "That is, they give it a naive-objective interpre-

tation: triangle--'little pocket,' circle -- 'little wheel,' quadrangle,

cut 9irough crosswkee by intersecting lines perpendicular to each other--

ttle window,' a triangle placed atop a quadrilateral is 'a house,'

arta the like [11; see else) 5:137-181]." ,

Then, in learning a geometric form, the child begiAt to perceive

it as a similar form ("thi4 is like a little window" and so forth).

In the general course of the development of,an objective and of a

geometric form, a change is observed in the child; at first the child

perceives the geometric form as proceeding from the oblectivb; then,

according to his degree of mastery of geometri

/F

representations and

concepts, the concrete form of objetta begin 4 to be.determined by means
g

of abstract geometric forms. According to the degree of his familiarity

with geometric materiel in the procesS of instruction, the child begins
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to distinguish dtfinite geometric forms (ball, cube, circle': triangle,

square, and so forth).

Let us now examine the ways of studying visual geometry in the

:
au iliary school, taking into account the peculiay_ties of the inte17.

ctual development of mentally .deficient children.
6

The study of

geometric material in the auriliary school is stipulated by the edu-

cational curriculum, in which there are two basic stages. The first
I

stage is the aitumul4Zion of'geometric information aspi elementary ideas
,

and concepts in the lower grades; the second stage is the systematic

studroof geometric material in the upper grades. Hence the ways of
4

studying geometric material in auxiliary school shall be examined

according to these stages, t t is: r

1).The study ot geometric material in the lower grades, and

2) The study,of geometric material in the upper grades.

1. .Methods of Studying Geometric Forms itithe Lo173;"i Grades of the

Auxiliary School

The scope of the geometric material is determined by the educational

prograMs from the third grade upward. In the third grade the pupils

familiarize.themselves with geometric figures (circle, square, rectangle,

and triangle) and w/th geometric bodies (ball, cube, and beam).
7

Ttie

pupils are able to distinguish these geometric forms from others, to

find such forms in the environmental situation, to name them correctly,

to outline the geometric figures by their contours, and to model geomit-7-',0

tric bodies from clay or plasticine. In the fourth grade the pupils

are able to trace geometric figures--circle, square, rectangle, and tri-

angle--by following their contoprs and also with the aid of a ruler,

a compass, and' set square. tn addition, the program stipulates that, in

the first and second grades, studies of geometric forms shall be conducted

6Wa will examine the study of geometric material at different stages,
of instruction in connection with our experimental data obtained as a
result of our investigation of the pupils' knowledge of geometric forms.

7t
he auxiliary school curriculum provided only for the study of

the right parallelepiped. In the future we shall refer to the riOt
parallelepiped merely as a "parallelepiped."
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using various work methods: outlining, shading and composing designs;

cutting out and making models.

.MentAly deficient childrdil come to the auxiliary school with an

extremely poor store of geometric ideas. As our investigation showed,
.

the spatial and geometric ideas of auxiliary school first graders are

greatly;ilimited and at times erroneous. The teacher's task is to make

more accurate, and to put in good order, the pupil's store nf geometric

ideas, through systenktic studies beginning in the first.grade. In the

first and second grads of the auxiliary school, studies of geometric
00

material S
'il

t alseheuconducted systematically.

On the basis of our investigation we propose the following order

of stUdying geometric material. ,
,

The first step in the work is the study of geometric figures and

bodies according to a model, and.at this stage of work one must adhere

to a defini6 sequence of the introduction and selection of geometric

forms. This is especial* import4tt in the auxiliary school. On the

one hand is the selection of geometric kodies and figures by form with

dimedsions and color identical to the one introduced. On the other

hand is the selection of geometric bodies and figures4by formyith

colors and dimensions different from those of the one demonstrated.

The second stage in the work is the classifying of,geometric

forms according to name.

The third.and concltding stage is the pupil's naming of geometric forms.
A

The rst stage in the Work, as has been indicated above, is the

selection of geometric figures and bodies according to a model. In

our investigation all pupils correctly selected geometric figures and

bodies similar in form and with dithensions and color identical to those

of the model introduced. But when the pupils were asked to select from

a collection in which there were figures of different dimensions and

colors, they sometimes made mikitakes.

The mentally deficient children have imprecise and diffuse per-

ceptions. With such children it is especiallyionecessary to conduct

the work on.selecting geometric figures and bodies from a collection

with dimensions and colors identical to those of the model introduced.

Then one must proceed to the selection of geometrit figures and bodies

similar only in form.

This stage of the work is initial in forming elementary geometric
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ideis'smd concepts. When a child selects a geometric form according

to a model, he turns his attention to the essential features of that

geometric form. At first the child caLot yet verbally analyze,

according to these features, the specific properties of the geometric

form; but during his practical activitY, the child begins to establish,

on the basis of previous experience, the similarity of two figures
t

having the same form. When the child has concluded that objects having

a solid round form are balls, he has already"formed an elementary con-

cept of the ball.

The selection of homogeneous forms according to a m

begin with the ball. e children have a better idea of 1(

l should

is geometric

e

Th

form, since eten before entering school in their games they ve used

objects or toys having the form of a ball (playing balls, litt e balls,

apples, and the like). When guided by his previous'experience the child

masters geometric forms,more efficiently. The ball is the simpl t geo-

metric body and has the fewest essential features detetmining it. In

our investigation we discovered that this geometric form was the mo t

familiar-to the pupils f the auxiliary school and of'the public sc*l. \

The form next most familiar to the pupils of the auxiliary school is

the cube.

To familiarize pupils with geomettic material, one should conduct

with them a series of exercises in selecting geometric bodies and fig-

ures. These studies will help to distinguish geometric forms and to

.\ single out the elementary essential features. /

40

In the process of every task the teacher must name the geometric
S

4

bodies and figures correctly. The mastering of names will be gradual,

but from the very beginning it'is necessary to fix the pupils' atten-
N6.

tion on the coryect-name of the geometric form. The first impression

which the child gets in the instruction process wilIlbeiVimpler and

liptter consolidated in his mind. But if from the.very beginning one

gives the child imprecise names for the geometric forms, then later in

the ins ctio process it will be significantly harder to teach him

anew. At this stage of studying geometric forms one must conduct

initial lessons which will promote a better assimilation of the material

being studied. Then' one should pass over to modelling geometric bodies

from clay or plastiCine.
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The modelling of geometric forms should begin with t'he ball,

by rolling the clay or plasticine between the Palms of the hands.

It ehould be 'noted that modelling in the auxiliary schoorpromotts

a, better mastering of geometric form. The.cognition of,geometric forus

will become better and more meaningful only when welude more sense

organs in the process of cognition. To the aid of vision and hearing

ewe touch and the kinesthetic sphere. .Correctly organized handicraft

'lespons are a powerful means promoting mastery of geometric forms.

Without knowledge of geometric forms it is impos4yble to occupy oneself

successfully with handicraft work; and without handicraft work lessons

the stuay of geometric figuresvill,not be as effective and will not

,promote correctional edutational work sufficiently.

One should conduct work in the study of plane figures Using a '

similar plan of operation. From a of flat geometric mosaics,

various*geometric figures are chosen according to a given model. The

selection should begin with the circle since it is the geometric figure

.most 'familiar to the children. At this stage a good educatidnal tool

is visual aictation, which develops the child's memory and thoughts.'

Outlining geometric figures and also the bases of geometric bodies,

-

is a necessary stage in the process of instructing pupils of the auxil-
.

iary school. This form of work not only promotes a better mastery of

geometric forms but is also a good preparatory measure for the study of
4

'writing. The auxiliary school pupils often 4ave-insufficieht coordination

of movements, especially of the hands. One should begin with outlining

-form's of larger dimensions in order to carry out the transfer to smaller

ones afterwards, and finally to letters. So that the work might be more

effettive and interesting, after outlining one should conduct Shading,

coloring with crayons, and cutting out the figurea.drawn.

One should further'conduct different assignments in LilAing out

and pasting together modelg. Without Awelling on this in great detail,,

we can only recommend to ,ihe teacher that he c3n4uct various work with

'paper in handicraft classes [see 4].

The use of Various table and movement games develops and widens

the chiXdren's circle of elementary geometric ideas [see 8].

The next stage of work withithe children is.the selection of

geometric forms according to name. .Various projects in selecting
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geometric figures and bodies accord to a model bring into a definite

system the geometric ideas of the'au iliary school pupilá and promote a

correct mastery of the names of gedm ric forms. And it is possible to-
,4

conduct ,a'serievi-,pf prpjects on this material in selecting geometricV
forms 'according to name. Wo k with a designer' will "plement and widen

the ipup.ils' store of geometric ideas. All the previous work is basic

to the third stage--the pupils themselves naming geometi-ic forms./ At

-this stage one slCOuld conduct projects on consolidatinCand widening
41
ideas--modelling,geometric bodies and drawing geomgtric,figures accord-

ing to name.

A.comprehensive study of geometric forms in the firstand second

grades of the auxiliary school including modelling, outlining, shading,

and making constructions promotes a bettereastery of thd geometric

material.
4

We-ghould always-remember the words of the great Slavic pedagog

John Amos .Comenius:

...Let there be a golden rule lor the pupils: allot
-everything, aS much as possible, to the senses"-the visible,
for.perception by sight; the audible, .by hearing; odors, by
smell; what can be tasted, by taste; and the tangible, by
touch. If any objects are perceptible by several senses
at once, let them be grasped at once by the several senses
[1:207].

Each lesson should draw upon all of ,the senses to the Maximum degree.

Only tlen will the teacher' reach his goal with the'greatest success.

Studies of geometric material in the first and second grades must

be conducted systematically. There may arise.the practcal question

of how to Study geometric material iLthere is no construction box in
F

the school. In this case the pugls must make a series of geometric

figures and bodies handicraft classes. The geometric fizafes may

be traced on cardboard, thick prIper, on thin plywood and thgn cut out.

The dimensions may vary from 1 Co 6 cm with an interval of 1 cm. ,If

figures- of one centneter will be too small anki inconvenient, onc may begin

with dimensions of 3 cm: Then all sthe,figures should be.colored. The

'coloripg st4ou1d be as striking as possible, for in the lower grades

the children show a greater interest in figues with striking colors.
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preparation of g ometric bodies also presents no great diffi-

culty. They may be turned out of wood if the school has a lathe, but

if nOt they may be pasted together from thick paper by the children

themselves. ft is also advisable to color geometric bodps differently.

The ball nay also be prepared by the pupils. If it is tmpossible to

tuKn balls out of wood, they may be modelled from clay or made from

paper-mach6.

If the pupils prepare geometric supplies under the teacher's

direction, they will better consolidate and master the geometric ,

material. We suggest that the pupils prepare the geometric supplies

as much as possible. For this, the,handtcraft lessons may be used.

At the first stage of instruction we present the children with

only one concept: the object.

Beginning in the third grade the child acquires some system of

knowledge of geometric forms and some skills at reproducing them with

alie aid of modelling, tracing out a stencil makir;:ctit,--outs; and the

like. This does not mean, however, that the auxiliary,Achool pupils

have alr ady mastered the geometric forms. The childen's mental

'functions,whtch are altered by their cerebral diseases, characteris-

tically cause them,to forget more quickly than the pupils of the

public school; hence they need a greater number of repetitions in

order to leann something.

It is useful at the beginning of the third grade to review what

went on in the first and second grades, and then to start with a

systematic study of geometric forms; it is not necessary that this

section of the program be put off to the end of the year, Let us

introduce an example of the study of geometric material in the 39th

Ul'yanovsk School. The first and second graders had outlined and

shaded geometric figures-- ircle, square, and rectangle. In the

drawing lesson ic figures were proposed: these were the

circle and square, and to a lesser degree the rect-angle, and to an

even lesser degree the triangle. in the third grade the study of

geometric forms was assigne.d in the fourth quarter. Thus, after three

quarters the third graders were not familiar with the geometric

material (we were in the school in March, 1948).
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process of indiVidual studies with the pupils, we dis-

t the first and second graders knew the geometric figures

ntly better and drew them more precisely and more accurately

third graders. Even a small complex of highly organized

lessons on geometric forms Aducted in the first and secgnd grades .

showed significantly better results than lessons with the third graders.

'--nssigning geometric material at the end of the school year is incorrect
4

and uncalled for and should not be done in the practice of the auxiliary

school. With these pupils it is necessary to systematically repeat the

material being studied apd to consolidate it more deeply, using vari-

ous forms of work. Geometric material may be widely used within arith-

metic lesson as didactic material in the study of computing. Even

modest stud s,using geometric materials increase the pupils' know-

ledge/siignificantly.(But a system of specicly selected exercises

indeases the pupils' knowledge even more and attracts their interest

o studying the geometric material.

The whole store of knowledge acquired in the first and second

grades will serve as a basis for studying geometric material in.the

third and fourth grades. In studying geometric material in the lower

grades one must consider:

First: which'geometric concepts should be presented to the puAls

at that stage of instruction.

Second: which geometric concepts are least clear to the child

at that time.

Finally: which geometric conoepts are accessible to the child.

From this information, one may also propose an order of studying
Ar
4geometric material. At first the children should be presented an

accurate concept of a specific geometric form. The child should also

clearly associate the,name with the form. Then the child should dis-

tinguish one form from another. In our investigation we discovered

that pupils of the auxiliary school inadequiately distinguish geometric

concepts of the ball and circle, cube and square, rectangle and paral-

lelepiped (beam).

In the first studies in the third grade it is advisablu to present

the geometric concepts of ball and circle, and their differences, and

of cube and square, and of rectangle and parallelepiped (beam). It is
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no accident that the first geometric forms we consider are the circle

and the ball. Those are the most familiar geometriciforms, with the

fewest essential features. Thus in first hecomiiig acquainted with

these geometric forms, the pupils need not acquire many concepts from

such forms. the transit n from the less to the more complicated forms

will be clearer to the 'pupils.

The primary and the elementary form of intellectual activity is

comparison, in which the likenesses and differences of geometric forms

are revealed through juxtaposition and examination. The lesson should

be constructed so that the pupils will work with interest. An explana-
,

tory lesson on a given topic might be constructed according to the

following scheme:

The first stage.of the work is direct observation of a ball.

The teacher points out the "ball" and asks: "What is the name of this

geometric body?" The pupils answer without hesitation. Among the

answers, which may be very diverse, the teacher fixes attention on

the word "ball" (he will always find one,or several incorrect answers)1,,

The pupils have already become acquainted with this geometric form

(in the first and second grades), associating it with the aame "ball"

or'"little ball." In most cases the pupils,have been familiar with it

even before entering school.

The pupils are also to be included in the second stage of the

work--in conducting laboratory work. From geometric forms (placed on

a table, for example) .the pupils look for objects having the form of a

ball; here it is necessary to allow the children to compare and contrast,

to find similar tributes of the given objects.

In working ith the auxiliary school pupils, the teacher reveals

a phenomenon wi h the question: "Why? How can you prove that?" The

studies become active and reach high educitional goals only when pu-

pils develop the ability to,analyze, and thus develop logical thought.

Then the teacher outlines on the blackboard a cardboard circle

and asks: "What is this figure called?" From among all the answers,

the pupils' attention is concentrated on the word "circle." Then the

pupils select circles from among geometric forms set out on the table.
-

After this tVle pupils outline cardboard circles in their notebooks, .0.;
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shade them and write beneath them: uThis is a circle" or simpler:

"Circle." Then the teacher diretts the pupils' attention to the

differences between a ball and a circle. The teacher then divides

the blackboard into two parts. On One side he hangs up a ball and

writes beneath it "ball," and on the other side he outlines a circle

and writes "circle." -41*

In the process of the recognition of geometric forms, the great-

est possible number of sense organs should be involved. The process

of recognition will have a definite value only when the pupils see

differendes in similar objects and similarities in different objects.

Without this it is impossible to form geometric concepts.

he next stage of work is modelling a ball. :The pupils model.a

ball from clay or plasticine. This aspect of the lesson produces an

emotional enthusiasm in the children, and they carry out this project

with great interest. Each child strives that the ball he models might

be better than his comrade's. When the ball has been modelled, he can

either wTite dowm "ball" on a small paper and attach his name to the

ball with the aid of a match, or write the *ord "ball" on the surface

of the 11 with a pin or a needle.

For the children to have accurate ideas of the balk and the cube

and distinguish them, it is necessary once again to concentrate the

pupils' attention on these geometric forms. The auxiliary school* pu-

pils must comprehensively and vividly feel the forms of the ball,and

the circle and see the difference between them. By all means and
A

methods the teacher should secure the pupils' understanding that the

ball is a three dimensional geometric figure, and the circle is a flat

figure. Then the teacher should show several objects and ask the pupils

to call out which of them have the forM of a ball and which have the

form of a circle.

By approximately this same plan it is possible to conduct the

first lessons on the topics "Cube and Square" and "Rectangle and

Parallelepiped." The concept of a triangle can be put off to a sep-

arate lesson. These lessons are to give the pupils elementary con-

cepts of the geometric form being studied.
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a more visual conception of the course in the instruction

we introduce a summary of a lesson.

Summary of a Geometry Lesson in the Third Grade of an Auxiliary School

..t

Lesson Topic: "Cube and Square"

Lesson Plan:

1. Ascertaining their ideas and knowledge of a cube.

2. Ascertaining their ideas and knowledge of a square.

.3. Comparison of square and cube.

4. Modelling a cube from clay.

5. Homework.

Equipment for the Lesson:.

e 1. Various geometric figureS.

2. Cubes of different sizes.

3. Squares of different sizes.

./
4. Children's bloc s for eadh child.

5. Colored squar s for each child.

6. Clay for modelling cubes.

.7. Rulers.

Course of the Lesson:

Teacher: Take the cubes in your right hand. Take the squarel.
A

in your left hand. Zhenya; pick out all the little
cubes on the table.

Zhenya put all the cubes to one side.

T: What am I holding in my hand?

P: A cube.

4
T: And now, Aaya, pick out a14the squares.

Raya put the squares t ne side.

(
8
The lesson was conducted in rhe Auxili ry School Nu, 30 of

Moscow by N. V. Sherkasova of the Faculty of Defectology of the Lenin
State PeAgogical Institute If Moscow.
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T: What is this figure called?

P: A square.

T: Everybody take a square in his left hand. Count how many
sCdes a square has.

\ The piOls count the sides of the square.

P4, The square has four sides.

T: And. now measure the sides of the,square.

Thetpupils measure the sides of the square and conyince them-
'1

selves that all sides of a square are equal.

411V T: And how many angles does a square have?

P: A square has four angles.

T: Take the colored squares in your hand and write on the
colared side "square." And now write on the other side
of.the square "A square has four sides." "All sides of
a square are equal." "A square has four angles."

The pupils write down the properties of the sqqare On the

squares.

T: And now let us repeat what we have learned about the square.

P: Theri are large and small squares. A square has four sides.
',All Sides of a square are equal. A square has four angles.

T: Take a cube in your left hahd. Point-out a face of tht
cube.

This is the faceof the cube.

The word "face" ts written down on the blackboard and repeated

several times by the pupils.

T: How many faces does a cube have?

P: A cube has six faces.

T: What form doe9ka face of a cube have?

P: A face of a cube has the form of a square.

T: And now take clay and make a cube out of clay.
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With gieat interest the pupils modelled cube. Each pupil wanted

to make a cube better than his comrade.

T: Point out a square. Now outline a square in thair with
your finger.

The pupils outline a square.

T: And now point out in the air what form a cube has.

The pupils show a cube in the air.

T: Name some objects having the form of a cube:

P: Children's blocks.

T: Name some objects similar to a square.

P: A window, a portrait.

ligmework:

Teacher: Cut out from paper as many squares as are necessary to
make a cube. Aiow many squares must you cut olibt?

P: Six squares.

T: Why?

P: Because a cube has six faces.

In the fourth grade a lesson of the following form may be proposed:
9

Sumnary of a Geo Lesson in theyeurth Grade of an Auxiliary School

Lesson Topic: "Bali and Circle"

Equipment for the Lesson:

1. Several balls of various sizes and colors.

2. Several circles of various sizes and colors.

3. Objects having the form of a ball or a.tircle: a ball

of thread, a globe, several coins, the face of a wall-clock.

4. A plywood.bla,ckboard of arbitrary form, a tack; a string,
and a pencil!1°'

5. One large pair of compasses and seventeen small ones (one
for each pupil).

9The lesson was conducted in the Auxiliary School No. 30 of
Moscow by V. Smirnova, a student in the Faculty of Defectology of
the Lenin State Pedagogical Institute of Moscow.
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6. Clay.

Lesson Plan:

Ascertaining their ideas and owledge of a ball.

Lcertaining their ideas and owledge of a circle.

T. ing a circle in notebooks with the aid.of compasseS.
.

1

. 4, TrLI"Ag a circle with the aid of a tack and str ng.

5. Modelling.a ball from clay.
x

6. nmework.

Course of the Lesson:

Teacher: What am I holding in my hand?

Pupil: t. A ball.

T: You have all seen baseball players; but do you know what
they play with?

P: With a playing ball.

T; What form does.a baseball have?

//41bPs: A round fora.

T: And IpoW can you show this with.your hands?

The pupils show the form of a ball with their hands.

T: What is this figure called?

P: A ball.-'

The teaclir divides the blackboard into two parts and hangs up

a ball on one side in a not and writes beneath it "ball."

T: And now name some objects having the form uf a ball.

P: An apple, a balloon, a tangerine, a globe.

T: What is this figure called?

p: A circle.

The teacher draws a circle on the other half of a blackboard hy

outlining a cardboard circie and writes below it "circle."

The circle on the blackbOard is shaded in.

T: Outltne a cfrcle In the air with your hand, and show mc
what form a circle has.

The pupils outline a circle in the air with their fingers.

6 2
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T: Pick out objects having t4e form of a circle.

Pupil Abakumov picks.fruom the table, objects having

a circle.

arm of

T: And now name some objects h havelifilelliform of ircle.

P: A'wheel, a stadi.um, a b tton, a coin, the face of a cloak,
a flowerbed.

The teacher tells how a gardener traces out the base of a flower

bed, and the pupils draw a c rcle on the plywood with the aid of tack,

string and pencil.

T: But with what else can one trace a circle?

P: With a pencil, with a cylinder, with a compass.
a

With the aid of the large compass the teacher shows how a citcle

is to be drawn.'

T: And now trace a circle with the aid of compasses on sheets
of paper.

The pupils trace out circles and color them with penails; beneath

each tiey write "circle."

T: What is thi figure called?

A ball.

And now let us model a ball from clay.

With great interest the pupils began to model balls. Most balls\

were of the correct form. On the blackboard they then write down the

names-of objects having the form of a ball or of a circle (Figure 11).

Ball

Figure 11
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Form of a Ball: Form of a Circle:

1) ball of thread

2) globe

3) watermelon

4) playing ball

Homework:

1) 'round mirror

2) coin

3) glass of a clock

4) gramophone record

Teacher: With the aid of a coin trace a circle and shade it.

Lesso s conducted according to such a plan are of great educational,

)correctio r 1 and practical value. The lessons proceed with much enthus-

iasm. The pupils enter into such a legSon with heightened interest. By
A

various types of work the pupils get to know the geometric forms: ball

and Ayle, cube and square, parallelepiped and rectangle. The chil-

li)

dren
t s attention is directed to solving one question from different

points of view with maximal utilization of diverse methods. 1

At the end of the school year lesson5'of this type can be conducte

in the second grade as wel/. A lesson on the topic "Ball and Circle"

was conducted according to such.a plan in the second grade qf Ul'yanovs

Auxiliaty School NO. 39 by teacher V. N. Blagosklonova. After a series

of such lessons had beer; conducted and the children had begun to dis- \

tinguish such concepts as ball and circle, cube and square, parallele-\
-

piped (beam) and rectangle, the work was to continue in the direction \

of strengthening these concepts behaving the children draw geometric

figures with the aid of ruler, compass,and set square.

The sequence which should be observed in drawing geometric figures

is the following: a) teach pupils how to draw a figure by outlining

a pattern, b) teach pupils how to draw a square and rectangle of arbi-

trary size and of a given size by using a ruler on squared paper,

c) teach pupils how to draw a square and rectangle of arb4rary size

and of a given size using a ruler and a set squgre, but not on squared

paper.

Using a set square to draw geometric figures is an important^ method

in the instruction of the auxiliary school pupils. But insufficient

attention is given to this tool in geometry lessons. In the individual

investigation, not one pupil us'ed the set square in drawing a square

and rectangle. The pupils dr4w a right angle by sight, even though
-
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0 each child had a set square in front of him. The pupils of the public

school stated that they had not been taught to draw a L47-iht angle with

a set square.

The teacher'A problem is not only to teach the pupils to draw a.

square or a rectangle with a set square at her direction, but a,lso to
....

teach the child to use this instrument independently in everydawork

in drawing geometric figures. The problem is primarily,to set the pu

pil to think about tile work being done. Every.advance, no matter how

insignificant, develops the menta9ly deficient child.

One should use Various met ods in drawing a circle. Besides out

lining with a pattern, the pupils must be taught draw a circle with

their compasses. In the fourth grade it is useful to show t4e drawing

of a circumference with the aid of a thread', pin, and pencil.

There is another method of drawing a circumference using strips

of.paper. One side of the paper strip is fzatened by a 'pin or a needle

at various distances, and in the other side a hole is made for a pencil.

With the aid of such an uncomplicated device, one can draw circumferences

of circles of various radii. The auxiliary school pupils must be

acquainted with all the above methods of drawing,circumferences.

In the third and fourth grades of the auxiliary school it is possi

ble to teach the pupils how,to draw with the aid of three straight lines,

and also to be able to make such lines out of matches, little sticks

'and the like. But what oncepts can be presented to the pupils of th

lower grades of the auxiliary school?

Through practical.measuring and studying of the square, the prth

4 graders acquire the following,geometric conceptst

1) A square has four angles.

2) All angles of a square are right angles.

3) A square has four sides.

4) All sides of a square are equal.

Similarly, the pupils master the following concepts about a

,rectangle:

1)' A rectangle has four angles,.

2) All angles of a rectangle are right angles.

3) A rectangle has four sides.

4) In a rectangle, the opposite sides are equal.

5



At this stage of instruction we still cannot define the square as

a quadrilateral which has four right angles and all sides equal. We

can only describe the'essential features whereby this geometric figure

is determined. Even here there are superfluous descriptions. For
A

example, if a square has four sides, then it would be possible to ex-

clude the four angles, but for the pupils of the auxiliary school it

is impertant to eMphasize both of these; 'for, by reason of,his.intel-

lectual inferiority, -the pupil of the auxiliary school, havinemastered
V

the proposition that a square'has four sides, Cannot answer the question

"How many angl does a square have?" if he.has pot counted dem befbre-
(

hand.

In our investigation we discovered that in the fourth grade the

pupils Ililve already deterlined geOmetric figures .according to individual

essential features. In distinguishing a square or.rectangle, different

pUpils focused on different features. We can cOnSludettlet the geometric
r.,

-concepts indicated above are completely comprehensible to fourth graders,
...

.0

and it would be a mistake not to use the abilities of the auxiliary

'school pupils.

In determining the essential features of the square, of the
\.

rectangle, and of other figures in the process of laboratory work, the',

pupils themselves should examine a series of squares or rectangles pre-
_

par by the teacher beforehand, for which it is necessary to.count

tkt&e number of sides and the number of angles, to measure the length of

a side, and to measure the angles w4 tte aid of a drafting set squaTe.

Each pupil does this independently. As a result of their work the pu-
o

pils come to a definite conclusion, which is then written down on the
2 e

blackboar6. Then th ils'trace out a square or'rectangle of given

dimensions in their noteboo s and write down a conclusion which they

obtained from studying the sides and angles of the square or of the

rectangle. Further, one should show the pupils the similarities-and

differences between the n.letangle and the square. The pupils 'will

acquire more accurate concepts of a.geometric form only when they can

find diversity in similarity aA similarit in diversity.

In our investigation there were frequent cases in, which'the pupils

did not distinguish the square and the rectangle, especially when these

figures were near in form. In this case only by measuring was ft
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possible to conclude that one form was a rectare and the other a

square. In the process of such wark we not only widen the child's

knowledge, but we a0o develop his though't. 0101"

For this purpose one'can take a rectangle similar to square,

in dimensions and ask the pupils to name it. Most answers will be ."a

sq4are," since the children relate a figure close to.a square to a

square. Then one should ask them to verifytheir assertion. How,can

one verify it? Only by measuring thtlsides. The pupil tHlreby con-

vinces himself that this is not a square, but d rectangle. Further,

one should give the pupils a,series of figares to compare,:and each

time,to note tbat.it is not'alWAys possible to answer correctly and

immediately the question: ,"What is this figure called?" As a result

of such studies, we learn that it is necessary to teach children to

relate criticipy to plOtomena Att the material world. ,

In tJlose cases in which analysis and synthesis are necessary,

the pupils develop their thought, since analysis nd synthesis are

I-aspects of a person's int:ellectual activity.

In comparing the rectangl'e and square, these figures can be dis-

tinguished/ only by measuring the sides, since all the other fdatutes

are similar; henCI the,pupils shpuld'trace out the K:alowing table

in their notebooks (Figure 12). In addition it is a good idea to copy

such a table onto a large sheet of paper and to hang it 'Up as a visuAl

aid. %-

In studying the cube andi parallelepiped, the children'should be

presented with the following concepts (Figure 13), in which one should

also empflasize similarity and diversity.

At this stage the pupil.s acquire the new concpt of "face," and

in the fxturth grade one.can acquaint pupils with the'name "11410.11e1e-

piped." The Pupil must be aequai ted with the varieties of the

parallelepiped. T faces sof a pa.allelepiped (be'am) may,be either all

rfree_tangles, or four rectanglesand two squares, or all squares (the

cube is a special case or a parallelepiped) . We can show this espec-

fally well In the process of modelling geometric bodies.

6 /
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a

Similarities and. differences between
a rectangle 'and a square

.

v

Square

_.

1

Rectanglq

.

..

uare has four angles.

2):A1l angles of a square are
.qght angles.

4)A square !las Tour sides.
TI

Differences

4) All oides of, a square are
equal tO each other.

Figure 12'

Afr.,

Similarities

Cube

1) tv cube has:sx 'faces,

2) A,14 faces of a cubeihave the
orm.of a squar12.

3) 4 cube has 12 edges,

4) A cube,has

- Affir

'1) A rectangle has follim1
angle.04,

2) All angles of.a rec-
tangle are rTt'angles:.

3) A rectangle has.four
sides.

4) Opposite sides of a
rectangle are equal.

Parifieleplped '(beam)

Figtrire

68

13

bti)
A.parallelepqed,(beam)
has Aix faces.

2) All Tates of a parallele-
piped-(beam) have the forin
of,a 'rectanglor of a
rectangle and a squall.

3).A parallepiped has 12 edges.

4) A parallelepiped has 8

41.
'vertices.
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' The studyR'f.cube and parallelepiped (beam) should be conducted

72
with obligato ry, odelling. Wh'en the pupil makes a model of a cube,.it '

can tIten be gi n to another pupil to'verify whether his comrade

modelled a cube well, and if it must be corrected So that the cube will
\

- have the correct form. By measuring faces ,the pupils determine whether
0

, the faces of the modelled cube have a square form; if not, it is not a

cube.

In our investigation we discovered that in the process.a model-

.ling geOmetric Sodies, 'n6t Only in the auxiliary school but also in

the public school, most of the'pupils modelled a cube in the form of a

parallelepipeawith a square base. It is not easy to reproduce a cube

. corfectiy by modelling, and in,this case the pupils stiould develop a

. certan..pkill in carrying out the problem correctly. . For',variety in

. the work, one can propose the following check: each of two pupils
. .

'sitting next to each other determines, by measuring theofaces of a cube,

whether his neighbor .has carried out the task,corsectly.

To make the Process of becoming iamiliar with geometric form's as

complete as possible in the lower grades, all forms of study should be

conducted with maximal use of practi,Cal projects in, class, at home, on

the school g;ounds, and in the field. For practical purpokes the pupils
1-

mu't be ab/e to measure _the length, the width, and the height of the

ciassroom and of a room; and they must also knew, how to construct
.

geometric figures not only on.papar and n the class blackboard but alto

on the groUnd. For ,constr1ct4ng a'right angle in a certain plane a

T-square tgay be used. The
f
pui-i-:.ts'nowledge _Of the ,elements of visual-

geometry will Ave value only whe '). forms (5f practical projects and

all the pupils' abilities are us in studying geometric forms. Here

in the 'lower-grades the studies should be conducted systematically,

in a definite sequence, and should be p anned for the entire school

year. Unsystematic studies, put off until the end of the school year,

will not produce the effect needed.

The mentalYy deficient child should be taudit to distinguish a

geomeLiic form, to name it cortectly, to find it in his environment,

and to reproduce itgin a drawing or by modelling. Only comprehensive

study will mote better,mastery of ithe geometric form and correction

69
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of the defect of the central nervous sytem. 'Before modelling a geo-

metric body or drawing a geometric figure, the pupil must have an

idea of the shape of the given geometric form, art.,a" then reproduce it.

If the child simply contemplates the squareand rectangle, even

naming these forms correctly, this is still insufficient for his mastery

of.the given form. He must.be able to tell why fle thinks that this is

a rectangle and not a squaie. He must be able to say that the opposite

sides of a rectangle are equal. And he must be able to veasure the

aides of a rectangle and say that- in this figure the opposite sides are
--

equal, and hence it is a reetangle (in the presence of the other pro-

perties of a.rectangle). Only r,easoningon -the part bf the pupil has

definite pec4gogical 1..ue: it trains him to think and to make a de-t.

duction. It is especially necessary to see that this occurs in the

\Iauxiliary school.

Atousing,curiosity in,the.thiRlien is a very iJnportant asgect of

instruction.

Without a system of preliminary' exercf ises'im the lower gra es,

the further study of 'geometric mai'erial and the elaboration o he

fundamental practical skills will be mcre dIfficult. Preliminary

studies of geometric material by auxiliAry school pupils in the.lower

grades' lipve both Mucational and4orrectional sigpificance.

Methodd of Stuclyin Geometric Matorital in tilt Upper Grades._ _

.1k

`of the Auxiliary School_ N

From.the fifth t) the ,eventh grades, studies of geometric mate-

rtal are to be conducted regularly. ''The program t, ,that there

be a required,Aily iesson throughout the whol.e school ye By this

,time,,the pupils should have afilefinite system of knowledse of geome-

tric forms. The pupils should name geometric figures ansi bodies cor-

rectly, should be able to distinguish them fra0 other forms, and should .

also be nktilod in elementary geometric drawing. Only in this case will

fhe lessons tri the study of geometric material in the upper grades he'

conducted sucessfully and on a high lve

Most'pupils of the auxiliary school complete their.edueation

Lind then go into manufacturing; hence an element4ry.goometry course .1

should be somewhat differcant from the studies of, Osual geometry in the

lot



public elementary school. The course should be systematic. One must

give the pupils a complete knowledge of the geometric ideas and con-

cepts accessible to them. .

.

Logically and practically the study of a systematic course of

elementary visual geometry in the upper grades of the auxiliary school

should begin with the simplest geometric concepts.
tt

We Consider it advisable to begin the study of geometric material

with the point. The point is a primary concept. One should not define

a point. A model of each trimary concept can and should be shown. One

must show how it is possible to set down a paint and how a point should

be designated. On the blackbOard the teacher uses chalk to nark one.

point and says that he has put down a point; then he puts dowm another,

and so on. Then it should be stated that it is possibile to pin down

4zpoints in a notebook. Points will bd put in the book. In order to

point out something on the ground, one makes points with the aid of

pegs. in practical projects the pupils make points and designate them

in their notebooks, on the blackboard, and on the street.

The next concept that should be presented to the auxiiiary school

It pupils is the concept of a line (straight, curved, and broken). \The line

is also 4 primary concept; hence one should no define a straight line.

With a ruler the teacher draws.a straight line o the blackbdard and

shows it to the pupils. Then he ws how it can be extended on both

sides with a ruler.

Then the pupils. draw out straight nes in their notebooks. The

auxiliary school pupils should be sh repeatedly how gtraight lines

are drawn out; as many exercises a possible are necessary on drawing
4

out straight lines, segments, and especially segments of a particular

..length. To teach an auxiliary school pupil the correct use of a ruler

is not very easy. We may encounter the most diverse difficulties. The

teacher's problem iq not only to showthow a ruler is used on the black-

board, but also to show, each pupil, individually, how to use a ruler.

One must perform a series of exercises witp the pupils in looking

forstraiOtithesintlie§urrouridingsin.arcomon the edges of a'

book, on a table, on a desk, and the like, and show a straight line

with a taut thread, with the aid of a Lhin wife, with a smAll stick,

and the like. Also.the teacher shows a bent Line and a curved line.

v 7 1



The children 4raw and label theA lines in their notebooks Figure 14).

straight line 0, broken line curved 14.ne

Figure 14 \

Then once more the pupil's attention is directed to the straight

line and these concepts are presented: 1) straight line, 2) ray, and

3) segment of a line.

Until familiarity wiih these concepts is attained, it is nqt

advisable to draw a line on the ground, or to copy a line with the aid

of a card. It is advisable to'conduct these practical projects on

consolidating knowledge after the pupils have becoie acquainted with

the ray and the segment.

For familiarization with the ray, a line s drawn which is bounded'

on one end by a point, designatpd by a letter (Figure 15).

A

Figure 15

One must clarify that the ray may be continued as far as one likes.

Thn show that, a line may be bounded by points from two sides, and such

a line is called a segment (Figure 16).

B

Figure 16

Here, drawirigs of the line, the ray, and the line segment with

appropriate names under them should be made on the blackboard and

the pupils' notebooks (Figure 17). In the study of'lines it is neces ary
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A

straight line

A
ray

As 403

line segmen

.16 Figure 17

to show the pupils that lines, rays and segments.may be drawn in

different directions. Vie practical projects of thig section are

looking for straight lines in the immediate surroundings and drawing

lines on the blackboard with the aid of a stretched cord as carpenters

and housepainters do; it is also necessary to conduct a series of

studies on drawing lines in the schoolyard or in the field:

After the pupils have been acquainted with straight line, ray and
. ,

line segment, one should conduct studies in comparing segments. Here

the pupils are'presented with new concepts: 1) "equal s6gments,"

2) "greater segments," 3) "lesser segment."

Sticks provide a good means of comparing segments. Then one must

show the difference, of segments using threads, and, after this, pass

.4gon to comparing the segments by measuring. Thus the pupils acquire

a concept of the Straight line; they become familiar with lines drawn

on paper, in carpenter's or in housepainter'§ projects, and on the

ground.

Further, it is necessary to acquaint the pupils with the mutual

position of two lines, and with parallel lines. One should show the

pupils that parallel lines do not intersect no matter how much we

extend them. In a series of concrete examples show parallel straight

lines: streetiar rails, a table's edges,' a book's edges, and the like.

In addition, ill, is necessary to teaCh the pupils to draw parallel lines

with a ruler and set square.

7 3
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Then the pupils became acquainted with perpendicular lines. One

must teach the pupils to draw perpendicular lines with a set'square.

In studying lines, special attention should be given to measuring

segments. This topic is most impor_tant fof the auxiliary school pupils.

A necessary aspect is for the pupils to become acquainted with the units

of measuring lengthmillimeiter, centimeter, decimeter, meter, and kilo-

meter. 'A segment the length of a meter, of a decimeter, of a centi-

meter, and of millimeter should be drawn on a paper or on the black-

board.

The most important aspect of studying geometric material is the

comparisonof the Inits of Measurementlinear, square an1 cubic. One

must: clearly differentiate among these units of,measui-ement.

The next stage of 1.7ork is acquainting the pupils with angles: The

anzle is also not defined, but is shown visually, and the teacher says

that "This is pangle." A series of exercises is conducted demonstrat-

ing angles,of various objects. Then the pupils are acquainted with

elements of an angle (Figure 18).

vertex of
the angle

Figure 18
44,

For a better masOlry.4of the'concept,of angle it is necessary to

have an angle on a hinge made of two sticks. A.series o'practical

exercises on draw.ing angles is conducted with the pupil.. 1,With a

moveable angle one can show an acute
4
angle, an obtuse angle and a right

angle. Further, it Ls askso necessary to show acute., obtuse, and right

angles on, various objects in the environmental situation; and Lo

vide better masLery, it is uecussary that the pupils find the angles

themselves.

A good tool is provided by angles cut out of colored paper. With

/4
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'the colored angles one can show the difference between acute, obtuse,

and right angles. By comparing, the pupils should learn that an acute

angle is less than a right angle', and an obtuse angle is greater than

a right angle and an acute angle.

In their notebooks the pupils should draw angles and write their

names beneath them (Figure 19).

acute angle

a

right-angle obtuse angle

Figure 19

The pupils should experience the4difference between angles

in cut-out constructions not only by sight but also by touch.

In the future, the pupils wt11 often encounter right angles; hence

the stildy of the right angle should be slotted more time than the

others, and the pupils should be taught to draw a right angle with a

set square. If there is no set square, then a right angle is eaAily

nade out of paper which should be folded twice for this purpose; this

method must also be taught to the auxiliary school pupil.

41n the sixth grade in drawing and measuring angles, a protractor

is used; This section follows the intial study of the circle and

circumference.

When the pupdts are presented with any new concept it should be

written down on the class blackboard, and the pupils -Sj-lould write it

in their notebooks. This concept is repeated several.times. At first

only the good pupils repeat the name, and then the whole.class repeats

it. In the process pf fPrming -new concepts and for better mastery of

them, the tegcher must use every means at his disposal. In mastering

new concepts it,is necessary to rettli to the olu ones, but to repeat

them in another context so that\the pupils will not b& bored.

In the fifth grade one should not restrict oneself only to the

study of lines and angles, but shoula glso review the geometriac figures

and bodies whicli-rhe pupils have studied in the third and fourth grades.
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The review should consist of measuring the Ifengths of segments;

the lengths of the sides of squares, rectangles, and triangles; the

lengths of the edges of a cube and parallelepiped; the'review also'\

should cosist of looking for angles in these geometric forms. rim

doing this, the pupils must recall the names of these geometric forms

and 4,1,so,:must reproduce them,by drawing and by mod4l4.ng. &Otherwise
1

the geomeioric material which the pupils have[learned in the fourth

grade will be forgotten in the fifth and sixth grades. In this case

geometric forms will be visual tools and a means of better mastery

of the basic geometric concepts studied as designated bY'the program

of the fifth grade.

Sixth graders begin the study of geometric material with the circle
04g,

.and its circumference The elementary concept of the/Circle has been

mastered by the pup4o1s in the thlrd and fourth grades. In the sixth

grade t is concept is broadened slgnifAcantly; th'e pApils become

acqu nted with the circle, with the circumference and the radius,

with the chord and-the arc, with the property of the radii of one

circumference (all radii of one circumference are equal), with the

diameter and its property (he diameter divides the circumference .

into two equal parts) and with the property of the diameters of one

circumference (all diameters of one circumference are equal).
0/111

To acquaint the pupils with the circle and the circumference,

one must draw a circle on the blackboard and shade it in. In their

notebooks the pupils draw circumference and circle by..outlining, and,
4

in a4dition, the circumference is traced out with compasses, pin and
1

thread, and strips of paper. The pupi&,are asked to indicate the

line whiJh has been obtained hy drawing a c:ircle; such aline is called

a circumference.

The auxil.iary school pupils sometimes confuse the concepts of

Pcircie and circdmferunce. One must give this question the most serious

attention. For this, one can propose the following. Draw a circle. and

shade it in (preferably with crayons), and Write 4inside it "circle"

(Figure 20):
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Figure 20

gm'

Figure 21

Then, by one of the .methods indicated above, draw the circumference,.
1

,

angl-write along its border-"circumference" (Figure 21). Draw a Circum-
. ,

ference,.with crayon preferably, or with colored chalk, on the black-

\board to give the pupils a striking image. These twocdrawings should

be placed side by side. Then one should cut a circle out of-paper;

and on this model of a circle, outline the circumferencewith a finger.

In addition, one should make a circumference out of a wire. In drawing,

depignate.the centers of. the circle and the cii-cumference. Then fold

the circle along a diameter and compare the two semi-eireles. The

pupils do this.,rwith their .circles. Having folded.it in.half onpe. more,

show the radius of the circle and the circumference; andon this Same
,--

paper show that a circumference has any nutber of radii, and that all
a

the radii of a circumference are equal. dn two equal circles cut out

of'paPer show-Chat a circumference has any number of diameters, and
. 11

that all diameters of one circumference are equal. Acquaint the pupils
i

with other lines of the circumrerence and with chord and arc, of which

there are arbitra y many in each circumference.

The new concepts "dla eter," "radius," "choid," and "arc," are

written down 'atapp'rOpriat'e places in the circle. The pupils make

simflar notations in their notebooks and repeat the-new words Any

times to learn them better (Figure 22). These !fin should, for bettei

mastery, bs sin led out with colored 'rayons.. In addition, one should

show that diame ers, radii, and chords can be dr* in various direc-

tions. Arcs ma also be drawn,anywhere in a circle. For the auxiliary 41

school pupils 1 is especially necessary to evhasize this fact, for
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Figure 22

the pupils often draw a diameter or a radius in the horizontal position

only. Buell a comprehensive study of geometric concepts promotes a.

better learning of these concepts by tile pupila,of the aukiliary school.

After the section on circle andacircumference, we return to angles,

to measuring and constructing them with a grotractor on the basis of

the students familiarity with the circle and circumference. A series

of projects ;and exercises are conducted in measuring angles, drawing

angles, and the like.
la

One can go on in different ways. One can begin with the study of

triangle, square, or rectangle. From our point of view it is advisable

to begin with the study of the triangle, because,this figure is the

simplest, consistingoi-44ree segments, and can be-constructed with

ruler and protractor, that is, on the basis of what has just been

studied.

The third and fourth gryers became acquainted only with the forA,

of the triangle and, w4th this, with the triangle in general.
A

Broadening the concept of..the triangle in the sixth grade, we

acquaint the pupils with various types of triangles, with the altitude

of a triangle, with its base, as well as with the simplest catses'of

canstruct ng trianOes. In addition, in studying,this section ttle pu\
pils becom familiar with the new concept of "perini}ete;p" ,

,
After the triangle has become familiar, is may be defined as part

ofthe planebounded by three straight lines, The pupils shoufd be told

that one of the sides is called the base, and a perpendicular drawn

from the vertex to the base.is called the altitude of the trtangle
,

(Figure 23). All this must be visually demonstrated using triangles

.
.

drawn on,the blackboard, cut out of,paper, or made out of sticks; and

the pupils should write down all these concepts in their notebooks.
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Figure 23 /

In conneetion with the study Of the triangla4 a series oNf. practi-

cal projects is conducted, which consolidate a series of skills in the-
.

pupils and cultiv4tes in then acduracy in work; in fulfilling'these
Jile

projects the material learned earlier is"Tepeated. By measuring the

lengths of the sides of diArent trianglege the pupils perceive that

one group of triangles has differeal sides,,that in another group)each

has two equal sides,'and. that in a third group all sides of each tri-

angle ire equal. The pupils conclude that triangles come in three forms

with etspect to their sidesrncalene, isbsceles, and equilateral

(Figure 24). To consolidate this material one must condUct a series of

practical projects to determine the different forms of tniangles by

measuring the lengths of the sides.

, scalene isosceles
' Figure 24

equilateral

Then, measuring the angles of differenvtriangles, the pupils
AP

ca.nclude,tha triangles come.in three forms with respect to angles:

acute, obtuse, and right angles. In all, cases it is necessary to con-

4 Ouct a series of practical projects in looking for the different forms

of triangles. These forms of triangles must be written down in 04

notebook (Figure 2).

In this section the knowledge abilities and skills acquired by

the pupils in becoming acquainted with the section "AngXes" are.

reviewed and consolidated. In becoming acquainted with An obtuse
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acute
triangle

St

obtuse
triangle

Figure 25

triangle, 1 attention must be given to drawing the altitude. .The

auxiliary-school supils can learn to.draw an altitude well when the al-
.

titude passes within he triangle, but sometimes they enLoUnter diffical-

ties when the altitude is placed outside the trianglei. that is, when

.it meets the exi'ension of the base in an obtuse triangle. tete observed

cases ln which tS7 pupils'erroneodtly draw the altitude in an obtuse

triangle as it is reproduced Ai Figure 26. It.is necessary.to give

this problem serious'attention in the auxiliary school and to teach

the pupils to draw an altitude in an'obtuse triangle correctly,

.(

right triangle

A

Figure 26

Using movable models one can visually show the pupils 11014 the altitudes
.

are pladed in.vattous triangles. In examining a right triangle it is

a4So ne 6ssary to give sperial attention dli drawing 'the altitude.

A ter becoming acquainted with the basic forms of triangles, the
%

pupils are acquainted with the simplest capes of constructing triangles.

One must teach the pupils to construct equ.ila.teral triangles and isos-
. _.

celes triangles, and also to construct triangles according to three
,

given sekments (sides)", from Iwo1segmentS (sides) and an angle 'included

Ne
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.1
jpetween them, and the like.

!ieasuring the sides of a triangle, the pupils determine the sum

of th ngths of all its sides. The sum of the lengths of Le sides
-

of a triangle is called its perimeter. This new word and new concept . .

must be singled out very clearly. The pupils should be tauZht-to read,

this.words,correctly. . The pupils should'learn the meaning of thi4 con-
, 4

cept,aCcurately. Tn,computing the areas of a square and a rectangle,

the pupils oft4h confutie "area" and "perimeter" and compute the peri-
,

meter instead of the area,
c- -

One can.easily show the Per1meter)ofriangle composed of match-

sticks or wire, by pulling the sides out into a straight line and deter=

miniag the,length of this line. Show that the measured perimeter of

such a triangle will be equal to_the perimeter computed by measuring

each side separately and adding the results of the measurements.

In studying the triangle, the rigidity of the form should be notod.
7

Show the pupils that.the form of a triangle composed of matchsticks and ,

fastened by jointpins at the angles is ndt sub4rct to change. But if

one fastens a square or rectangle at its angles, the forms of these

figures_con be changed freely, ehangirAgthe,square tato a rhombus and
/

the rectangle into a parallelegra'gp.iluld direct the pupils'

attention to a sertes of o1540.414-Wene4.into the forM Of a triangle

r;kidity:,, for example,,a brac.c for a shelf has a triangular form',

whereby giea.ter firimness is secured Tbr Ole shelf;'the boarst gat,

is nailed obliquelyf railway bridges are strengthened by triangles.
111.

Triangular forms are used Nery often, as the. simplest forms Such wide

uaage of the triangle ia based on its rigidity. So that the concept

of a ttiangle's rydity will not be formal, one must give the pupils

.an assignment to find in their environment differeht supports in the

form of a triaagle. Such a task hasepractical and Correctiona1 sign4.-

ficance and promotes the growth of the pupils' logical thought. The

pupil should find triangular supports and,exprain why they were made so.

In the process of studying the triangleo_it is necessary to conduct

a series-6f practical projects so that the learned concepts might have

derefinite correctional and educational value and the pupils might,'be

)
able to use thirknowledge in practice. '4

4
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During the previous work, the pupils have become acquainteddwith

lines and segments, T4th measuring segments, with.equal segments, and

With right angles. On the basis of the work performed wa can deepen

mp- the study of the rectangle and 'the ssuare. We can give the distinctive
.1

features of these figures, their similarities and differences, the

measurement of the perimeter efthese figures, and the measurement'of

their areas. The study of the rectangle and4the square should he con=

ducted in the following way. At first these forms are,singled out from

amorlA other forms and frOM among objects of the envfronment;'using

awareness 4nd perception the pupils observe these geomerric forms

et,

es

'

diueCtly.

The pupils have.already.been familiarized with .the rectangle in

the previous years of instruction. In the.fourth grade, the concept

of rectangle is made precise. Then the teachen_pasdes overto the -

second stage.of work; that is,. he:explains the fundamental pr6Les

- of the figure being studied and directs the pupil taa_corteCi observa-
.-

tion and understanding of, the figure b(eing studied. The 6eacher directs

the pupil's attention to the fact tha.t.the 1-atter haSI'Zinyestigatedihe
0

sides and angles of the rectangle and drawn appropriAte-eonclusiOns.

In tEe'process of studying.this

tie pupils establish the equalitY of

all the angles4nd the lact'that in

0 right angles. The conClusions of these prOpositiOns'are.arrived at 4,

pupils-are given a series of tectangies, whose ',/ '1'

e. After measuring repe,atedly, tkit pupils:conclude
s

a rectangle arb equal. ThenA, measuiing-the 61des

geometric fOrm comprehensively,,

opposite sides, the-equality:1f
it

a rectangle all the Angles are 0

'inductively.. The

angles 'they measur

'that all angles of

in a series or vectangleg-',' the pupils conclude *lat 1 ri4 a rectanee..;q,

.the opposite sides are equal. In this same way.the pupils find out
A

that in a square all the angles are right angles and hll the sides

are equal.

In the process of all this-work, the pupils-come to the coielu=

sion that "a rectangle is' a quadrilateral all of whoge angles.are

right angles and whose opposite sides are equal." ,

Then the pupils.draw a'fectangle. tnChis a sti-ict sequence is

observed. The more exerc4es used aAdithe.more diverse they are, the

getter the concept is loarned. At first the pupils trace out a

82'
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rectangle from a pattern or by outlining the base of a redtangular..

palllelepiped; then they trace it out on squared paper without a

given size and with specific dimensions; and, finally, they trace
7

out a rectangle with ruler and set square Vidh.with and without

speciffc given dimensions.
.

1-Tracing put a rectangle does not present great-diffiallties,

nce;the pupils already know how to draw right angles and segments.,

et ns consider certain aspects which must be emphasized to the

auxiliar7 school pupils. The pupitg are already acquainted with the .

ter from studYin't the triangle. In studying the rectangle and

e square tAe concept of perimeter'oncegiore is reca

l

led to the Pu-

pil and.is,consolidated in a series, of examples ap xd ercises,.in
...,

arithmetic' l'essons. ,The pupils are also presentedth the new Con-...

cept'of the diagonal of a yectangle and ofia square.

. All nei.i.concepts which the.auxiliary school pupils learnsin the

process of instruction must be reviewed often. Repetition must be .

conducted by different mgthods so it is not boring and monotonous'atcP

so that mastery will be move thorough. Difficult words like IleAmeter,"
1

"diagonal," and others must be written down on the blackboard, F5 note-
.

,books; and, more often, they must be pronounced both with individual

pdPils and with the whole class.

A necessary condition for the best mastery of the rect4Agle and '

the square is the comparison of these figures as they are being.atudied.

Saeh a method promotes better mastery of the fovis being studied as .

well as growth of abstract thought in the auxiliary achoOl pupil. The

mettiod of'comparison 'must be i strat by a figure (Figure 12).

Here the pupils tust show which sides of a rectangle are equal,

and which sides of a square; they must Indicate the opposite sides of

a rectangle.. The conclpsion that "the Opposite sides'of a rectangle
-

are'equal" simplifies compu ing,the perimeter of the rectangle.

'In the auxiliary schoo. praCtice the pupils someames compute

a1f 4,he perimeter inse$A of the entire perimeter; hence at first

in,toniputAng the periieter one'mus6 co4'auct computations in the form:

'5 cm 3cm +'.5 am 71- 3 cm 16 cm. This somewhanger notation

leads the pupi]to a more complete understanding of perimeter. At
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first the'fiotation should bp illustrated by a diagram (figure 27).

Later the perimeter of a figure is calculated without She diagram,and

only thelt can one pass over to the second, form of notation:

5 cm x 2 + 3 cm x 2 iu 16,cm.

The conclusidn that
ftall sides of a.square are equal".6impligkes calcu-

latiOn of the perimeter of a square and facilitates the,tranaition frbm

notation
)$)

4 cm + 4 cm + 4 coa. + 4 cm

to ihe notation

4 cm X 4 16 cm.

,)
To consolidate Olis material

practical problems in determining

board, the area of the floor, the

C M

5 c M/ /

Figure.27 ///

4

it is me .,13 solve a series of

the, perimeter of the class black-
.

0

tftb top, and the like.

5 cm.

A
5 cm

c.)

1

When Lhe Pupils ilave mastered

and a,square and have

they m4 shirtt to the construction of a rectangle and a square of given

Figure 28

e essential featur(es of a rectangle

learned to distinguiSh these forms frAa each other,

dimenSions!with a ruler and set square. A problem is even: "Construct

a isctangIi'a with stdes 5 cm and 3'cm." Tha construction should be

:done thus: a 5 cm segment, equal! to one side of the rectangle, is

marked off on estraight. line. With the set square the right angles

are then constructed et pointa A and B and 3 cm segments are marked

off,on their sides. The points obtaihed are jOined by a line (Figt%re
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After studying the rectangle and square, the pupils go on,

has 'been eentioned above, to the study of square measures. We post-
,

pone the study of square.measuressuntil the .next sections g,

Lt us now examine the study of geothetric material in the seventh

\grade. At the beginning of the schotyear, one must review the geo-

merxic material that hal been studied in the previous years ?I instruc-.

tion. The pupils should recall, everything.about die square and iec-

tangle. One should dwell on the rectangle 'in' samewhat more detail,
4

note the' essentialsfeatures pf this figure, thei show a new geomAric

figure, ihe parallelogram, and compare it with the rectangle. By

examining the sides and angles, we discover that the paraliélogam also

has four sides and that, like the rectangle,,its opposite es\are
s

equaJ.' The parallelogram has four angles, but they'are not right ansles.

Here lies the difference,between paralrelogram and the rectangle.
1

A valuable device with which one can show the change of a rec-,
A *

tangle into's parallelogram is a figure composed of four little sticks

fastened at the ends by int-pin0Figur 29). In,studying the paral-

/CI.. elogram. ono should point out that its opp.osite sides(are not only equal

but also parallel. Then an altitude is drawn to the base. Using the

parallelogram we once more consolidate the concepts Of altitude and

base which the pupils have studied in other figures. Now it is possi

'ble to proceed to determining the area of the parallelOgram. Altitudes

of the parallelogram should be drawn from different points of the base

(Figure 30).

Ws.

Figure 29 Figure 30

The word.l'parallelogram" is difficult to pronounce and'to remember.

The pupils must Fèpeat this word often and writefd.t dawn several times

in their notebooks and on the class. blackboard. A good device is a
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parallelogram cut out of paper. We shall consider determining the are

of the parallelogram below, in the neict section..

Seventh graders are familiiir with regular polygdhs: hexagon,

pentagon, and octagon. The pupils find these figures amOng others -

and name them. With a pattern the pupils trace out these figures in

their notebooks and write their names beneath them. The pupils' Eaten-
,

tion should be directed to the fact that polygons are named from the

number of therr sides. If a ,figure has five sides; it is 4alled a

pentagon; if it has six sides, a hexagon; and if eight sides, an ocia-

gon. By themselves the pupils should find all these figures among-other

forms.
' e

The section following in-the pupils' text is calied' Circuaference

and Circle; Length of the Circumference; Relation of the Length of the

Circumference; Relation of the Length pfsthe Circumference to the 1

Diameter of the Circle; Sector." It is advisable to postpone this

Aection until the third 'quarter, when the pupils study'multiplicatio41

and division of decfmal fractions..,

We shall not dwell an the study of the fbrm of the circle.and cir-

cumference; but let us consider determining the length of the cirpum-

ferenee,, .In the auxiliary school, dgitermin,inge length of a Pirc um-

Perence shol'Atl 13e conducted only by means of direct measuring. A'

series of devices may be'usad to this end. Envelope the lateral sur-

face of a cylinder with a wire,*unwind the.wire, and measure its length.

The circumferance of a coin,may be measured by a thread or a strip of

paper. Then draw a circumference on thelblackboard and ask the pupilk

to measure its length. The problem is not beyon the abilities of the

gauxiTiAry school pupils. One muq emphasiz_ at determining the
.ar

leugth of-% circumference,by wincting a thread or wireabout it is in-

convenient, and one cannot always.measure the :Length of a circumLrence -

by this method. 'A,nother way of measuring the length of a circumference

must be found.

One should concluct supplementary wtrk which helps the pupils,deter-
,

. mind.the leagth of a circumference. On several circi.es the pupils

,
point out the circumference and the diameter. One must remember that

V .

all diameters of the same circumferenCe are equal. "But will the length
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*

of the circumference and thediameter be equal?" If the pupils cannot

answer this question at once, theydshould b\asked to solve this 15rob-

lem by:measuring the length of the circumference and the length of.the

,diameter: of(a coin or of other round objects. The pupils find that the

length of the cirCumference is greater-than the diameter. Then it is

appropriate to pose the question: - "How many times greater is the length

/
of the circumference:than the length f the drameter?" .

All the measurements,made.shou d be entered in the followijit table,.

The teacher ma10. es a table like this on the blackboard, and Yhe Children
.

draw it in their notebooks.

1 Length 'of 1Circumference.

Divided by Diameter
Length of the Circum e ence Diameter (apprOximately)

31.44pm
25.1 cm

10 cm .

8 cm'

3.14
3.14

T4ien the pupils measure yariousgircles cut out of cardboatd and

tell the teacher the results of peir measurements. In this ease it
*

4

is not even required that one pupil carry out many measuremeries.. If,

in a class .of thirteen to sixteen children,one meas res one circum7
7

(erence and one diameter* then ihirteefi to.sixten sults are,ob,tain-
,.

ed. This is fully sufficiena for the conclusion of the rule. Each pu-
.

pul's results will be different, but alidays close to 3.14. The calcu-

lation should be car.r...W out to,'the hundredths,.

Then the teacher concludes.jhat "The length of..the cir.pumference

is approximately 3.14 ti4s the diameer."

The teacilr writes the conclusion down on the blackboard, and the

pupils in their notebooks.

The pupils May be led to the solutiOn of the problem in the follow-
.

ing way: s.
r

Teacher: How,many times its diameter is the,length of the circum- 4
ferenCe?

Pupil: 3.14 times-.

T: If one diameter is known, how can one determine tie length of
the circumference?

P: The diameter must be multiplied b.y 3.14.
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, %The teacherormulates and writes down the rule TO determine

the length ofAhe circumference it is stiff icientjto multiily the length

* of a diameteir of th4a circumference by 3.l4aJfhe pupils write Lis
0

rule downfin th notebooks and then solv &series pf'praeacal probn,

lems ofhi ort:. "Determine the length of a circumference 4ose.

diameter 5 cm."

en a circumference of arbitrary radids'is drawn on the black-

The length of this circumferenA is to be 5ound. .The pupila

ould measure- the diameter and multigly the number obtained by.3.14.

To consolidate their knowledge the pupils conduct a series,of

practical projects.

2 , *

.The Study of Geometric Solids

In studying the cube and sthe rectangurai parallelepiped the

sel:Tenth graders expand their ,store of elementitry i'deas and concepts
A

about geometric solids and also accumulate knowledge for determining

their surfaces and volumes.

In stuaying the culJe and the rectangular parallelepiped one should

observe the following sequence:

a) 'Studying the form of the cube (face, edge, jeette,g); construe,-

tion of a cube; determining the lateral and total surface'area of a

cube.,

b) ,Studying the form of a parallelepiped (face, edge, vertex);

development of a parallelepiped (face, edge, v ex)1 development of a

parallelepiped. N
4

c) Comparing cube ,and parallelepiped. Otie oon show titaw to

,determine-the tostal surfale area of a parallelepized; but only if the

cl.ass is good; this.section is very difficult for most pupils and may

be omitted.

d) Determining the volUme of pal:allelepiped and cubbl.

From a series of/geometric bodies the pupils select a cube. For

the most part they can cofrectly select and name this .geometac body,

but on y ericounter pupils who do not name the body .at once or will

give it an erroneous name. Then on a model of's cube the pupils find .

the faces, edges', and vertices. Thus t e pupils once pore acquirecan-P.
cepts about the cube. By counting up the number of'facesct edges, and
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vertices the pupils establish tkat.,:

a'cube has Six. faces;

b) a 'cube has twelve edges;

c) a cube has eight vertices.

In measUring the face of a .cube they conclud6,

'd) a face of a'cube has the form of a square.

Then the pupils model a pube from clay or plasticine.

By outlii.9 the faces of a cube the pUpilatraca out and cut mit,

a representation of the. cube'and thIn glue it together' to form a cube.

Even first graders Could make a representation,of the cuhe wfter a.

demonstration. Preparing stith a representation presented no diffi-
,

cul4es for the seventh graders.

To broaden their spatial conceptions, the pupils should know how

to drdw a cube on the blackboord and in notebooks in the form repro-

duced in Figure 31.

Figure 31

4.

' Figure 32

Similarily we examinethe ectangular pdAllelepiped. The p ils
*

single'out a parallelepiped from mong other forms. 'The word "par lele-

piped" is difficult both to write and to pronounce; hence this word

should be read several times, and written on the blackboard and in the!

notebooks.

After' the pupils have learned the name, one s ould proceed to

destribe this geometric body. We coesider it advisable to begin the
.

study ofra parallelepiped h a description,.and then go on to model-i,.

. 'ling. In the process demOdelling, the pupils will get a better,idea

of this geometric form. Then using prepared models, the.badic concepts

which have been acquired in the description process are conSolidated.

.Describing the parallelepiped proceeds roughly in the same way as
,
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1

!describing the cube. The pupils,:by counting, establish that:

1). A parallelepiped.has six* faces;.

2) A parallelepiped le twelve edges;

3) A:parallelepiped has eight mertices.

The pupils' attention should be specially directed fo one final

point. By investigating the faces the pupils'establish that:
'1

b 4) TWe faces 61,f a parallelepiped may all be rectangles, or

four faceskmay be rectangles and two faces squares, or, as a particular

case, all squard'S. 4

. the pupils should become familiart paraeeppes of te mof,
O

Nih lllid h s
. .

diverse fofms,. and 04 after.this pioceed to preparing a model of 'the//

parallelepiped in clay. - '

i .
.

. The pupils should be taught to draw a paralldlepiped in 4le form

reproduced in Eigurt 32...

In studying_the parallelePiped'the pupil 5 have a great choice of

devices and inexhaustible possibtlities'in conducting practical measUr7

ing projects. Matchboxesa pencil case, thekclassroom, books, cup2

bOarda, and things similar to them have the,form of a parallelepiped.
s

This form is often encountered, in everyday life in their surroundings.

As m4,01 time as possible Skould be given to the pupils' practical prot

)ects in studying the.foAl on? phe'parallelepiped:

An impoYtant aspect of studffng the cube'and parallelepiped is.

comparison of thespe geometric forms. Comparison may be conducted according to

the scheme represented i Figure 13.: 10,,

It is especially hecessaryito emphasize to th,e'auxiliaryschool

pupils the differences' and Similarities of a cube and of a parallele-
.

piped. In this Connection it is useful to conduct exercises in which

one introduces to the pupils parallelepipeds close to a cube in'their

dimensions, and the pupils are asked to name the given geometric body.,

4 As a rule the pupils will call this geometric body a cube'. Then one

.should ask them to'Fove that this is a.c4be. ithis can be done by

measuring he faces of the geometric body. Such an axeroise, aceord7.

ing to the ability of the pupils, also plays a gregt correctional role.
.

One must strive to show that it Is necessarY to consider haw to prove

4.

4
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A

somethiftg in all work with the.auxiliary school pupils.

When the work on studying1geomet4ric forms has been completed, one.
10

can.tiegin determining the areas oPthe surfaceland the volumes of

the bodies. We shall postpone determining the surfaces'and Volumes '

'until'the next section.
1 . N

Next we acquaint the pupils with the cylinder; this can be done .

uSing the following plan. anfroduce a cylinder and ask the-faupils to ,

name this geometric body. Some willDname it correctly. 'Then the

teacher writes down the word "cyli6lee on the blackboard and reads .0
A

this word several times with the pupils. Prom .a 'collection the pupils
.. .

pick out cylinders of various sizes. Small cylinders are distributed

to the children.' #1,.,.
.. 1

,
, .

.

mol,

The teacher describeg the 'cylinder and poihts out its base and

"its lateral surface; the pupils point out the same on their cylinders.

Then the pupils model a cylinder dut of clay or plasticine, first

havp1g felt the surface of the cylinder'with'their hands. Then,they.

är aske4 to wrap the lateral surface.of t;he paper.and

` trim off th excess paper accuEately. Then they outline.the Xwo bases..
- )

The pupils' ttention must.be directed to the figures which they have

obtained in the construct,ion. The lateral,surface of a cylinder 'has

the form of a rectangle'. To determine the lateraksurface area of a

cylinder one must-multiply the base of the,cylinder by its height. The

base of the lateral surface of a cylinder is equal to thj length of,the

circumferente of the base multiplied by the'height of.the cylinder; the

' length of the circumference may belbmputed by multiplying the,diamefer

of the bsse of the cylinder by 3.14. Thelpupils are already familiar

with Computing the lengthof a circapference, and with the new materiel

.they only ,deepen their understanditigp The pupils must be acquainted

with devicos for measuring thkylinder: .
with atlipers, sliding cali-

.

pers,.and inteNrior calipers. A series of practical projects should be

-conducted in measuring the diameter of a cylinder; oneshould also ask

,the to name objects hay g the form,ef a cylinder,"and, finally,
. ve

'10For brevity, in the future we shall say "determinaLon of the
lateral surfaces" instead'of "determination of the areas of the lateral

.surfase." . 4
0
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reiteratfall that the pupils have learned about the cylinder.

-The pupils are acquaintedwith pyramid, eone, and ball hy-models.

* They find these geometrie,bodies among other geometric forms, model

them out oi.alay or plasticine, and find objects having these geometric'

'forms in the environment.
11

godelling geometric bodi is a necessary

means of instructing the:pupils.of,the auxiliary schpo'1 since in the.
,

modelling process the pupils not Only learn the studied material bette

but also coordinate better the movement Of.their hands. they develoT

-estimatio n by sighp. In the lieess of modelling thesY learn abettebt..

sense o form and develop spatial imagination, which it is nesessary Co

develop to high degree in the aux;iliary school pupi1s4.' ,

Correctly organized studies of geometric material,promote a better

, mastefy of geometric forms and promote.the general develepment of the
,r4

personality/of the autliary sEbool

PedaAogical lAethodS in'Auxiliary chool'PUpils'.

Measures'Si.udy of SqUare and Cubic
. .

'11
\. e

The Study of Square and cubic measure is.
. .

ation in ,the inatruction of auxiliary school
' l,

The pu ls master these sections well if' they
,p

.

on6 of the basic consider-,

pupils in visual geotetry.

master 'the elementary con-,

cepts of.area, volume, And units tf measurement well. .in ad4ition, a

knowledge is- required'of the.basic concepts of.the geoiletric form'whose

area or volume is to be determined:
110

The Trapils,inustfIearn such concepts as base and-altitude, length,

and width, and, for geometric bodies, length, Widthi and height. Be-

fore P16ceeding to the study of square and cubic measures, all these

concepts must be solidly learned Jiythe children. .

A

( 1. IThe Study of-Square Measure

.

, \

After We ,.aCquaint the pupils wiSh,the elemientary concepts of square
1

and rectangle. the next stage ..of work is ad4uainting them with the

. 11The pupils were alreadyfamillarized witth th'e ball at preschool

age and in,the lowergrad&s. In the'upPr grates th'ey only recall and
'deepen their understanding of %glair has passedMfore.

92
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14

concept of awl. The7measurement 9f a.feas shouldlbegin with the req-
t,

tangle since the

Mereover, de;
., 6

ilsiearn the ar of a xecptingle tore easily;
P

iiag the area of a,squAre is 'a ipeciai case od' deter-

mining the area oAk
shtha.the..4upils two rectangles of different colors, wheee
,Pf

, _ .
. -...

one of thenvis-place4 withn theeothe'r.
..,

.

4'f.
.40

I .

,. Teach,vi': 41hat is'thia figure caIled?-T

Pupil: -.4' A, reetang
.,,

. _

. T: And:cf!I is
.

this figure. called7-,

Y I
151 Also a rectangle. / .

''
,-

tl Whith of theie two-rectangles is'larger?
.

I Mt

FL-The pupils'poll_nt out-the larger,reetangle.

T: ..And how dan thisIbe rovenT

P: Plac.e.one on top of the other.

. Then they,compare the larger ectangle with-another one whose area

ince themselves that the new red-' is greater still, and theyipils d

. tangle has'an area greater than that. of Ihe given one, snithat tbe
.

,

,-

,

.t .

: 1- a
-giveh one's area is less than the new one's arga. Ang!, finally, equal, i

.

,

rectangles are shown tb the pupils.

. 'By comparing the two Afferent reCtangl s one can show that rec-
,

. tangles can be equatl or differe nt. 'kAt the fi st stage "larger,"
A-7

"smaller,".or "equal," can be shown only on figures whose difference

or eqpafity'can be shown bi superiOosifiOn. 'The pupils learn that

figures marbe equal'or different.

Then we take two different rectangles, one of them with an area

*twice that of the other, and we ask ihe pupils "which figure is larger?"-
'

The 'pupils find the answer to thiaquerion by superimposing ;he-fig-

.

.
"But can we determine how,many ttmes ode rectangle is larger than

the other?" Among the rectangles, we choose three or four of the same

side as tile smaller. 'TWo pupils 15,1ace the rectangles'on the given vies,,

ures.

by superimposing, they aetermine that the area of one of t em is tw

the area of the Aher, for two equal rectangles fit ,:ate- it.

Then tha same figures are shown again, and th

to "Which rectangles are equal, larger, or small

dde

9 3

`

A

4.

question is chabged

' The concept of

L
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.

the area offta square is presented in the same Way.J.
.

Then the pupIls are'tpled 'to determine the difference between

thej40as qf d rectang an0 a cluare, when, the length Of the ree
4

r

.

. f

tanglels tlaee the leng h cig. the side'cd the square,,and itg width'

A
, .

. . .P

half.theoside of tbe square.. 1110 .

.-.
"Which :41i thesaligured has the greaterarea?" ,

.
The punils haVe.diffj,cultx.in answering. . .

.7 "
Then:the.tead her, by foldihg-the rectangle/sqdare in half And

. .

nutting along.the line of the foild changes,the reatangle/square into
s

'=' q squar4/ie angle 'of:equal size. ThioughNthis demonstration the
.. . , ,

teache Sr*it differetkt figures.may:have equal'area7s.
.

,
.

4 XL e la 'tli. e teacher , with's cbnere6 examiples, Shoats ,the area: of

d fferent'lermts_ the 'area of the floor, of.a rairtase, of a corridor,

S 1, of a yard, tid of a garden. Ay'auperimpdsing, 'the'magniudes.of the
,.

areas ara .

-,.
.

comp red. 1r
i-.

-
, .

Then the Ails are asked tocompare the areas of two figured which
r

cannot be compared by superimposing. A new question Arises: is_it
, low

possible to first measure the areas of theofigures and then to compare

these areas? Thus we lead .the pupils to the necessity. oiea&uring

areas.

= After.this step it is apKopriate to revieW the units,used in

measuring lengtil The pupils determine in their practical projects

the length and width of a rectangle and a square, the perimeter of

these figures, and the perimeter of a triangle., The pupils are shown

a tablewith,linear measureeml and repeat the practical measuring of
,

segments oncemore. They conclude that the length of a segment or of

a line is measured in linear measure.

The pupils are given various units of measure: measures of

weight, of angles, and ef length. The pupils should understand that

different measurements have their own particular units of measuring.
. -w-

\One ghoul show that areas cannot be measured in same units used to

measure le gth, weight, or angle size.

Area.is measured by areas% It is most convenient to measure

Ole area liy squarese One adopts square measures for measuring areas.

These are special squares. Here one should review about squares

94
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in general, And then -from.among them'i:eingj.e,out, squaTes with slides' ,

. of one centimeter, one decimeter, ,one millimeter, and sq:forth. Lich

squares.are,drawn in the class notebooki ana.below them lis:written
e,.

scr. am dM , and 44.' mm e0e.

The pupils shbuld_be,vipallyshown :the' 4ifference bitween linear

4 and square measures. In the 'auxi4ary school it frequently_hdpP4s'
'

.tlikat pupils p:dasure area with.l.inear measur,es. becAuse of th0r

- inadsurate ideas of square. weaaures.'

In their notebooks the.inpils sitould haq'a ta41e like Figure 3.
4

unit' of measure

for length '

Uitit.of iseasure

for areas.,

1 cm

* C)

'C. 1, sq.=

t

, 1 sq:' cm
a

Figure 33 Y' 1.
,

, .

In our investigation we frequent* observed-eases in which the
,

pupils wrote down linear unlis

attention should 'b'e given tokt
, ,

A square mete is\drawn"

meters contained in the square

when measuring areas; most serious

AVroblem in the auxiliary school,
k

t444.ackboard. The ,square centi-

,s

meter should be shaded in. The pupils

should understand that 1/centimeteY and 1 square centimeter are'not

*

the same thin.

A square meter should he pasted together from paper or made 6ut
A

of st ks. The square meters should be drawn-into square decimeters,

and the square decimeters into square centimeters. One should count

how'many squaie centimeters there are in one square dediteter.and how

many square decimeters are in one square meter, A large number of'

squares the size of each square unit,should be cut out of cardboard.

Thus, the pupils will have visual ideap of square measures.

After acquaintIng the pupils with sqllare units, one should begin

measuring the area of a rectangle. At.first the area of a rectangle
4

is measured by superimposing square units. Here one should conduct a

95
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series of practical Projects in computing the areas of rectangular

osing. The teacher measures the'areas'oF figures,

befordhahd,ao that the sciare units fit exactly on'the surface ofjhe

figure being measured.. The area of a tabliil a desk, a book, and/the

-like are measured; ant should alsb measure a large rectangle cg* out
.

of paper. Vecimeter squares arb'put next to each other, and then
/

their number is counted and writtenapwn as: ttle area of the tablorm

figures by super 114

J 80 sq. dm. The inconvenience of thip method of.measuring/is pointed

-out to the rip*,.and it is prpposed.that they determineithe area by

other mettlod.

A rectangle isrtraced out. -By covering it with square decimeters,

.pne divides).t into a series of squares. These are then counted- 'In

this case the leacher points out to the pupilii that it is-possible to

measure the area of a rectangle using only one square unit of measure-

ment.

Figure 34

After the rectangle has beeri divided up into squares1-(Figure 34),

its'area is determimed,by directly'counting the squares qktained; then

the teacher states that it is possible to determine the area of a

rect'dngle in another way, and the following dialoglie is condutted.

Teacher: ' How many square decimeters fit into the lower row?

Pupil: 5 aq dm. (This is determined by counting dlrectly).

T: How many fit into the second row?

P: 5 sq. dm. 'And so on.

T: How many such rows o£ 5 sq. dm each are there?

P: Four rows.

T: Then how many squares are there altogether?

Pt One must take 5 sq. dm 4 times.
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Tv,.This cai be written'as:'

P: Area of the rectangle 5 square decimeters x 4 20

,iquare decimeters._

One m4,conduct a lessoh on deteivining the area of/the rectangle
.

/according to the following plan:

Summary of a Geometry Lesson in the Sixth'Grade of an Auxiliary School
12,

Tosic:m"Neasuringfte Area of a Rectangle"

Lessop Plan:
'/

Revrewing the materialo the rectangle.
.

%

.2. jamiliarization wit4 thee units::ofmeasuring area.

3. -Drawing a square decimeter, (square centimeter, and a
reCtangle in notebook's...

4. 'Measuring the area of'a rectangle by covering one with.
square decimptefs on the blackboard,and with square
c-eAtiMeters in the notebooks.

, . Measuring the area of.a rectangle by measuring/the base
and the altitude. .1r

6. Formulation and notation of the conclusion.

7. Problem solving.

-8. fiomework

Equipment for the Lesson:

Car.dboard squares the size ofze sqUare meter, square 4eciMeters,

square centimeters; rulers, set s uares and paper.

Course of the Lesson:

Teacher': What is the fig re called?

Pupil: A rectangle.

T: What kind of figure is a rectangle?

P: A rectangle is a/quadrilateral in which the opposite
sides are equal and the 4ngles are right angles.

T: Point out the base and the altitude.

The pupil points out the base and the altitude.
0

P: One of the/Sides is, taken as the base, and the side perpendi
.

oular to At is taken as the altitude.

a

12The lessOn was conducted in the Ul'yanovsk Auxiliary School No.

39 14 teacher M. A. Colubchikova$
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T: Today 'we Will measure the area 9f a rectangle. To measure
the area,of krectangle one must know how many units of
'measurement fit into this area. With What units of measure-
ment can.one me#sura the,area of a rectangle? (The pupils
are already familiar with the units of measuring areas.)

'P: With squarv meters, square centimeters, and square decimeters.

The teacher shows the Lnits of measurin0,areas, Cut out of paper.
-

T: Show a square metei,l'a square decimeter, and a square centi-
meter.

A girl indicates all the units of mea?urement correctly.

T:' Why do you think this is a square "ter?
1 . .

,

.P: (measures a' side of the square): Because this is a square
. witji, tide.4f,one meter.

4 .
-,

Another girl meabures.the side of A square decimeter.
-

T: 'Why is this figure called a kw:iv decimeter?
,,..

P: Because a side of this square equ4s-10 centimeters or
1 dedimeier.

$,

e

, .

The pupils measure the sides if squ e decimetpTs' and centimeters

which are on their desks and ,p 1ointout t .sqilare decimeters and the1
,

square centimeters.

T: Once again namA.the units of measuring area.

Ps: Siquare ki/opeter, square meter, square decimilter, square
centimet/44 er, and square millim4er.

.

Examind how square measdres are designated. Let p.a.. write

them down on the blackboard: sq. km ; sq. m ; sq. dm ;

sq.. cm ; sq. mm.

A pup4i readsthese square 'units of measurement.

T: Aad 'now m*sure the side of a small square. What is the length

of a side of this square?

Ps: One centimeter.
?

T: What is such a square called?

Ps:'A square centimeter.

T: (calling one of the pupils to the blackboard) : Write down
,the'notation for a square decimeter. Pay attention to how
a square decimeter is written. In your notebooks draw
square decimeters and square centimeters. And now every-
body write down in your notebooks the topic of today's
lesson.

The pupils write the topic of the lesson in their notebooks.

.
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On the blackbbard a' rectangula r'she

which a rectangle is arawn (Figure 35),4

v.

t of paper is fastened on

iigure 35

Of
T: We must measure the area of rec.tangle .ABCDI Wit

kind of units,can we measure this rectangle?

4

: With the square decimeter.

: To mea ure the area of the rectangle ona must find out
how m4iy ' times a square decimeter fits,in this area.

,42

* The teacMer shows how the area t be m4easured iS covered by

uare decimeters, and two square ded eters are oqtlined. Then one

pil is called up; she sections the area of the rectangle by super-
.

imposing and outlining the square decimeter (Figure 36).

wool,

Figure 36

t--- .0
T And now count andrtell us how many square decimeters

fit into this rectangle.

Ps: 15 siquar,e decimeters were fitted into this rectangle.

T: What is the area of this rectangle?

111111111111

414.

Ps; The area of the rectangle equals 15 square decimeters.
This may be written down as1 The area of rectangle ABCD
15 square decimeters.

T: With what measures can one measure the area of the floor?

'Ps: With square heters.

T: And how shall we measure it?

rs: We lay out square measures on the floor.
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T: ,But is it cobvenient to measure it thus?'

Ps: No, it is not convenient. The tables and deskeWill
hinder us.

'T: And if one had to measure the area of a forest or a
field, with what units cduld one)measure them?

Ps: With square kilometers.
,...1,

T: iut would it be convenient to measure by covering?

Ps: No. .
. ...,,. .

. - P

.T: And now draw in yotir notebooks a rectangle with ,sides
o'f45 cm and.a cm. What.is the ledgth of the .base

. .
of this rectangle?

.

, .

Fs: The base.of the.rectánlle equals 5 cm.

T: How riany square centimeters ,iton the base?1
.

e

, , <-.-----
1: D square centimeters.

What is the height of the nectangle? ..

Ps: The height equals 3 centimeters.

T: .How many times ddes 5 square centimeters fit into,
this rectangle?

Ps: Three times. .
A

T: How can this be xritten down?. Illbk,N

Ps: 5 square centimeters x 3 = 15 square centimeters.

T: What is the area of. the rectangle?

Ps: 15 square centimeters.

T: How can one write thiS down?

Ps: Area of the rectangle = 5 sq. cm x 3 = 15 sq. cm.

T: How can one measure the area of the47rectangle in
another way?

Ps: One should measure the base and the altitude (the'
length and the width) and multiply the numbers obtained.

T: How can one measure the area of the floor now?

Ps: One should measure the leng and the width of the floor
and'..multiply the numbefs obtained.

itThe teacher calls on a pupil to measure the length,and the width

of the floor and computd1bits area.

Let us solve this problem: Determine the area of a rectangle

whose base is 15 centimet,ers and whose height is 3 centimeters.

Ts: The area'of the rectangle = 15 sq. cm x 3 = 45 sq. cm.

T: How can erne determine the area of a rectangle?

100
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Ps: Toodetermini the area ofli rectangle one should
measurethe base and the height (the length of

. the width) and multil4Y .the numbers obtained.
t .

,

The, pupils write down the conclusioprin the notebooks.'

Hoiework:-
%

A

, Measure,the leth 'and width of a room and determine:its area., ,

, ) .

. .

.

After 4140 pupils- are,given an initial.acq iatance with thl measur-
. , ,

lng of arel, one assigns a series,OY practical projects in computiag. '

.. -.
-

the areas of rectangles by covering the, filgure wiith square unied of

, measurbment'thereby dividing.the given figure into square .Units. Then
i

: the areas of rectangliiar figUres are.computtea only by 'dividing.theM
%.1=-

. e . I.
into .square units. But .the leacher shauld measure the length 4an4 width-

of 'the rectangular forms beforehand to make sure it is'passibleto
. .

. .

measure the areas by division into squares.

In studying square measures in the auxiliary school, this stage of

work is very imAgrtant although it takes much time. In determining the
1 i

area of rectangles and squares the auxiliary school pupils loften mechAn-

ica y multiply the length by the width and do npt understand the sense

of determiing areas; they will understand it only when they dispover,
.1.

through practical piojects,cthat to measure an area means to find out-

haw 'many square units`fit into tbe giveh arca: *-

If we omit this stage df determining areas, in the auxiliary school,
I .

the later projects on the top c of uuare measures will bear a formal
,

character, and will not'have co,rrectional and'educational significance.

At-

One should also measure areas in the
.
field,lietermining the area of a

rectangular lot. Instead of dividing the kot into squares, one should

merely'drive in pegs and count the squares formed with each peg seri

ing as a vertex.
'

'Only after this work is it possible to lead the p) ils to the

dicovery that there io anotAr, easier method for determining the

areas of figures, Before the pupils are shown this method, mSny

examples of the inconvenience of the first and second methods should

be pointed out. For this purpose one shod propose to measure the

area of's rectangle or of an object having a rectangular form on which

a whple number of units of measurement do. not fit, or propose to
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ieasure die area of the classroom. The tables, desk, and cupboards" '

will be obstacles which, to a sigAifiC6nt extent, Will make it (lift

cult to determine the area of' the classroom.

,- Emphasize to the pupils'that it is sometimes even impossible to
0.4 ,

measure'an area by this methD;d. ,For example, one cannot mLSullik large

. areas of ground by the methód of covering. The pupilft cannot lay down

4 and 'pick up such unJms. of mlasureneht as the square kilometer, heedv,

or acre. In'measuringo one encounters,villagipskforeats,2 1akes, or
. .

swamu'Fithin or on the border 5f a lot, so that one cannot detertine
.. rt

.4

,
eke areas ofectangular.lotaly the.device of covering.

,

In lie.) clasE; the teacher then s

t t
.-...L

minl the area.of a rectap.gle by ti
,
divided ipto two partt and on both sm rectangles of equal si re

traced out and the areas of these figures determined by the two methods

(Figure 37):

On the;b1,ackboard hoW tq Alt r=

sual method. "the blaCkboard -is

b),

Figure 37

(a) This rectangle is divided into *squares and, on the basis o

reasoning, the area of the rectangle is written down as:

"The area of the rectangle equals 4 sq. dm x 3 dm 12 sq. dm."

16.

(b) This rectang,le is not divided into squares, and the line.of

reasoning is:,

T: What is the length of.the rectangle?
1

Pf'd 4 decimeters.

T: How many decimeters fit into the length?

.P: 4 square decimeters.

T: What is the height of the rectangle?

P: 3 decimeters.
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T: How manSi rows 4 square decimeters loEg- will fit itito4
the rectangleb%

P: Three rows.

T: How many square decimeters fit intq the whole area?

P: 4 square decimters x 3 12 square decimeters.
't

T: What -did we do to determine the area of the rectangle?

P: We measured the ialengthi and the width and mul,tiplied,<,

the numbers obtaintd. The area of' the rectangle =
'4 sq. dm x 3 = 121sq. dm.

T: lihat answer did,we get in the first case?

P: 12 square decimeters.
4

004C ,

se'

T: And what answer did we get in the second-case?

*PC 12 square decimeciers% i
After ails another'pair of rectangles .,shoul'd,be measured in the 4

same way.

In determiningIthe area.of a'rectangle in the auxiliary schoOli

such a parallel exercise must ,be conducted. Then the pupils conduct

a set-1.es of exercises in datermining the areas of rectangular figures '-
)

by measuring the width and the length (tlie base and the height).

Now the pupils can compare the areas of two figures by measuring

.and can solve the problem they culd not solve before. ,4

In the auxiliacy school we shall not teach the method of computing

areas in the form presented in Figure 38.

klan....1111.10

Figure 38

Such a method will create an incorrect geometric image, and in

determining the area of a rectangle, the pupils may compute the peri-

meter in-square qnits, as happened in our. investigation. .fhe i_orrect-

ness of this method is pointed out by P. A. Kompaniits:
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0
This.method-is completely imadmissible,,since.it giyev an

incorrect geOmetric inmge. Te bove-mentioned linswer of a
pu0_1,','The length should,be multklied by the width," giving,
ag an explanatia, "For atne'should find out how much they are
together" is explained by'tbe use of.this method in the

o
tion [6:55].

We conSider that in the auxiliazy school bnly one form of notation

should be used in computing the area4of a rectangle, and.this is:

Areaef ReCtangle b. 4 square decimeters x 3 4- 12 square decimeters.

This'form 141411 be quite suffidient for the pupils' solution of
-

all possible problems in cOmputing areas

There_is another form of notation, 4 dm x 3 dm 12 sq. 'dm ,

which is unacceptable in the 'auxiliary school. The meaning of this.

notation is not understanlable to mentally ieficient children. They
-

cannot understand why, when multiplying linear measures by linear

measures, they obtain square units ofi.measurement. This form of no-

tation more often leads the pupils in,to errors, and thalpupilS write

down the solutiOn of a prOblem iftthe most diverse ways:

a) 4 dm x 3.,.. 12 dm ;

b) 4 dm x 3.dm. 12 dm ;

3) 4,dm x 3 ... 12 sq. dm.

...
We observed this form of notation in our investigation. In this

form the sOlution of the problem loses its Meaning.

When the pupils use only one form of notation, without excess

units, and when the final result'must be in square units, they always

solve the given problems correqt1y.
,

When the computation of the

)

areas of rectangles has been learned

ce-'well, one must pass on to sol ing practical problems; here ne should

conduct a series of practical projects in calculaeing areas, not-mly

,---from_given dimensions, but, for the most part, also from given forms.
.--,

,
.In the auxiliary school, special attention must be given to computing

the areas of rectangles when their forms are given. In our investi-
/
gation we discovered that the most difficult problems are problems in

computing' the areas of given forms. Here it 'is necessary first to

determine the dimensions, and thenIthe area. Then one should go on to

solvins, problems in domputing areN.

L.
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Comput,ing te aea o a square is done in the same way,.as comput
,--

ing the area of a rectaggl "Here one must not neglect the work con
,

ducted in calculating the area of a rectangle, since it'ig important

for the pupils to understand the meaning*of computing die aretts not
6

.bnly ef rectangular,forms but2hlso of square o4eis. In lour investi.-
N

gations we.observed that in,ealculating the ,alrea 'of a square the pupils

encountered more difficulties than in determining the area of arec

tangle. In determining the-area of a square one should pointlout\that

the length find height of a.squart%re equal; ancl that t.,0 determin4 the

.area of a square one should multiply the base of a squaie by itself.

'When worging on practield projects, the pupils had to be showA,the

measures of ground areas: are and hectare. To acquaint'the pupiis

with the are and the hectare one should conduct a lesson in the.field

(outside the city) or somewhere in a park. The pupils become vi ually

acquainted with a square whose side is 10 meters long. Sc4h a

square is called ap "are" or, lin general usage, a sotka (hundredth

part of a hectare). In constructing a square on the ground with a

IP side of 1Q0 m the pupils come to know the hectare. /4

The pupils will have a cotplete and accurate idea of square

measures and the measurements of areas only when they have become ac-0.
4 1°11

quainted with the various
.
unit measures and the various methods of

measuring them. In calculating the areas of a rectangi and of a

square, one should give special attention to the difference between

computing the area and computing the perimeter of a given figure. The

s.

auxiliary school pupils often do not distinguish accurately enough

between the concept of determining the area and that of de.termining

the perimeter. It is necessary to show that these are not the same.

We can indicate the following basic stages in studying square

measures and me6suring areas:

a., giving the pupils an .eccurate concept of area as the space

contained within a fiepre;

%A-

b. giving the pupils visual ac aintance with square measures:
f

square millimeters:square centimeters:' squ e meters; are and hectare;

c. measuring the area,of A rectangle (squar.e) by completely
,

coveting it with square units:.
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0 .

uring:the area of a rectdngle (square) by Sliviaing it into .

`..--
ts:41ordividikg, ;mtpl.unit square ast a sticcesiVe tityai-',,

and by outl1044 atyi lay dflikrngTinto §quare units,with a Ier;
0

tam4 . :
. ,

by cntaructin,aquace.s-within tha Niute; . .

i
I e) determining the ai44 of.a rectangle (square) by measuling lenh.

k
.and width-(baee and haight)' 40 multiplying the number's o edinedp

?-

"-Nf) consolidating the conclusion obtain0d in detefmimiig the atea

of a recangle ("To determine the area of a rectangle one should

Measure tle leogth and widt4 and mut44.p1.31. 1414,1R,Frs obtained"),_>y
4 10 11/.4,

conddcting a seies of practical pirojects iA comPuting ar'eas of.'tec-

tangles and of/squares.

Vn eheauxiliary school oi:eglonld giye attehstill to'del-Nkl4ning
I.-the area of a right tiiangle and that of alparallelogram. -The area of

a right triangle is deterttntd as half the 'area.of the' rettanglt having
' I

base and height equal to,those of the. triangle.

.
We shoul& like to note one More exercTse which is not included in

the auxiliary school)burricdlumshowil4 the pupils that every triangle

can be turned into qwo Tight Vianglvi whose ateas can be d,e ermined.

The ared'of a parallelogram Is determined thus': The pa llAogram
400-6

ia changed llitp a rectangle of equal size, ahd the area of the reFtangle

is determined/. Thus the area of a parallelogram is defined as the pro-
.

duct of the base and the height. .

'The ability to calculate the area ofa righ .triangle and of.a

parallelogram.is consolidated by a serias,of p tic exercises.

Determining the surfajle area or a tbe reduces to determining the areas

of squares. Each face of the cube'iA q_rst diviaed into spare units
-

of' measurement and the areas of the separate faces are computed; then

the full or lateral surface area ofthe cube is computed.

The surface area Of a cube can, be determined by measuring the edges

of the fac-es. ,Since all faces of a.cube are equal, it is sufficient to

determine the area of only one face and to multiply by six to determine

the complete surface area and by four determine.the lateral surface

area of the cube. By this same method one determines the complete

and lateral surface areas of a rectangular parallelepiped, in which'it

is necessary to coitsider' that the opposite faces offa parallelepiped
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# are equal. In Ull cases, when determining the areas of figures, pne
.

4

>must give very serious attention to the form of notation.

The practical use of4tuare measuies must 'be conducted in the'

schoolYard and in .the field6so that onalcan not,only consolidate this

seAkion but also review linear measures and xecall thshconstruction of

geometric figures.in the vicinity..

2. The Study of ubjc M asures

Before showing them 1ao Wto measure iolumes it is necessary to pre-

sent to the pupils the concept of'the volume of a 5ody. 'For this pur--.

pose the preliminary Work described below.is conducted. The pupils

already have elementarTideas.and-,.concepts of geometric bodies, One.

4must recall tpthem that every body occupies a postion.in space.

Diffdent bodies occupy differeAt positions in space. If a,geometric
fblic.,

body is empty inside, then Irhas a defLite capacity.

To visually show the capcities of bodies, one must display,several

different tin or Cardboard toxes with an.open face, F'or thIS:Ourpose it

it is good to use a set of children's blocks, each of wh ch fits inside
*

the one of the next larger size. One can point out which"cube is

greater (i.e., occupies more apace); the part of space which a given

geometric body occupies is calle0 the volume of this body. Or, to put

it another way, the capacity of'a given geometric body is called its

,volume.

With the different zubes one can show which body haA the greater
.444

volume. At first this can be shown by putting one geometric body

inside another. If one cube-is greater than a second, the volume of

the first w11.1 be greater,than the volume of the second.. Then one can

fill the cubes and parallelepipeds with any substance. For example,

oiie
a

can pour water in or fill them with sand. In this way one can

show the pupils that different bodies have different volumes, and that

, there are geometric bodies which have equal volumes.

When the pupils have been Kj_sually acquainted with the volumes

of bodies and with their capacities, affd have a visual idea of the,

.volume of a body AS its capacity, one can learn the units by which one

measures volumes. Before naming the units for measuring volumes, .one
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should recall the linear and square units, Of measurement. The pupils

name and draw on a blackboard the linear and square units of measure-

ment.

In studying the cube one should consider cubes Whose edges'. are

,one centimeter., one decimeter, one meter, and one millimeter. These will

'be special cubes.

After,the pupils have named the linear andtsquare units, the teacher

Ilimself explains that for.measuring volumes corresponding measures are

used: one cubic meterl one cubic centimeter, 1 cubic decieter,

and 1 cubic millimeter. One may ask the lpupils beforehand whether t4

volumes of a cube and of a parallelepiped can be measured in'linear or

square units. From the Very beginning the pupils should learn that/

'the volumes of bodies are measured with cubic units of measurement.

These units of measurement must be shawn to the pupils visually.

One cubic centimeter and one cubic decimeter are in the arithmetic

box (or it is easy to constrixt them ou .t. of cardbpar ). A cubic meter

can be made from.plywood or from six pieces of card oard, each t e size

of a square meter, with sticks attached around them. Fastken these to-
.

gether with loops of wire.

The pupils must be given a visual idea of the cubic meter. It is

somewhat more difficult to make a cubic millimeter. An approximate

idea of the cubic millimeter may be given to the pupils by cutting one

out of plasticine. To give the pupils a more accurate idea of the cubic

units of measurement, one should construct a table of measures on the

wall having a form like Figure 39. 'e

' Such a table may be made by the pupils themselves. .A square

meter, square centimeter and square decimeter should be colored in, but

a cubic millimeter, cubic. centimeter'; nd cubic centimeter should be

modelled out, of wood or out of clay or,-p asticine and attached to the

cardboard by wire or a thin cord. So that the pupils migfit have a

realistic idea of the units of measuring length,,area, and volume,

these units should be represented in the table at their natural size.

Box of manipulative staterials (Ed.).
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Ldhgth
Unit Measure

1
,

Area
nit Measure

.

Volume
Unit Measure

lmm

....,

.

I sq.mm
.

S

cm

..,

.

I cub. MI

Ot

MIS
l cub. cm

*

1 cm 1 sq.

Figure 39

Such visual representation of the units of measurement promotes more

accurate mastery of square and cubic measures.

The,pupils should learn clearly that one can measure volumes only

with cubic units. After the pupils have been Acquainted with the

units of measuring volumes, one should begin measuring the volume of

a-recfangular parallelepiped. At first the Niolume of a parallelepiped

is measured by a complete 'insertion of blocks the size of the units of

measurement into the given geometric forth, For this,purpose it is

necessary to have the,pupils build, in the workshop, a plywood or a

wooden. (be sure to use thin boards) box of these dimeniions: length,.

4 decimeterS; width, 3 decimeters;,and height, 2 decimeters. Or they

1,,.

,
can make a parallelepipe of dimenions 3 d§ecimeters, 2 decimeters,

and 4 decimeters with tMe front face open. They should also cut 24
/

cubes; each should be the
/
size of a cubic decimeter. Tliese can be

painted any color.

The volume of the-Farallelepiped is determined

decimeter cubes are set out along the length.

thus.

Teacher: How many cubic decimeters fit along the left

Pupil: Four cullic decimeters.

Then three such rows with 4 cubic decimeters in ea h are set out.

T: And how many such roW's fit ont6 the bottom dl the box?

T: Three rows.

At)first
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T:- How many cubic.decimeters fit into each row?

P: 4 cubic decimeters.each.

T: How many cubic decimeters fit into thefirst layer?

P: One mtl-smultiply 4 cubic decimeters by 3.

T: How canthis be wTitten down?

P: 4 cubic decimeters x 3 = 12 cubic decimeters.

Then another such layer is set out.

T: Ana how many such layeks are there?

P: Two.

T: How many cubic decimeters fit into each,layer?

P: 12 cubic decimeters each.

T: And how many cubic decimeters fit into the rectangular
parallelepiped?

P: It must be 12 cubic decimeters x 2 = 24* cubic decimeters..

T: How else can this be yritten down?

P: 4 cubic decimeters x 3 x 2 24 cubic decimeters.

T: Because 4 cubic decimeters fit into each row on'the bottom
of the box, there are three such rows which fill up the
bottom of the box, and there are two such layers. Then what

is the volume of the parallelepiped?

P: The volume of the para14,1eAped equals 4 cubic decimeters x
3 x 2'= 24 cubic decimeters.

The.pupils can measure the volumes of small boxes by filling them

with cubic units of measurenent. We propose that one determine the

volume of a parallelepiped or a cube only byafilling it completely with

the size ot the units of measurement, and then begin determining

the volume of a cube by directly measuring the length, width, and

height and multiplying these numbers

After acquainting.the pupils with finding the volume of a paralle-

piped or a cube by fillIng a model of it \with cubic units of-measure-

ment, one should note that such a method of determining the volume of

-a'cube or parallelepiped.cannot always be used. For example, to

determine the volume of a classroom by this method does not seem possi-
,

4ble, since one cannot empty the classroom of furniture and make cubic

.metera especiallY for this purpose; and if a pupil has to measure a

solid parallelepiped rather than a hollow one, then its volume cannot
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bemeasured at all.by this meihod. There are simpler, more tonvenient

'method's. To lead the pupils to such a method of determining volumes it

is necessary to conduct a conversation of this nature with them:

Teacher: How many cubic decimeters fit along the length of
the box? ,

Pupil: 4 cubic decimeters.

T: And what is the length of the parallelepiped?

F: 4 decimeters.

T: How many such rows of 4 cubic decimeters eaeA ill fit onto
the bottom of the box?

P: Three rows.

T: What is the width of the cube? fir

P: 3 decimeters.

T: How many cubic decimeters are there in all?

P: 4 cubic decimettrs x 3 12 cubic decimeters.

T:, How many such layerA of 12 cubic decimeters each are there?

F: Two layers. ,..-

T: What is the height of the parallelepiped?

F: 2 decimeters.

T: how many cubic decimeters fit into the box altogether?

P: ?1.2 cubic decimeters x 2 24 cubic decimeters.

T: HoW else can this be witten down?

P: 4 culoic decimeters x 3 x 2 24 cubic decimeters.

T: What is the length of the parallelepiped?

F: 4 decimeters. .

T: lolhat is the widO A the parallelepiped?

P: 3 decimeters.

T: What is ihe height of the pZrallelepiped?

P: 2 decimeters.

4T: What should be done to find out the volume of the
parallelepiped?

P: It is sufficient to find out the length, width, and 6ight
of the parallelepped and to multiply the numbers obtained.
This can be written as:

4 cubic decimeters x 3 x 2 = 24 cubic decimeters.

The pupils formulate and write down the rule'for calculating the

volume of a parallelepiped: "To calculate the voluTe of a rectangular
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parallelepiped it is suffilient to rwasure the length, the width,.and

the height and to multiply the numbers obtained." After this, this

rule is implemented in a series of problems. Then: when the pupils

have solidly mastered determining the volume of a rectangular parallele-

pip$4, one should pass on to the volume-of a cube.

In determining.the volume of a cube, one should also measure its

volume by filling it completely and by directlY-measuring the length,

width, and height. In determining the volume of a cube one should

point out that inia cube the length, width, and height have the skime

measurement; hence_to determine the volume of a cube it suffices to

measure only the length of an edge and to repeat the number obtained

as a multiplier three times. 'Oneean go on to this only after the pu-
t,

pils have thoroughly understood the measuring of the volume of a cube.

Otherwise ,the pupils may multiply the length of an edge by three.

One may conduct a lesson in determining the volume of a parallele-

piped according to the following plan:13

Summary of a Geometry Lesson in the Seventh Grade of an Auxiliary School

Topic for the Lesson: The volume of a parallelepiped

.cuinment for the Lesson:

A model of a.parallelepiped without a front face, and twelve

cubic decimeters, cubic meters, and cubic 4ntimeters.

Lesson Plan:

1. Review of the previous'material on the parallelepiped.

2. Explanation of the new material.

3. Consolidation,of.the conclusion by solving problems

4. Homework.
4
Course of the Lesson:

Teacher: Point out a parallelepiped and tell allthat you know
ab it.

Pupils: A parallelepiped has Six faces, eight vertices, and
twelve edges. ,Each face of a parallelepiped has the

. form of a rectangle.

.13The lesson was conducted in the seventh grade of the Ul'yanovsk

-Auxiliary School by Z. M. Kazanskaya.
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Pupil.Danilova pointed out a parallelepiped, indicated its faces,

edges, and vertices, and told everything about a parallelepiped.

T: Point out a cube and tell all that you know about it.

[Note: The model of the parallaepipOt and the cubicAecimeters

were Prepared by the seventh graders in the school workthop.]

Ps: A cube has six faces, eight4ertices,'and twelVt edges. An
edge of a cube has a square form.

A pupil picked out a cube from among geometric bodies and told

everything about the cube:

T: What is similar about a cube and a parallelepiped?

Ps: Both the cube and the parallelepiped have six faces, eight
vertices, and twelve edges.

T: What distinguishes a parallelepiped from a cube?

PS: In a cube all the faces are equal, but in a parallelepiped
the opposite faces are equal, and they are rectangles.

The teather repeat°6 the similarity and difference between a cube

and a parallelepiped.

T: Now let us determine the volume of the parallelepiped. What

units of measuring length do you know? w

Ps: Meters, centimeters, decimeters, kilometers, and...millimeters.

T: What units of measuring area do you know?

Ps: Square meters, square decimeters, square centimeters, square
millimeters, square kilometers, area, and hectares.

T: And can one use linear or square measures to measure volurgis?

'Vs: No. Volumes are measeT1 in cubic measures.

T: With what easures can orke measure the length of the classroom?

Ps: With a mefer. -

Pupil Sellverstova took a meter from the tabit and measured the
,

length of the classroom. She wrate down on the blackboard:

length of'the classroom 5 meters.

T: And with what measures is the area of the classroom measured?

Ps: With square measures.

T:, How can one measure t1T area of the classroom?

Ps: One should measure the length and the width'and multiply ;he

numbers obtained. Or it could be measured by covering it withtsquare.

meters.
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T: When we measure tho length of the classroom what else should
. be measured?

Ps: The wi:dth oi the class,.

Seliverstova measured the W44t41 of the classroom and wrote:

W44th of the class = 4

T: What is the area of the cialproom?

Ps: The area of the classroom = k,.iquare meters x 4 = 20 square

meters. \,` 4
0

T: And now let us measure the volume of a parallelepiped. With
what units of'measurement is volume measured?

,

Ps: With cubic knits.

T: We shall measure the volume of this parallelepiped.

The teacher,shows the box with the front face open. We shall

measui.e it by filling it with cubic units (Figure0).

Figure 40 Figure 41

Along the length of the parallelepiped, they pack 3 cubic deci-

meters.

T: What is the length of the parallelepipee?

Ps: Three'decimeters.

T: How many cubic decimeters did we fit along the length?

Ps: 3 cubic decimeters.

T: How many rows did we fit?

Ps: One row.

T: Let us put down another row of 3 cubic decimeters. NOw

how many rows fit on the bottom ofIthe parallelepiped?

Ps: TwO rows of 3 cubic decimeters each (Figure 41).

T: What is the width of the paralleleRiped?

Ps: Two decimeters.
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T: Why could we fit two rows?

Ps; Because the width of the parallelepiped equals two
decimeters.

T: How many cubic decimeters are there in each row?

Ps; Three cubic decimeters each.

T: Why could we fit three cubic decimeters 4_nto each row?

Ps: Because the length of the parallelepiped equalk three
decimeters.

T: .lias the whole volume been filled with cubic decimeters?

Fs: No, not all of it.

T: How many layers did we put?

Ps: One layer.

T: How many such layers remain to be fitted?

Ps: One layer more.

T: Let us put one layer more. How many cubic decimeters
are there in each layer?

Ps: It must be 3 cubic decimeters x 2 ... 6 cubic decimeters.

.T: How many layers of 6 cubic decimeters each fitted into
the parallelepiped?

Ps: Two layers.

T: Why twOayers?

.Ps; Because the height of the parallelepiped is 2 decimeters.

T: How many cubic decimeters fitted tQthis parallelepiped?

Ps: 3 cubic decimeters x 2 x 2 = 24 cubic cimeters.

T: What is the volume of.the parallelepiped?

Ps: The volume of the parallelepilSed equals 24 cubic decimeters.

T: What form does the classroom have?

Ps: The classroom has the form of a papllelepiped.

T: Can we determine the volume of the classroom?

Ps: Yes.

T: With what measures?

Ps: With cubic meters. One would have to fill the class with
cubic meters.

T: Is it convenient, to determine the volume of the classrdom
this way?

Ps: No; the desks, table, and cupboard would .inder us.
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T: Is it possible to measure the volume of a parallelepiped

by another method? When we measured the carallelepiped,

we put cubic 'decimeters along the length, width, and height.

Then we'multiplied these numbers. HOW do we determine the

area of a rectangle?

Ps: We lieasure the length end the width and multiply th numbers

ohplined.

T: How can we measure the volume of the parallelepiped?

Ps: One should measure the length, the width, and the height and

multiply the numbers obtained.

T: Danilov, medsure the height of the,classroom.

Danilov measures the height of the classroom, which is 3 meters.

P: The height of the classroom is 3 meters.

T: And now let us compute the volume of the classroom. The

volume of the classroom is 'equal to 5 cubic meters x 4 x 3 ,

60 cubic meters. And now write down in your notebooks the

rule for determining the volume of a paralleikepiped.

Tdletermine the vblume of a parallelepiped one should measure the

lengtiewidth, and height and multiply the nuMbers obtained. The rule

was formulated by the pupils themselves.

T: Let us solve the problem: "A room

wide and 3.5 meters high. Compute

A

is 5 meters long, 4 meters(
thegroom's air capacity."

Plan and Solution:

T: What is the air capacity of.the room?

Ps: 5 cubic meters x 41x 3.5 70 cubic meters.

T: What have we found out today/

Ps:.Today we have learned how to compute the volume of a paralle-

' lepiped.

T: By what methods can one compute the volume of a parallelepiped? ,

Ps: The volume of a parallelepiped can be computed by filling-it

colipletely with cubic units of measure or by determining the

length, width, and height and multiplying the numbers obtained.

Homework:

T: Every pupil should measure the volume of his room. How will

you measure the volume of a room?

Ps: We will determine the length, width, and height and multiply

the numbers obtained.

When studying cubic measures in the auxiliary school it is espec-

ially'necessary to give serious attention to the form of notation. In

solving practical problems in the auxiliary school one may encounter
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very diverSe forms of notation just as we found in our investigation.

We recommend that in the auxiliary school only one form of note-
d

tion be used:

5 cubic decimeters x 4 x 3 = 60 cubic decimeters.

The computation may be done separatelrin a iorm like:

5 x 4,= 20,

20 x 3 = 60.

The form of notation "5 decimetgrs x 4 decimeters x 3 decimeters =

60 cubic decimeters" in general should not be introduced in the auxil-

iary school since, by its structure, it is not understandable to the

mentally retarded child and prodnces a series of imprecisions and mis-

takes in solving a problem. The pupils may write it down as deci-

metersfx 4 decimeters x 3 decimeters = 60 decimeters," or may introduce

other incorrect\forms of'notation.

.In our prdctice we encountered cases in which the pupils deter-

mined the.volume of a parallelepiped in partial calculations% First

determined the area of the base and then they multiplied the resnit

obtained by the height of the parallelepiped. The notation was in a

form like:

5 decimeters x 4 b.inieters = 20 square decirediers;

20 square decimeters 3 decimeters = 60 cubic decimeters.

These pupils had come 6 t e auxiliary school after the fourth

grade of the public school. In te public school they had been

inpructed in such a form of notation, and these pupils continued to

use this method in the auxiliary school. For the pupils of the auxil-

iary school such a form of notation is also inadmissible, since deter-

mining the volume in a given case is carried out mechanically, and the

pupils do not understand he logical essence of this notation. As a

result of this notation, he pupils made more mistakes. This notation

is introduced only in the,Upper gradei of the public school.

After the pupils have been acquainted with computing the volumes

of the parallelepiped and of the c4e by these twO methods, one should

conduct as many practical studies as possible to consolidate skills

and abilities in determining the volumes of geometric bodies. The

practical projects may be very diverse: determining the volume of the
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classroom, of a room, measuring the volume of wood, the volume of a

pit, and the like. %

In measuring the air capacity of a classroom, gf'a room, and of

similar things, the pupils should be told what4air capacity is and
<

visually shown with what units one should,measure. For"this purpose

it is good to use a cubic meter with the front face open.

With these puns it is especially necessary to solve problems

in determining the volumes of cubes and parallelepipeds from a model,.

In this case the pupils solve the problem creatively. For the pupils

of the auxiliary school, determining the volume of a cube is more

difficult than determining the vdlume of a fiarallelepiped. ih dqter-

mining the volume of a cube, the pupils often determine the full surface

atea, or they even multiply the length of.an edge by the number of

facet'.

In determining volumes the pupils,should understand that to deter-

mine the volume means to find out how many cubic units of measurement

the given volume contains. When the pupils master this proposition,

they will, not write a final result ifi the form "48 centimeters" or

"48 square centimeters" but rather "48 cubic centimeters."

Determining the volumes of geometric bodies should be coltducted
-

in the following basic stages:

a) Acqual6ntance with the concept of the volume of a geometric

body--the pupils convince themselves that a volume is the portion of

space occupied by a given body or the capacity of a given body;

b) ,acquainance with the units of meaSuring volumes. One

should show%-the pupils the difference between linear, square, and

cubic measures;

c) measurement of the volume of a rectangular parallelepiped

and a cube by filling a model completely with unit cubes and by

directly measuring the length, width, andl.ikight and multiplying the

numbers obtained;

d) in the process of measuring volumes, designation of a pre-

cise form of notation:

5 cubic decimeters x 4 x 3 - 60 cubic decimeters;
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4r
e) attention to determining the volume of a cube;

f) consolidation,of the conclusion obtained (To detereine the

volume of a parallelepiped one should measure the length, width, and

height and multiply the nunrrs obtained) in the pupils' memory by

their solving practical problems in computing volumes.

On the basis,of Our experimental investigation and of the,com-

prehensive study of the pedagogical process, we gave,,in a definite

sequence, certain methodological instructions for the study of gec5=

metric material in the auxiliary. school.

Conclusion

As a result oftbur'investigation we come to the following conclu-
.

sions:

1) Th, Russian elementary school has a rich literature on the

problem of teaching visual geometry. The conception of the idea of

teaching visual geometry ("children's geometry") for us in Russia goes

back to the end of the 18th and the, beginning of the 19th centuries.

This is independent of foreign authors. An attempt to introduce visual

geoMetry in the school course took place in the 6th decade of the 19th

century.

2) The educational programs of visual geomefry were rather

numerous and proceeded from various methods of teaching:

a). At the basis of,the program by IT. A. Evtushenkd, M. O.

Kosinskii, A. Gel'man, and others lay the examination of geometric

bodies. In the examination of geometric bodies the concepts of geo-

metric body, surface, and figure, and similar concepts were brought

out by the pupils themselves. A group of these methodologists

emphasized certain didactic principles as visualization, independent

activity, and active participation.

b) At the basis of P. van der Vliet's program was the prin-

ciple of ground measurement. The basic vomettic concepts were elabo-

rated in visual form in the solution of pr4ctica1 problems 'ic! measur-

ing the ground.

c) E. Volkov and M. Boryshkevich basea their programs on

the principle of the pupils' individually constructing the figure

being studied. After such concrete study they passed on to geometric
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abstractions. The authors of these programs considered that the mere

contemplation of geometric forms was insufficient. In the latter two

systems the process of studying visual geometry was constructed through

4%* the pupils' active participation. The independent acivity motivated

the child. The pupils traced out geometic figures and tried to formu-

late appropriate conclusions. The study of geometric forms was begup

with the line as the simplest geometric form and concept.

3) The basic aspect uniting all these programs was the fact that

in the study of geometric material all these authOrs proceeded from

models, independen,t activity, interese, and the pupils' active parti-

'cipation.

Thus the basic didactic principles of the best pedagogs--K. D.

Ushinskii, N. I. Pirogov, L. N. Tolstoi--have been reflected in instruc-

tion in geometry.

4) In the prerevolutionary School, lessons in visual geometry
A

'were of an episodic character. The teaching of visual geometry ties

worked out according to the initiative of individual methodologists

and practicing teachers. The necessity of introducing visual geome-

try into the school course was not determined.

5) Only the Soviet school positively determined,the necessity of

introducing visual geometry into the school course. In the Soviet

school of the twenties there were two trends in the teaching of visual

geometry; some methodologists proposed to begin the study of geometric

material with geometric bodies, others, with the line.

6) Visual geometry is the basis of the study of geometric mater-

ial in the auxiliary school. Th et. prerevolutionary auxiliary school

did not include,the stud4of visual geometry in its curriculum and took

as its ,basis the curriculum requirements of the public elementary sdhool.

Begi14(ing in 1927, the auxiliary school began to adopt its own curri-
.

dulumand the study of visual material was conducted. The basis olk

this curriculum was the curricdka of the elementary school, with

consideration of the work experlence of the Moscow and Leningrad Auxil-

iary Schools.

After the historical Resolution of the Central Committee "Pedago-

gical Distortions in the Commissariat of Education," when the auxil-.

iary school began to assume its true individuality, the curriculum
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requirements began to suit the abilities of the auxiliary school pu-

pils.

7) The study of visual geometry in the auxiliary school s)ould

be conductetonly in the upper grades (5-7); in-the lower grades (1-4)
%

...,.,

preliminary studies should be conducted. Tfie goal of these studies is

to sharpen and widen the store of elementary geometric ideas and con-

cepts and to prepare the pupils for the study of visual.geometry in the

upper grades. * 4

8) The pupils of the lower grades of the auxiliary school should

900Pb esented with elementary ideas and concepts about geometric forms:

thq sphere,-cube, parallelepiped, circle, triangle, square, and rec-
.

tangle.

9) With the pupils of the upper grades one should'conduct syste-
,

matic lessons to widen aNe.deepen the geometric concepts about these

same geometric forms; the pupils should also be acquainted with the

parallelepiped, cylinder, cone, and pyradlid. Moreover, one should pre-
p

sent-a definite systen of knowledge about square and cubic measures.

The latter gettion is especially neces4osay for the'mentally retarded,

schoolchildren, since it has wide use in practical activity.

-10) The study of.geometric material in the first and second

grades should be conducted according to a plan. The students should

learn to:

a) sOlect geometric figures.and bodies according to a model;

,b) select geometric figures and bodies according to name;

c) name geometric figures and bodies.

It is advisable to begin the selection of geometric forms with*the

geometric bodies which are most easily learned by the mentally retarded

children;Jt'is advisable to begih the initial exercises with the ball

as the simplest geometric body and the on'e most familiar to the chil-

;

.dren. Then one should conduct the selection of geomptric'"figur s. It

is advisable to begin choosing the circle as the simplest geoM tric
-111,

figure and the one mmst familiar to the children.

11) In the third andlfourth grades the eleme ary geometric con-

cepts are broadened; studies should be conducted along two.lines:
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a) comparing geomeyic figures and bodies (ball and circle,

cube and square, parallelepiped and rectangle);

'b)-comparing similar geometric figures (rectangle and square)

and geometric bodies (parallelepiped and cube).

In tUe process of these studies the p41k,i1s look for similarities

in *versity and diversity'in similarity. Such studies enrich the pro-

gess of becoming acquarnted with geometric forms and promote the develop-
k

ment of the child's abstract logical thought.

12) In the upper grades (5-7) the study of geometric material

should begin.with the simplest geometric concepts, and the feachini

should be conducted so that what follows is 1;ased on previously known

matevial.

In studying416quare and cubic measures special attention.should be

given to the form of notation,'to the order of presenting the educa-

tional material and to ,the units of 'measuring length, area, and'volume.

It is necessary first to acquaint the pupils with the concepts of

length, area, and volume and-then to acquaint,them with the"units of

measuring length, area7, and volume.

The studies on measuring areas should be conducted thus:

*a) by covering completely with square units of -measurelment;

b) by dividing up the area of 541rectangle or square using

Ote unit of measurement;.

c) by dividing into square units with a ruler and counting the

number of squares directly;

d) by determining the length and the width (base and height)

of a rectangle or a squar and multiplying the numbers obtained.

The studies on measuring volumes should be conducted thu.

a) by filling completely with the units of measurement and

counting them directly;

'b) by determining the length, width, and height and multiply-
.

ing the numbers obtained.

With mentally deficieut childrei it is especially necessary to

conduct more studies on determining the )Yeas of geometric figures and

the volume of geometric bodies using models. Such studies promote the
\
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developmAit of the creative abilities of the auxiliary school pupil.

13) In the study of geTetxic material in the auXiliary,school

it is necessary to use visualization, active participation, and an

individual approach to the pupil. .In the lower grades it is necessgry

in the study of geometric forms to use extensive visual and auditory' ,

stimulation, and to work with modelling geometric bodies and tracing

geometric figures. In the upper grades both in the studY of geometric

forms and in die study of scitiare and cubic measure, it it necessary

to lite extensive visualizatlon, modelling, tracing, and surveying.

Mastery of geometric material by the auxiliary school pupils will take

place only if the solution of vital practical problems iit,'conducted

during instruction.

14) Our investigation has shown tliat the auxiliary school pupils
,

display individual differences in their development; hence, au
0

individualized approach in visual geometric° instruction in the auxil-
..

iary school is of great importance.

4
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V pal.and Verbal Means. in Preparatory Exercises in

Teaching Arithmetic Problem Solving*

N. F. Kuz\nina-Syromyatnikova

IntroAction

Describing the cerebral hemispheres af "a special instrument of

associations and connections, also havinlg higher reactivity," Pavlov

indicates that "any disorder in one place must-make itself known,

affecting the entire instrument, oV at least many individual points

or parts." The imperfect work of the "special instrument of asso-

ciations and connections" of a mentally retarded schoolchild also

appears in the process of his cognitive academic activity. The teacher

will continually notice that in mentally retarded childr4 the for-

mation of new associations is difficult, the shallowest analysis is

imperfect and.at times, without special.teaching methods, is impossi-
**

ble. The thinking of it teacher-defectologist in such ft case is

naturally directed toward the peculiarities and difficulties he en-

counter§ in teaching the mentally retarded child, and those which he

must,overcome by special measures,.

First of all, it should be,pointed out that in all areas of the

mentally retarded schoolchild's cognitive activity, more or less pro-

nounced dissociations are observed,in the activity of the fiTst and

second signal systems. It thus becomeg clear how essential it is in

schoolwork to organize the coordinated activity of both signal systems

in.order to provide a more successful assimilatima of-Inkswiedge. in

this outline we will try,to examine some of the prAlems of.teaching

mentally retarded children how to solve arithmetic problems.

Published
cal Sciences of
Linda Norwood.

* *

in Proceedings [Izvegtiya] of the Academy,of Pedagogi-
the RSFSR, 1955, Vol. 68, 96-12, Transla,ted-.by

Specialtst in teaching the mentally retarded (Ed.).
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We begin by pointing out.that productive activity by mentally

retarded schoolchildren in solving arithmetic problems is realized as

a result of prolonged, systematic, and, we propose, specializ"ed instruc-

tion. Like Pavlov, iwe understand school instruCtion in this connection

to be the formation of a "long series of conditipned reflexes." 3IP

Teaching mentally retarded'children'how to solve arithmetic prob-

lems, despite all the attention teachers have givein this task, often

does not produce the necessary effect. Many mentally retarded.school-

chirdren do arithmetic problems poorly, and in the process of instruc-
.

tion do not acquire the knowledge, skills, or habits necessary for

,practical work.

A lack of research into the spe fic features of problems con-

'fronted by mentally retarded children in mastering arithme:Pic material,

research whivh could serve as a guide for teachers, must be considered

one reason for this. Such work tegan to appear only in the last decade.
1

Compilation of data characterizing featurespf problems which mentally

retarded auxiliary school students experience with arithmetic material

had only been recently begun, and there were still no general theore-

tical positions upon which a scientific analysis of previously gathered

material could be made. This situation was changed after Stalin's work,

"Marxism and Linguistics Problems" appeared, and a session warheld

dedicated to the physiological teachings of Pavlov, Since then, exam-

ination of problems in maatering schoolwork--and, as a result, of prob-

lems in teaching--has changed in principle. The method of examining

data related to pathology ias become apparent.

A Coarative appraisal of facts obtained while, investigating nor-

mal and anomalous pre-schoolers is still timely; however, today a solu-

tion of,poblems concerning a system of pedagogical, and, further,

methodological modes of Leaching children with anomalies of develop,-

menu is not intended to adapt the methods of teaching the normal child

11)issertations of K. A. Mikhalskli, P. G. Tishln, T. V. Khanutinat

articles and investigations into the question of mastery of arithmetic
material by auxiliary school pupils by N. F. Kuzmina, M. E. Kuzmitska,
K. A. Mikhalskii; from psychological works, an article by E. M. Solovev.
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to the instruction of the mentally retarded, but rather to develop a
di

system of methodt..suited to the mentally retarded. This is necessary

because the analytic-synthetic activity4of a mentally retarded school-

ild, Which results in the solution of any arithmetic assignment, is
,,,

highly distinctive.

In teaching arithmetic, problems may be presented in one of two

forms, visual-verbal or verbal alone. Generalizations that the school-

child meets in solving an arithmetic prob±bm, and which are necessary

for solving this problem, opear before him in definite words and word

.combinations. Numbers, the conventional representatives for concrete

quantities, enter into certain correlations only under the cilerect influ-
.

ence of the verbal part of the problem. The solution of each arithmetic

problem, even if it reflects a real counting situation (measuring or

weighing), becomes possible only as a result of knowing how to verbal-

ize certain general laws.

Methods intended to develop speaking and thinking in the mentally

retarded schoolchild always lead the teacher to the question of the

relationship between visual and verbal means of instruction. Beyond

doubt, "basic laws, established in the work of the first signal system,

must also govern the second, because thin is the work of the same nerve

tissue." Isolating the second signal system from the first can "distort

our attitudes tovard reality [3:722]." Thus, only coordinated activity

of both signal systems ensures a correct undetstanding of objects and

phenomena of surrounding reality such as relationships among numbers

inAan arithmetic problem. .4.

We arb assuming that to pr vide coordinated work of the first and

second signal systems of a ment lly retarded child, particularly in

teaching him to solve arithmetic problems, it is necessary to find

speCial. modes of utilizing visual and verbal methods of instruction.

In this work we are examining only a certain part of the problem of

visual and verbal methods; and we are doing this using only a system

of 2repared exercises in teaching how to solve arithmetic problems.
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The Influence of Preltid.ous Experiende

on Solving New Arithmetic Problems

In doing any assignment, the pupil is always to some extent

guided by his experience. And the richer and more varied, and, in

particular, the more organized this experience, the easier it is to

do the assignment. Ivanov-Smolenskii's statement that a ch ld can

solve an initially unsolvable problem "by appropriate ex rimental

organization of his past experience [2:19)" is completely valid for

the teacher who uses the system of school assignments in teaching.

In constructing each new asstknment the teacher must inevitably be,

guided by the exact level of his students' knowledge and by their abil-

ity to draw on this knowledge in solving new assignments and exercisep.

Furthermore, a teacher in an auxiliary school should know and consider

the characteristics of his students when referring to and applying his

experience in overcoming new difficulties.

-The Atudent's previous exper±ence is always to some degree re-
.

flected during the course of coMpleting a new assignment, as well as

in the results obtained. In*some cases this influence is positive;

in others, refTrence to past experience Eaters the assignment and leads

to a wrong solution, and is therefore negative.

When the pupil's experience is too limited and.fixed by monotonous

exercises, solving new problems is difficult. This is especially strik-,

ing in the work of mentally'retarded students and even of juveniles who

have finished auxiliary school.- The system of temporary ties that was

fo the cortex during instruction in school is retained and in

new,aC'.t vitilo often appears only in the form fixed by the exercises

repeated,in school. New efforts and new-exercises are ilekmded to lead

the mentally retarded student to the solution of new proUlems.

Our peaagogical investigations convince us that children can solve

a new problem most often when, besides oral instruction, they are given

an example of a concrete activity from their past in the presence of

some visual teaching devicd'. When verbal and visual means are not

properly combined, instruction does not provide the students with the

necessary knowledge and, still more important, 'does not provide the

necessary and productive independent activity needed by the child or

ad61escent in solving various new problems. The younger the child the

128 1
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more visible his helplessness in a new situation.

Let us present some example!4.

Felix L., 11 years old, first grade. Studying under several suc-

cessive tutors, the boy learned to count. Frequent repetition of.the

numberl from one.to ten and back again brought him to the point where

the problem of counting objectak, drsVings, points of a number figure,

and other things he had not already counted during instruction, left

him at a dead end. Not only was he unable to determine the number of

objects in a given group, but he saw qo need to determine this. Count-
.

ing meant naming words, it meant reciting all the words--the numbers

from one to ten and ten to one.

Yana M., 10-1/2 years old, first grade. Having learned as a result

of frequent repetition that a cat has two front paws and two hind paws,

she could still,not answer when asked how many paws a cat 4as in all.

Furthermore, she asserted that the question itself is impeasille.
\

"What are you asking? What were you thinki Don't you know, a

cat doesn't have 'all' paws. It ha's two front ax two hind ones."

And efen after directly counting a cat's paws Yana still didn

agree, and stretching a rubber cat, maintained, "Why do you need to

count like that? Here they aretwo front and two back."

Yura L., 11 years old, second grade. In solving a two-operati6n

arithmetic problem (augmentation by several units and finding the sum),

Yura, whenever he had trouble, resorted to visual representations of

the problem which had been used in his previous schoolwork. Solving an

orally presented problem, he changed his solution several times, getting

it wrong every time until the investigator let him count the groups of

objeCts. Twice Yura read the problem. Then he recitLd.

Text of problem

A hen had 12 yellow chicks,
and 4 more black chicks than
yellow ones. How many black
chicks did the hen have?

Yura' solutio

I. 4 2 ... 2.

II. 12 : 2 = 6.
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Yura's interpretation of problem

A hen had 12 yellow chicks, and
4 more black ones than that. How
many black ones?

His explanation

So there are yellow.ones and
black ones, and 4 of, them. There
were 12, they were black and ykl-
low. You have to divide into
equal parts.
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When asked, "Why divide when they say in the problem there are 4

more black ones than yellow ones?' .Yura replied, "But we're learning

how to divide." Classwork experience was applied to solving a new

problem which had nothing to do with division into equal parts. By

sketching the problem, Yura saw how to solve it and carried out the

solution correctly. He met willingly the sUggestion that h sketch

the problem, and his interest in it was'heightened.

"What should I draw first?"lasked Yura. The investigator sug-

gested that he examine the problem by himself, Work proyeded ih an

exceedingly interesting manner. Yura drew and wrote, continually con-

sulting the text of the problem. "We have 12 chicks." (He writes the

, number 12 and draws 12 sticks.) 41

"Here they are all in a line. What kind are they? 12 yellow

ones, but I don't have a crayon. But so whilt7 I know and you'll under

stand. Look, these are the 12 yellow ones. And there. are 4 more black

ones. How many?" (He reads, "4 more black ones than yellow ones.")

"There must be 4 more. Gee, how long the line will be with 12
4

and then 4." (He draws only 4 sticks.)

"Here are the 4. The 4 more. The first 12 are yellow, dnd these'

are black: 12, 13, 14, 15, 16." (He reads and writes 12 + 4 ... 16 on

the right and the numbpr 16 on the left [see Figure 13.) He was very

happy that the problem was solved.

Figure 1

The assignment was complicated. The teacher said, "And what if

the problem were, 'There are 12 yeilow chieks and 16 black ones. How
_

many chicks does thethen have in all?;"'

The boy looked at his drawing and talked and pointed. "That's

Art..

woOMIK
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easy now. Only you have to say this first (draws a Roman numeral I, by
4

his sketch) and this will be the'second problem." Htwrites the Roman

numeral II, then 12 4- 16 next to it, and begins to solve. 'He writes

the answer 18 (Figure".

I AOU

II LI i.t I I JZ -f 16
ill

Figure 2

Yura's answer was not accepted. "It's right, no, it's right.

12 and 6 are 18," asserted Yura. ,And when it was pofnted out that he

had to add 12 and 16, not 12 and 6, he answered calmly, c"But we don't

know how. We Wow how to do 6."

He was then given help in solving the problem.

Teacher: Can you add 10 and 10?

Yura: Yes. 20.

T: And 2 and 6?

Y: Yes. 8.

T: And 20 'and 8?

Y: We can't. We haven't learned yet.

T: And what if I help you? 'I will give you 20 kbpeks
and then 8 more.

Y: We know that.. 28 kopeks.

T: It's the same here.

Y: No, 'this isn't kopeks, this is chicks.

T: And have they o1ved the problem?

Y: They don't know; we know.

Yura (Lid not limit himself to one solution. On a scrap of paper

he drew two circles, and in each he wrote "10 kopeks" and calculated:

"10 kopeks aud 10 kopeks are 20 kopeks, and 2 and 6 are 8." Writing,

he says, ".20 kopeks plus 8 more will be 28 kopeks in all. That was
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easy, and we'll write 28. We must cross out 18" (Figure 3).

1 la

(

12

I

1H1

Figure 3

Yura bore up the scrap of paper with the auxiliary drawing, saying,

"This was for us." As to my. facetious question whether we would tell

the chicks that we had counted kopeks and found out how many chicks there

it were, Yura understood perfectly and answered, "Kopeks are easy, but there

are no chicks here; they're in the numbers."

Yura solved the following problems independently, making drawings

for each one. In class at this time they were solving problems by

dividing by t We gavd Yura division problems, not division by 2 but

.by 3. Until he had made a drawing of it, Yura salved the first prob-

's lem by dividing by 2 (instead of 3). Only after illustrating it,in a
-

drawing did he get,the correct solution.) The units in this problem

were needles that had to be distribute'd into three packs.

In'solving the next problem YurA not finding the answer immediately,

started sketching. The units in this Nrob em'were nuts which, wereto \hi4

be distributed into ) boxes. .Yura began draw n6ed1es. He stopped.

"I am drawing needles and I. should be drawing nuts." 'He Arew 12 little

circles (nuts) and 3 quadrilaterals (boxes). Then he started solving

the problem. "We must have boxes. If each his 3, there will be 9, and

there have to be 2." He drew 3 circles in each quadrilateral and

crossed out 9 circles. "There are still 3 nuts. There is one for each,"

and added a "nut" to each "box." he wrote dowu 12 1 3 = 4-1Figure 4).
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Figure 4

.2 3 _7:

For one of the following assignments Yura was to solve a problem

difficult eh,represent. The problem . was taken fram a seaon4 grade

text. Even after reading the prohlem twice, Yura could neither aolve

nar repeat it.

Problem Yura's interpretation

Five identical loaves bf Five loaves of identical kilo-

bread were baked from 10 kilo- grams were baked from flour. How-

grams of flour. How many kilo- much flour was used for the

grams of flour were used for loaves?
each loaf?

His solution

10 - 5 5. And 5 loaves were left.

Yura did not obtain the necessary solution even after analyzing

the problem, since he'had no understanding of the kilogram as a unit

of weight. \

Yura asked for permision to drgw'the'problem. "Then I'll see it
. ,

and solve it." In-drawing and sol the problem; Yura resorted to

) his previous practical experience: "With 3 kilograms in each, we
,

L bought 2 packages, and here's 10." He drew 3 quadrilaterals (packagef)

?
and wrote the'figure 3 in each one. "In 3 there are 9 kilograms, and

we nee4 10. There's still a little,one left." He drew and wrote a

small number 1. He looked at the drawing for a long timp and came to
.. ,;114vill..;.

the conclusieent. -"There can't be 5 loaves, we have-4 kilograms."

Re looked at the problem., "We have to draw 10," and he draws 10

squares. Again he'eferred to the text of the problem. "And we must

have 5 more loaves." He drew 5."bricks." "We must put flour on the
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brick." He drew a little quadrilateral in each "brick." He crossed

out 5 of the 10 squares (kilograms) He then drew anotheiquadri-

lateral in each "brick" and scratched out the remaining 5 squares

.(kilogr'ams). "There will be 2 in each brick." (Figure 5)

Le7FI LiiJ

Figure 5

\ He was asked to explain the terms of the problem ling the draw-
*

ing. Now his interpretation of the problem was much more complete:
_ ,

"There were 10 packages with kilograms of,flour. They baked 5 bricks

of bread. How much flour is needed for each loaf?" The solution
IP

10 5 = 2 was correct, although this solution was expressed in the

form of an arithmetic sentence without corresponding units. When re-

quested to explain the problem in writing, Yura obtained the correct

answer "2 kilograms for one loaf."

Elena M., having finished auxiliary school and having started

night school in the fifth grade, came to us complaining about the diffi-

culty of her,..arithmetic lessons. It was particularly hard for her to

solve arithmetic problems. Numerous diffiCulties were explained in

class, but her basic problem was an inability to apply what she had

learned in school to new and unfamiliar.conditions. The slightast

variation from the usual way of doing a problem left her at a dead end.

She partially understbod the assignment to count by groups. Eleana

reproduced the numbers from 1 to 20 successively.

An assigament to count by fiVe with the example "5, 10, ...7,

Elena did this pay: she named in succession all the numbers in the,

series, 1-20, raising her' voice on 5, 10, 15, and e. She cpunted by,

2's the same way.'. She did it corr.pctly only after a concrete example

.of counting by groups was given. She was asked to recall blow cha

is counted out by Pairs of kopeks.
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Teacher: "How would you count, if I put down two kopek coins

in front of you?" and further: "How would you count if I put down

five kopek coi.before you?"
6

It is interestingtthat solutions were\cealized only as an imi-

tation of a concrete activity, that is, couniing coins.

She carried out an assignment in counting by numbers larger than

five by reproducing the lines of a multiplication table. Elena did

not grasp the model of counting by sixes--6, 12, 18... "No. We mus

do it like'this: 6 taken twice is 12, 6 taken 3 times is 18, ... "'she

said, reporting every line of the table. When asked to write the .

answers she had obtained, she wrote arithmetic lines from a multipli-

caeion table.

When asked to count by sixes by marking ttirm ofr%Te after the

other and writing clown the answers, she used addition signs and equal

signsr- that is, she translated the assignment into an arithmetic

example. The new, conventional form of writing was not acceptable to

the examinee even when it was suggested that she solve the assignment

yith multiplication. EV-ery 'line of writing underwent a change; the

figures were joined by opera.tion, signs and without fa9. an equals sign

.was put into dvery line.

Generalizing the examplesriipen here we can conclude that studlits

of the lowey grades of the auxiliary School often try to apply their

previous experience to new problems without any modification. They

find ways'of solving a nez problem by relying on visual aids which

they used before in solving similar or identical problems. Older pu-

pils also had to rely on past experience. But concrete exginpfes (kopeks

in counting chicks with Yura, coins in counting by groups with Elena)

are not always needed for this group; more often this is a pattern of

the usual way of writing. For example, Elena inserted addition signs,

miltiplication signs, and equals signs to carrY out the,assignment of

.counting by groups.

We find an explanation of this fact in one ef Ivanov-Smolenskii's

Forks. He writes:
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cer
With fiequent repetition or.exceptional intensity of

conditional situationS, structures of relationships
ich frequently dominate and, because of brake induction,

suppress other-corticaractivity, are cteatoCin the large
cerebral hemispheres-of man [1:403].

The Influence of the Verbal Sterpotype,in Solvillz Arithmetic Problems

KnoW-ing haw to solve complicated arithmetic problems presuPposes

a knowledge of toy to solve simple problems,,whiCh enter into any
..

complex problem as parts in certain interrelations. However, solving

even a simple,arithmetic problem requires, varied abilities of the childl

he must discover the relations amongfnumerical facts dependent upon

the problem's question. nut'mentally retarded schoolchildren, unless
. .

/C

provided with pecial exercises, can not figure out the function of.,
. %

the questio9 and approach it, influenced sometimes by their last

experience, and, in other cases, guided by their reliance on individual

elements of the problem.. In both cases an incorrect application of

past experience is the cause of erroneous solutions.

One.can notice, even in firsa graders, a tendency to be guided:by

external elements which causes them to choose the requisi.te arithmetic''

Operation. .Examples of these external element§ are frequently, ren

.peated "supportin words in the problem as "the total will be"; "there

were in all" (spul1 ting a solution by addition); and "will remain"

(indicating subtraction).

A child's experience, obtained as a result of solvingpumerous

problems on finding sums or remainders, causes him tO cheose the
A

. correct arithmetic,operation., But this experience is inadequate and

the p;roblem is solved,incorrectly if the customary supporting word is

missing from the text of the problem. In this case the child's exper-

ience serves.as a°guide, but has no direct relationship to the essence

of theNproblem--4ts content. The child solves the problem by manipu-
o-

..lating numbers. He is used to seeing that for subtraction the larger

number comes first. He knows that he is supposed to take the smaller

number away from the larger.

In the terms of the problem, the larger number is first, therefore'

one can and must solve.by subtracting. The reverse sequence impels the

child toward a solution by addition. T,'.ro identical problems with

Ner
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different number sequences and arrangements .Were shown tO the students.

1. A bdy had 5 kopeks. His brother gave him 3 kopeks.

ROW much money did the boy have in all?

42. How mucW money does a'bOy have if he had 3 kopeks
and,Kis brother gavd him 5? -

The first problem was solved. The second caused some difficulty.

The pupils concentrated on the numbers here. The second problem was

not solved because there were no words that definitely elicited a choice

of the necessary .srithmetic operation--no "than he had" or "he had In

all."

Children consider it quite legitimate to answer the pyobl ues-

tion by repeating the terms of the problem: "He had 3 kopeks and 5

kopeks": "The boy had 3 kopeks and got 5 kopeks from.h1.9(brother."

Comparing the terms of. the two problems, the chil4en did not agree

when it was pointed out that the problems were the same. They contended

that in the first one, "They ask how much he had in all," therefore,.

"you must add." Supporting words had caused them to add. The familiar 1

words, "he had in all," seritgd as directions whose result WAS the

correct solution.

The absenc of supporting words which organize the Usual activity

of the mentally retarded schoolchild leads to allincorrect solution

of the second.problem. The main point of.the problem is understood

correctly when coins figure in its terms or when a problem is accompanied

by visual explanations, that is, when the situation in the problem is

made concrete.

In the second grade, problems about differences were solved.

indivipl assignments the children were given, one after the other,

the following two' problems. Terms of the problems were read Wthe

children.

1. There are 11 white'rabbits and .9 gray rabbits in a

rabbit hutch. How many mord white rabbits than
gray ones are there?

2. A hen has 11 whi.te chicks and 9 gray chicks. How many

chicks are there in all?
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The students solved both problems the same way (11 - 9 2,

there are 2 more rabbits, 2 more chicks). Furthermore, previous'

connections supported by the first ipoblem were found stronger!

These same problems wer given to the students to solve a second

time. However, the conkition f the problem involved a different

color. The children felt a need to compare tables. A question arose:

"Why are they alike (the first parts of the prOblems) here, but here

they're colored differently?" (the questions of the problems). The

questions were reread. But rereading the questions did Aot lead to

the correct solution either. Certain children, noticing ths colors

in the construction of the problems, did not discover their essential
4

difference, "since there are rabbits here and chicks there,' and

solved the problem the same as before. Others noticed the difference

and explained correctly: "Here'it's 'how many in all?' but here it's

'how many more white rabbits than gray ones?'" In spite this, they

repeated the erroneous solution: "strll everything's the same here

[tile problem's numbers1."

For certain children, consistency, in the number arrangement was

decisive in choosing the arithmetic oporation: "YoU take away, since

11 ip bigger than 9." A problem similar in thelltext with the same

numbers in reverse sequence (9 gray and 11 white) was solved by adat.--e----'-\

tion.

A single word in a problem's condilions or question oan cense a
P

te

mistaken solution. For example, the students solved two problems with

identical solutLons differently simply because one coAained the word

"more" and the other "fewer."

1. There are 9' short nails and 6 long nails in a box.
How'many more short nails than long nails are there?.

2. There are 9 short and 6 long nails in a box. How
many fewer Jong nails than short nails are there?

They solved the f'irst one by addition, the Sercond by subtraction.

Expanding the text of the problem in words which focus attention

on quantity relations (which kind of rabbits are there more of, and

how many more?) improves things. Having established that the quanti -

Ities were unequal, the children nonetheless did not seek a new,

correct solution, and the situation remained as before.
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Only after each problem had been made concrete by examples of cal-

culation (cardboard chicks, nails), and after the children looked at

and compared the unequal quantities while getting direct oral-instruc-

tion from 'the teacher, did they go on to the correct solution.

It should be noted that the childrengwho did not receive instruc-
t

tion did not get the right results, but not because the concrete

examples distracted the children. No. The children acted purpose-
/

fully. Each strchre to solve the problem. But in any case, the indi-

cted problem with concrete objects was solved without the teacher's

instruction by isolating the extra objects and countin them (hotw many

more). Putting 9 short nails in a row an a row of lon na,ils right

under theM, the child immediately Cetermi ed that there'were more short

nails. It was not necessary to ask "What kind of nails were there

more of?" The followimequestions wece absolutely necessary. Here

one may proceed in one of two ways. a) Ask the child to answer the

teacher's question, or b r'efet him to the problem, thAt is, tell him

to read the problem himself and answer it.

The second way is better since the.child is not distracted from

the text of the problem. Solving the problem this way he still is

directed by verbal instructions; but independent activity--reading

the question and relating it to the visual"way of grouping extras,

recounting the extra objectsall this facilitates problem solving.

The child gives the right answer: "There are 3 more short nails."

The words, "than longer-ones," most often are not part of the, child's.

answer.
4

In this case the child did not un erstand the essence of difference

relationships, and visual aids did not help; furthermore, the given

situation prompted the child to isolate the extra three and not sub-

tract six from nine. This possibility could only be discovered by .

uniting verbal and object activity. The teacher definitely played

the leading role here. jie directed'the childls activity with his

assignments and questions.

Teacher: What kind of' nails were in the box?

Pupil: Long ones and short ones.
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T: How many short nails were in the box? Look at

the problem and answer.

P: [The pupil finds the corresponding part of the

problem and reads it.]

T: Put the Short nails in a row.

P: [He does so;]

T: Haw many are there? Count them and tell me.

PI [The..0.4sk is carried out.]

, T: How many long nails wer n the box? Take the

necessary number of long nils and arrange them

in.another row under the Øort ones. Explain

the problem and point c%u.1 everything you talk

about. .

P: [The task is carried out.]

T: What does the problem asta

:13: [The pupil reads the prole question.]

J

' T: Repeat the question and point out everything

that's asked. ..--

P: How many more short nails [points] than long

nails [points] are there?

After this he was told to write out the solution. He didn't know
,

how, but he no longer indicated addition as a means of solving.

A picture of the pro
1

em makes him thoughtful and qqestions arise.
New ap

"How? And how many more? Three more, maybe?" All this tells us that .

his thought has awakened. Slowly but definitely he began to free.him-

se f from the word-stereotype which 'controlled him aad was a hindrance

t solving the foregoing problem, Subsequent activity was always

directed by.the teacher's assignments and questions. It was concluded

when the student gave a verbal account, interpreting the problem's

conditions while pointing oUt each group in the sample problem; tell-

g how.to solve, and giving the full answer._

The Guidins Role of the Word in Visual Instruction.

in Solving Arithmetic Problems

The employment of visual aids in teaching auxiliary school pupils

is imperative only when thelr use makes it possible to reveal the

essence of some assignment, the, essence of the ques'tion being resolved.

When organizing school activity around visual aids, the teacher should
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ensure attentive guidance until the pupil is able to consciously uti-

lize them independently. In teaching schoolchildren to use visual

means, the word, the teacher's speech, relying on personal'demonstra-
,

tion, describing beforehand, and organizing Ole pupil's demonstration
a

plays ehe leading roles.

Incomplete forms of the activity of the mentally retarded school-

child in ieneral and,his academic activity in particular are often

observed by the teacher. In implementing a system of exercises and in

organizing the academic activity of the pupils of thischoa"1., it is(

especially necessary for the teacher to protect 91e pupils from in-

correctly completing assignments.

Pavlov, revealing the essence of intelligence, defines it as

"thought ia action," an as "a series,of associationsathat derive

partly from past ce, partly right naw, before your eyes, and

before your very eyes are combined or added into a positive whole, or,
ow

conversely, are gradually impeded, leading to failure [4:430)."
A

The pupils' mistakes in completing arithmetic exercises stem

very often from the fact that the'teacher 'did not check to see which'

assOciations--correct or incorrec%--and in which combinations--correct

or incarrect--are consolidated ih the child with the initial demonstra-

tions ind explanations of the study,material. Organization 'of the pu-'

pils' school activity around visual aid's plays. not tfie least important

role here. Failure in arithmetic instruction is often the result of

the teacher's giving his"pnpif some aid or another, but neglecting to

teach him to use it and neglecting to watch,the pupil until he finishes 4.'1

working. He does not replace one aid with anollek,at the right time.

He does not seriously consider his awn instructions when teaching the,

child to work with an aid, i.e., he explains with words alone, or only

demonstrates how to work. A one-time demonstration--anda personal .

demonstration in general--is insuth.cient. The teacher must Atch how'

tie child himself begins to work indepelkently with the aid and use

the instructions as a guide. The'teacher must hear ont the'child's

story of how he works with the visual aid.

To illustrate:4 Vitya E., a second grader of the alixiliary school,
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was described to us as incapable of being taught arithmetic. The

notes in his notebooks would be proof of that. Indeed, an examination

of his notebook could lead one to conctude that the boy had, not master-

ed the study material. All solutions were incorrect. Moreover, more

profound'ex.Smination of the mistakes did not reveal any underlying

,regularity. The results of repeated solutions of one and the same

problem were different, almost random. There were no incorrectly

lidated devices for counting. 'Naturally, we had to, see how the

boy co nted.

In solving each problem given him, Vitya resorted to his fingers,

but what he did was not counting on his fingers. It 1,Yas only sorting

oUt his fingers--not counting. Not one quantity coincided with a num-

er. It was ascertained that the boy could not use.other devices for

counting either.

In individual lessons with Vitya we:degided not to give him any-
.

thing which would cause incorrecr,solutions. We began the work using

dominoes. Vitya knew these numefical configurations because, as we

learned in conversation, helOften sat with his friends and watched them

play. He correctly named all numerical figureslk However, he flatly'
;

refused to make up a problem on addition using a domino with two quan-

tities,of dots. But when told that he was not released from the assign-

Ment and had'to do it, Vitya, ignoring the iAstructions, began to count

up all p:7;Ints on the domino. A repeated instructionsupported by the

solution and notatiOn of a problem on numerical groups of dominoes,

was list:Led to and the process of the notatiOn procedure was followed.

After this Vitya asked that it be repeated. He listened and followed

the demonstration accompanying the.explanation very attentively. He

said that he understood the assignment. He wrote down a problem and

did not.count the dots in each figuree The solution occurred after he

counted all the dots, Irom first o last. When asked what had to'be

done, he answeied, using a demonstration, "A problem must be made. How

much allftogether, three here and two here." And only after the ques-

tions and demonstration accoMpanying them did he give the conditions

of the problem: "We have to find out how many dots,in all, in,the first

one there are three dbts, and in the second, two dots-."
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After joyfully composing a ablution of three more problems, he

set about working independently on composing and solving arithmetic

problems. Eight problems were composed and solved with no mistakes.

For the boy, success was unexpected. He'voiced thecdesire "to solve

another whole column." And another eight,problems.were solved with-

out error. "Bo that's howl And with my fingers it was all mistakes

I've learned with dots."

The assignment was made more complicatdd. He was asked to compose

an addition problem, given groups of three numbers. At first two

domiaoes were given him, then three. Until the assignment had been
%

consolidated with a demonstration and arithmetical notation, the boy's

activity did not commence. Oral instfuctions withont an accompanying

visual form of the assignment were rejected. "I don't know, I'm

afraid there will be a mistake." However, after a demonstration and

an explanation of the assignmen, the work was completed successfully.

As the work progressed, one dominoyas replaced by another'again and

again, and Vitya quietly solved each new problem (the first and second

assignments viere aPternated). The child's activity was wholly conscious.

Howevpr, his ability to recognize the assignment (with two or three

quantities)-was impaired as soon as a blallc domino was put in place.of

a domino with quantities. The boy did not tlIrow it,out, he did not

refuse to compose and solve a problem, but from the empty field he

gave the example 2 + 1 = 3. When asked "How's this? Where's 2 and

where's"1?" he calmly answered "There was a domino like that, maybe."'

When given a domino with one numer4.cal group of.dots, Vitya gave no

example. He firmly exclaimed: "There can be no problem because there's

only one number; you have to substitute something."

We went.on to play a game. Before composing a problem, he had to

find whether.a km could be obt'ained. Dominoes With one, two, and

three quantities'and blank ones were put before the child. There was

no definite order in which they were showli to him. The,bor worked with

interest. At first the work proceeded very animatedly.

"No, noj" Vitya shouted haPpily. "You can'tthere's no number.

Two numbers. Here is a problem. There is no probLemonly one num-

11er is here."
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The composition and solution of problems proceeded totally

consciously, On)y consciousness could lead to those correct answers

which the boy gwe to questions of the poSsibility and impossibility

of Composing an arithmetic problem. -("Without numbers you can't; with

one number you,carOt; you have to have two numbers, and maybe more.")

'The ,child's newly obtained experience allowed him to make these

generalizations. But the boy could not transfer these generalizations

to the solution of a slightly expanded problem. To cotipose a ,problem,

"you have to have two numbers, and maybe even more," says the boy.

When the experimenter.said "And even morei\ the child responded correct-

ly, "You can have three.numberst He composes these problems with two

and three items. Th6 question of the possibility of composing a prob-

lem with four items remai? unsolved: "I don't know, they didn't show

me." And when We p1ac64 before him a domino with two quantities, or

four dominoes With one quantity,eaCh, or three dominoes; one heming rwo

quantities and the others having each.one quantity, Vityi came to a.

solution of the possibility of such a. problem: "You can do it, but

'--f-o-Me it's hard to co6t." He gives the correct notation and refuses

to solve it, fearing to err. Again the solution of,the.problem had to

be facilitated orally ar0 visually.

The boy firmly answered all questions cOncerning the possibility

and impossibility of forming an arithmetic problem, but in the actual

bolution he was still far/from independent. The boy'S helplessness

was clearly evident whenever he had to pick out the dominoes with whose

.help composition and v/plution of a problem would be possible. The boy

was always requestingrthat he be.given only the requisite dominoes:

"It's harefor me, the teacher must give them to me."

The aasignmentito compose and solve a problem firom four dominoes--

one was blank, one had gne quantity of dots, and two were full--was

completed only aft,er hesit4tion. The'child sorted the dominoes into a

row. He looked at them for a long time and moved them around.

"Oh, I've fisiled1 Go away. There's nothing on it. You can't do

it without, numbers." He takes the blank domino from the row. He looks

for a long time, takes the domino with one quaptity and puts it beside

the blank one.
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:You can't do it with one quantity." But he still was not satis-

fied with this. "Maybe there'lllbe another one. Did we have them with

one? Impossible with one. But we had them." He puts the domino aside.

He begins the notation and solution of the problems. He gives two

problems with two items (each with quantities from one domino). He writes,
I

down the solution of a problem with four items. .He counts them. He

/counts the iis in the first examples. 11WhatI1id I leave Lit? 'I don'

know what I left out." ,He wa'vers. He takes tle blank donlIno kg,ha

--' '

set aside. "Impossible with one.,.-- But did we have such?" .
.

.

!:

A positive answer makes him thiink "Tm ossible with one. Where

should I put it?" He puts it by the blank o e. He takes it away. He
. ,

puts it beside two full dominoes. "Many like this." He counts the

groups. "Oh! So many! Weididn't learniabou4 these!"

He reselects the dominOes. He molies the right-hand one (the,one

with one quantity) away. He moves it back again. "Ie doesn't oork.

Impossible with one."

Advice is given: "Take away, either the left one or the middlt

i one." He moves away the one on the right then moves it back. "Take

which one The left or the middle? Which one?" He moves the lefx one

away. For a long tile he looks at the two remaining ones and is silent.

I. ask hil to take a pencil and write out the solution. "Butqs there

one? N He writes sluggishly.

After writing down the two numbers, he inserts a 'plus sign and

very joyfully shouts: "It's possible." He writes and adds the' items.'

u can do it with three grouRs." He,solves the problem. ..

When the work was concluded he4wanted to be assured that all

assignments were done correctly; and when he was givendapproval, he

went away happy.

At one 'of thoo$0Eo1lowing lessons, Vitya was asked the already f'amil-

iar questions: "Can one compose a problem without numbers, with one

number, with two or three numbers?" He answered all the questions

correctly. He undertakes the solution of new problems. Vitya asks

permission to use the dominoes "sotI can count right." The process

of the work folloNak.
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I. A problem with twO numbers is given: Vitya is.asked:

1) to repeat the &onditiong of the problem without usingsthe

dominoes;

2) to repeat the conditions of the problem by first taking from r

`i/iimong several dominoes the domino havihg two quantities of dots corres-

ponding to the numbers of t4ae problem;

3) to tell the path.of solution and solve the problem orallY.

Although in the first case Vitya was most often unable to cope

with the assigned task, in the second, using the group of numbers as a

support, he was more successful at repeating*the conditions of the prob-

lem! Butqlere too the teacher guiding word was neCessary: "We will

count ducks. These dots ar he ducks." Qr.:, i.."We must count kopeks;

your dOts are kopeks." The boy.accepts these conditions and solves

the problem. SuppAt from ffumerical groups (dots) promotes both the

repetition of the conditions of the problem and its solution.

. II., A problem without,numbers is given. Vityal listening to the*

problem, turns to the dominoes and, finding a blank, goes back to review

the conditions; only after this does he firmly and confidently announce
. 6

.that it is impossible to solve the problem because there are no numbers.
\

III. A problem with one number is given. \Vitya.again-singles

out one of the doMlnoes with one quantity of dots, refuses to review

101.

the problem, and says that.it cannot be solved: "It's impossible,

there's only one number."

..In the examples cited, verbal instruction alone did not promote, ,

solution of the problem. Whenever Vitya was given a new assignment,

he needed to rely pn the experience of a previous activity,pon the

visual image of a number wilic4 was expressed by a numerical group of

dots. Even when a numberless problem was given, a statement of its

impossibility came only after he had held and seen the blank domino.

One must not overlook the fact that a conclusion was drawn only

as a result of the guliding role of the oral instructions and not as a

consequence of merely presenting dominoes to the student.

The first help usually given to the pupils in'arithmetie lessons

are in the form of concrete objects. This is quite correct, since any
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integral set can be formed only through uniting objects that can be

counted.',

The concept of number originated in the real world, in surround-

ing reality. Numerical groups in all cases are some combination of a

quantity of adtual objects. Hence, objects must be used to teach

children to count. Only on this condition can one preseent the con-

cepts that 1) any quantity is formed as a result of the unification of

concrete objects of counting into one group; 2) various objects may

be counted into each.of the quantities; 3) a quantity, no.matter what

objects of counting'it may re formed from, is constant, i.e., it alwaxs

contains a specific number of objects.

When children are forced to work for a long while with th same

objects of counting, thelr experience is restricted, and the children's

development is retarded. ThiV does not promote, the understanding that

counting aritl arithmetic operations are possible,only with homogeneous

objects. The data of out observations, confirmed by the materials of

N. A. Solomin's dissertation study speak very convincingly of this.

,Let us cite an example. Pupils with different teachers in two

first grade classes solved the assignment, which wastto drat< a quan-

tity of objects, in different ways, corresponding to each numeral shown

to them. Where the counting material was constant (the teacher used

colored circles and numerical figuree.again consisting of circles) , the

children solved all thelproposed problems in the same way. Under each

number the pupil drew the corresponding quantity of circles. The

explanation thaAtone may draw different objects and that these objects

must be the same only within each group was not understood by the chil-

dren. The solution again followed that same path_Lamiliar to them.

.

Whenever the childrqn tried a new approach to solving the problem, the

solutions went against the basiq requirements. The quantity of objects

which the children drew corresponded to the indicated nUmber, but the

principle of the homogeneity of,objectswas distorted. Under the

numeral 2 they drew a fir tree and a mushroom, a star and a OM. Under

3, a house, a'ladder, and a flag; a window, a ball, a house; etc.

Although the explanation of the solution of the assignment was,repeated

several times, the children solved it in their ow, way. The Children
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did-nat understand that in counting, only homogeneous objects can. be

included in each of the quantities.

The verbal instructions alone, ev4n if repeated several times,

were essentially of no help. The children's previous-experience came

to the forefront, characterizing definite forms of instruction. The

child understood the problem only if it was presented through a demon-

stration and An ixplanatiOn of what was required of him.

-tut even in those cases in which the children understood the

problem, its proper solntion was possible only under direct'influence

. of instruction. As soon as the teacher was silent, her coTol over

the.pupils' independent activity disappeared. They again gave incorrect

solutions. 011iginal explanations or explanations not reinfor ed by

exercises were few. 'Previous experience influenced the child, anki his'

activity remained stereotyped, despite the new iastruction. Mc o-

tonous verbal repetitions'and monotonous activity with the'same kisual

ak-g

aids influence .formation of a Stubborn,verbal stereotype. The me tally

retarded schoolchild, just begAnning his education, cannot er bit-

ual operations independently, despite new instructions.

.

Selection of visual means of instruction should not be based solely

on the suggestions that the teacher finds in the methodological hand-

books on the releVant section of the school curriculumi. The teacher

must always provide for the selection of an aid in accordance with

the specific problem presented by the instruction. Each time he must

evaluate the level'of the pupils' knowledge, an4 he must be aware of

the difficulties experiened by each of them in studying the material.

One must also know how the selected visual device can contribute to

overcomingthese difficulties'and to the pupils' best mastery of know-

ledge. In using man4pulative aids early in instruction, one must th

very c cal of their selection, taking into accouot the concrete

foble tO be solved with them-

If we look at initial instruction in counting, we cannot help

noting t t much time is devoted to work with separate objects,

eacht which appears as a unit of counting. Group counting is post-

poned, a delay which restrains development. In individual cases,

counting by units VR unnecessarily extended; the 'pupils, becoming
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Idults, refuse 'to count on their fingers or with stick.;,, even

though'they know no other aids.and devices.fOr counting.

The Influence of Knowledge of Arithmetic

in Solving Arithmetic Problems

Our pedagogical investigations, organized as indiwidual lessons,

were conducted with' below-average, lagging.pupils whO often lacked

abilities for learning arithmetic.

In all cases we preliminarily establishe4Athe extent to which the

pupil was able 1) to read, to repeat without questions, and, using

questions of the conditions of the problem, to tell the method of s61-
,

ving the problem aftet amalyzing it, and, finally,..to solve the prob-

lem without using visual aids; and 2) to do the same t nglepplOying

various visual aids' and visual devices of graphic notation..

Before beginning thelLork, we carefully ascertained the state of

each pupil's skills in calculation technique, since the absence of

these skills or incorrectness in methods of calculating al9ays leads ,

to incorrect solutions of the arithmetic problem.

In most of the'children who could not' solve the arithmetic prob-

lems, there were also other difficulties in arithmetic instruction.

Very often the weak ability to,differentiate and the weak artulytic-

synthetic,activity of the mentally uetarded child was only slightly

considered bylithe teachers. As a result, many.pukilsoFwerp unable to

master the principle of decimal calculation and, therefore, could not

give an analysis of the decimal composition of a number; i.e.', they ,

could not break it down into series.

The explanations which the teacher usualry gave the whole class

when studying numeration, the ,demonstration, and even the work con-

ductedfor a while with visual aids left-no firm tracealln individuals
,

children. And this caused their helplessness in completing the cal,-

culation exercises.
,*

We did not attempt*to reteach such pupils in individual classes.

Having ascertaiapd the,basic difficulties, we offered the pupils a

series,of devices for making visual graphic notation, which promotes

independent work, on whose basie the solution of the problem was made

possible.
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We present some examples.

1. Raise Sh., age 12. Third ader in the auxiliary school. She

correctly analyzes a two-digit nuldbet, determining the quantity 'of tens'

and units in eac41 part. She knows the digit's place in the series.

In analyzing the number 29,
(

she says,.29 is two tartfand nine units.

Two'teps ,because it is written in theseCond place, and nine knits be-

cause they are in the first place." She cannot add a two-digit pumber

and a one-digit'number. There is no clarity in the order Of addition;
4
the unitS' number is sometimes added wlth the units and sometimes with

the tens of',the first item. Information that aids other children in'44

their wOrk just confuses her.

.Raisa knows that "It.,'s easier when you first.havA to add a little .

number to a big qumber." Raisa solves thi problem 31 +.6.thus: "You

have to add one to six because one is smaller, it's easier.- She

obtaing'73. "To six-add three tens beCause three is smaller, and if

you add on to three it's very hard." She obtains 91.

Raise also knows that in addition
( a larger number is obtained, and

in subtraction d'smaller number results. "27 + 2 ,.. 29. Why does it'

have to be 29? You have to add 2 to 27. Indeed, 2 and 2 will be 4.

4 this true? And we still have 7, which makes 47." And again: "Add

2 to 27. We have seven units and another two little units, nine in

all, and you have tO write doWri another 2. You get nine tens and Ivo

units." When asked why she obtained that, Raisa answered: "Because

you have to add units to units and tens to tens." When told that the

solution was incorrect, Raise began to argue and presented a proof:

"You can check it. If we add, the answer will be bigger, and if we

take away, smaller, so 27 and 2 give 92. Which is 'larger? We got a

larger number, and every one we had was smaller [indicates the numbers

27,\2, and 92], Ctirrect!"
4

An attempt to give her visual aids evoked a protest: "I'm in the

third grade. In the first grade I got fed up with sticka and blocks,

and I won't count on an abacus, T did it in second, but I'm in third

new, I understand everything." New visual devices had to be sought.

Raisa-was.given written work.
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1) Numbers in the prohlems were written with pencils of diff-

erent colors: tens in one color, units in another. Before the prob-
,,

lem was solved, Ra a analyzed it. "27--there are two tens and seven

units in this numb . And this 2 is two units, there are no tens here.

You have to ad its to units [demonstrates)--which is nine and two

Lens. You ge 29." In this way she solved several problems: 27 + 1 ,

36 + 23, 15 + 5, and others. Raisa makes the nota,tion of the numbe

obtained in the results with the two colors--tens in one color, unit

ic another.

2) Numbers in the,problems were written in one color. Before

solving, Raisa was asked to indicate the order of addition with colored

areas. Raisa asked to be given the directions again and to be shown

how she must work. After this she told and showed everything herself.

When told she was right, she began to work. She described everything

she did. After she had solved several problems, th arrows were re-

klaced by brackets. Raisa looked attentively at t notation and con-

cluded that "This is like with the arrows." She forked assiduously and

for a long time. She asked to be given more new problems. When she

receive -one, she asked us to hear it and look at it, to check tiat
,

everything was correctly marked.

Assignment

27 + 2 =

36 + 21 =

15 + 4 =

12 + 45 =

44 + 32 =

35 + 4 ,=

Models of Notation

Completion

27 + / = 29

36 + 21 = 57

+ 4 = 19
._

12 + = 57

44 +.32-= 76

35 -+ 4 =o39

In solving the problems on addition involving regrouping, indivi-

dual instruction was again required. Using colored notation again, we

utilized in all cases "open," detailed notation.-
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Models of Notation

signment Solution

37 + 45 30 + .+ 40 + 70 + 12 82
.

56 + 17 47710 + 6 + 7 + 13 73

29 + 26 i0 + 20 +
4

Raisa gradually made the tranaition from the detailed NotatiOn to

the usual notation, but she still used colored arrows and brackets.

This facilitated the correctness of her solutions.

Later, in studying addition and subtraction with three-digit num-

bers, supplementary lessons were again required. The first examples

were solved again by using colored and detailed notation.

In co/umnar notation, the columns ofnumbers denoting units, tens,

and hundreds were separated from each other by a colored line. A de-

tailed notation was also required.

300 + 80 + 1

400 + 10 24- 7

700 + 90 +-8 798

2. Rita B., age 12 1/2. Third grader in the xiliary school.

She is an averhge pugil in this grade, but her posi ion in arithwetic

is very weak. She gets D grades in all her assignments. Despite this,

Rita works systematically, obstinately, and persistently. She solves

problems in class and at home. She is afraid and does not want to

remain in third grade for a second year. She does extra studying will-

ingly.

It cannot be sald that Rita knows nothing of arithmetic. 0n the

contrary, if her grades are compared with the scope of her arithmetic

concepts and knowledge, the evaluation of her knowledge seems wrong.

Rita reads all numbers from 11 .t.c. 20 correctly. She knows the table

of the sums and differences of numbers4up to ten. She knows the multi-
,

plication and division table quite well. She understands the essence.

of each arithmetic operation. Nevertheless, she cannot cope with

assignments within the abilities of the rest of the class.

In experimental lessons wIth the girl, it was established that
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she could not give a decimal analysis of numbers. This was the basic

cause of errors she made in her arithmetic assignments. Thi direction

of Rita's work in solving arithmetic problems is extremely interesting.

She is convivial and friendly until she encounters difficulty. Then

the girl changes radically. Her voice becomes quieter, she lowers her

eyes. We cite an excerpt from one of the lesson records.

Rita was asked to solve a problem on subtracting.two numbers:

.42 - 20.

Teacher: What must be done?

'Pupil: I must solve the-problem.

T: What problem?

P: To take 20 from 42.

T: What is the arithmetic operation?

P: 42 take away 20.

T: How many numbers in this problem?

P: Two.

T: What do you have to do?

P: Take 20 from 42.

el': Which of these two numbers is bigger?

P: 42; 20 is smaller.

T: Which number do you take away from, if one is larger
and the other is smaller?

P: From 42; it's bigger, and 20 is smaller.

T: How will this be done?

P: kilencej

T: Tell me how you will take 20 away from 42.

P: [She silently solves the problem, becoming confused,
and whispers something to herself.]

T: Please say louder how you are solving it.

P: [She is silent and continues toawork on the solution.1

, [The solution is correct.

I. remark that the answer is correct. Rita becomes more lively

and answers freely and rapidly when asked to tell how she solved the

problem.
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"From 42 I must take away 20. You take two from four and get

two, and from two units you s'iake away zero, and get two. The total is

22."

The second time this same problem is solved differently: "Take

two from two, that gives zero, and four remains. The total is 40."

When asked to solve this same problem repeatedly, liew incorrect

solutd.Ons are obtained: "Take away 4 from 20, that gives 16, and we

have 2 left. That will be 18." Or: "Take away 4 from 20, it gives

16." She could not go furthers "i don't know where to put the 2."

When asked to break down each of the numbers into tens and units,

she first refused, saying, "I don't know how." Then she made an

attempt (with our guidance): the number 42 is taken first. She

counts the tens: 10, 20, 30, 40, and then makes this notation:

Via

42 - 20 = 22 64 - 41 2. 23

, 10, 10, 2 10-10-1-9-1-0 10 10, 4 1 =

57 - 35 = 22

1040 1-0- 10 10, 7 - 5 = 10 10; 3 2

84 - 62,7 22

iQQ., 4 -1 2 =

100 -.75 = 25
5

10 10 10 1-+0-± 10 +N),- 5 25

This step was the transition to solving simple problems on

adding and subtracting two-digit numbers. She was continually success-

ful after being asked to designate the numbers showing the quantity of

tens with a dot, or to join them with a bracket.
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31Agnment

40 + 36 =

My illustration:

40 + 36 = 76

Rita's Notation of the Solution
of Problems

r 7--
20 + 75 = 95 25+0w 55

17 -42 42 = 59
L I

Y
86 - 42 = 44 54 - 30 = 24

,

In solving complex problems on addition (without regrouping) the

work was done correctly, but at a slower rate. Of twenty cases, none

coritained any mistakes in solution. These were of the type

43

16

30

+ 21 + 35 = 99

+ 31 442 - 89

+ 24 + 43-Z-97.

N

However, in thi solution of complex problems in which addition al-

ternated with subtraction, difficulties again arose. The usual tech-

nique of the school methoci6loK (to write out the first result over a

line) had been mastered by Rita, but the work went very slowly, since

the four elements marked with dots prevented her from broeicing down

two numbers necessary for the second arithmetic operation. .Rita was

shown a notation separating the first operation from the second with

a line, and thi2 made it possible for her to obtain correct solutlons.

A model of the notation separating the problem's parts is:

88 96

73 + 1:51- 10 = 78 84 + 12 30 -

4 78

42 + 36 - 50 = 28

The girl was also shown the form of sequential linear notation of

a solution, which she easily mastered. Subsequent work was very pro-

ductive.
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A model of sequential linear notation of solution is:

41 + 27 - 30 r e - 30.= 38

The same sequential notation was utilized in the solution of

complex examples on multiplication and addition or subtraction, on

divisio nd addition ot.subtraction.

We.cite the-uotations of the solution of problems which, with the

hell of dots, was fullimastered by ;lite:

8 x 8 - 30 = 64 - 36

7 x 6 - 20 = 42 - 20

7 x 7 + 50 = 49 + 50

6 x 6 = 36 - 20

1 34

= 22

- 99

= 16

44

In completing arithmetic operations including regrouping, the

same technique was used with the indispensable aid of detailed notation:

27 + 35 = 50 + 7 + 5 50 + 12 = 62

This technique was effective because Rita's attention was con-

stantly fixed Co the problem being solved. The sequence of the elements

'of the solution, designated by colored dots, became visual:

... We applied this same method in the-process of teaching the solu-
,
1

u tion of atithmetic problems to other pupils of the aux,iliary school as

well. ,In organizing the exercises, our'basic proposition was the

411111t necessity of analyzing and combining the work of each pupil.

The con&luding stage in the completion of each exercise was the

oral account given by each pupil. This was not supposed to form anx

pazticular rule for completing an opeton, but, supported by the
,

notation of the solution, was to determine the course of the solution
--N,

of the assignment. Thus, the preliminary plan and the possibility

for.constant independent checking of the completion of the assignment
. .

and the subsequent or0_ account, promoted, understandiAg of the solution /

completed by the pupil. The control dotthe pupil placed below the

digits or the control arrows with whic :)-,6 designated the necessary

elements pf the various numbers occasio ally had to be replaced by

.__ -1

V

ai'
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detailed notation. This protected the pupil from the unconscious

repetition of the exercises and consolidation of a sluggish stereotype

of operation. This was also the aim of changing the exercises,

'essentially homogenebus, but differing in the numerical components.

An essential and significant element of the indicated study

adtivity was.the pupil's interest, which was increased with.each visi-

ble sucCess--the problems were solved without those continual erxors

which had previously plagued the pupils' work. The very process of

their activity not only became visual, but also was intimately combined

with the explanations. This combination of visual and oral means pro-

tected the child's thinking from deviations and errors in his comple-

tion of the exercises.

' After it had been established that calculation could not be the

source of errors in solving a.problem, we attempted to ascertain the

difficulties encountered by the poorer pupils when reproducing the

conditions of a problem.

Reproducing the Conditions of an Arithmetic

Problem on a Visual Basis

In schoo ractice, reproduction of an arithmetic problem's con-

ditions is the onstant element preceding its solution. Most often

the teacher asks the pupils to repeat a problem's conditions after

he has read ortoid them to the pupi s once or twice, imagining that

this repetition serves as a means promoting solution of the given prob-

leM. In this the reading of the problem's conditions is not accompanie4 4

by notation of the numbers, or illustrated in some form (model, sketch,
.

drawing). In this case the teacher uses verbal means and requires a-

verbal answer from the pupils. It is supposed that such an assign-

ment ,is completely within the pupils' capabilities at any stage of

their school instruction, for the assignment itself was chosen accord-

ingly (smaller numbers and fewer words in the problem's conditions for

the lower grades, increasing them for later years of 'nstruction).4The data of our pedagogical inve'stigation did not confirm the
correctness of this widespread technique of instruction. What is

orrect is the central premise that the solution of an arithmetic i
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problem is influenced by the mastery of the conditions and their repro-.

duction by the pupils. However, this reproduction is necessary and

ueeft4 only when it is given correctly by the pupils, although not'

arily verbatim. Whenever the tonditions are distorted In repro-ne

. duct the necessary solution cannot be given. The solution ia

71.tz it4er correctly or incorrectly. This holds true with respect

to the Sofirtions of Problems by pupils of various grad s (grades 2-4

in our data). .

This is especially apparent with pupils whose ittplectual ability

is most limited. We present selected comparative'numerical, data (by

grades) from the materials of our investigation, illustrating and

supporting them with cases from individual lessons conducted with

pupils as Antrol investigations.

Grade TT (special). 15 pupils in the class. The teacher has

special training. There is good discipline in the class. 'The children

work at their lessons systematically and with interest.

/7141* On the day before the lesson, we condUcted individual lessons

with each pupil. The aim of these studies was:

1. To ascertain the pupila' ability to reproduce the conditions

of an arithmetic problem.

2. To disclose the interdependence between the reproduction and

tle solution of an arithmetic problem.

3. To construct a plan for an experimental lesson after analyzing

10
the observations made.

The pupils were given this problem: "Someone bought biscuits and

donuts. The bisuuits cost 7 rubles, the donuts 4 rubles. How much

was the total purchase?"

As a result of the individual lessons, the pupils were required to

reproduce the problem's condittons after it had been stated twice. Of

the 15 cases, 7 were unsuccessful. In no case was there a solution.

In three cases onlyTthe first, Introductory, statement was re-

tained: "Someone bought biscuits and donuts," "Someone bought biscuits

and bought some donuts," "Iqscuits and donuts were bought in a store."

Even in these .cases no solution to the problem wa rLbcorn.ng. There
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was a girl who could reproduce only three words: 'Someone bought

biscuits." She also did not solve the problem.

In two cases the reproduction retained the first or only a part

of the second element and the last element'o104110 conditions: "How

much was the purchase?" or "Someone bought biscuits. How much did

they cost?" Of course, these reproductions did not give the necessary

resultthe children could not solve the problem. In reproducing the

problem's conditions, one pupil remembered one of the numbers, which

caused him to introduce th.lip.number in the answer. From his point of

view, this was the result--the solution of the problem.. "Someone

bought biscuits for 7 rubles. How gruel did it cost?" After he had
0

communicated the conditions in this way, he gave the answer, "7 Irubles."

This is no solution. Only in on'e of the 15 cases was an approximate

reproduction of the problem's conditions given, resulting in a solu-

tion of the problem, which, however, was incorrect.

Reproduction

Someone boukht something for
?V'rubles and something else for
4 rubles. How much in all was
46cessary?

Solution

4 = 3. 3 was necessary.

4
The teacher's guiding questions did not help the situation.

solution was not changed. Statements like "From 7 one can take 4,

givihg 3" and "correct, because they solved 7 4 - 3" were advanced

as grounds for substantiating this solution(

Thus, the overall results are clearly unsatiskactory. It.was

impossible for any pupil in the class to reproduce thi-i problem's con-

ditions. Each of these pupils had been in school not less than three

years and during his arithmetic lessons (with very few exceptions) a

teacher has had the pupils repeat the conditions of some problem every

day. An ability to reptbduce the text of a problem's conditions has

not been cultivated. A. significant number of the pUpils displayed

total helplessnes4 when trying to reprciduce a problem's conditions--

-they quit. But even the children who, set about completing the giveli

assignntent. were unable to realize it. In the conditions of problems
(1
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reproduced by the pupils there were no numbers, necessary for any

arithmetic problems. Even in those rare cases when numbers were

remembered, the problem was\not understood, and the solution did not

occur.

Following an analysis of the facts obtained'as a result of indivi7

dual studies, a plan for an experimental lesson was,worked-out. Accord-

ing to this plan, ,a lesson was given in two second grades and one third

grade. The children of one of the grades were not given individual

lessons. In this grade the lesson was begun with a statement of the

condition,of the problem and a request that they be repeated. This

was not done in the other classes., sinte we already knew the pupils'
A

capabilities in reproducing a problem.

e curricular-methodological aim of the lesson was to lead the

Pupils from the solution of a simple arithmetic problem to the solution

of a complex problem.

The eXperimental aim of the lesson was I) to check the effective-

ness of pupils', activity in solving an arithmetic problem when shown

the problem's conditions in different forma, verbal and verbal-visual;

2) to disclose they relationship between the reproduction of the condi--;

tions and the solution of t.he arithmetic problem.

I.

II

Successive course of the lesson

.1. Direction of the puOtls' attention to tSe first assign-
ment of the lesson: to listen carefully, try to remember
and repeat the problem's conditions.

2. Problem's conditions stated twice.

, 3. The pupils are questioned. (A good, average, and poor
pupil are questioned. The teacher writes out their
answers.)

4. Solution of problems (with notation in the notebooks,
then on the blackboard).

1. Presentation of the prOlem's conditions in visual-
verbal form.

2. Pupils' reproduction of the problem's conditions using a
sketch and the teacher's questions.
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IV.

3. Reproduction of
a sketch.

4. Solution of the
and then on the

4.

the problem's conditions using only

problem with notation in the notebooks
class blackboard.

Transformation of a simple problem into a
(sketching a supplementary element of the
analysis, and repetition of the problem's
using a drawing and the teacher's questio

cw..lex one
problem, .1

conditions,
ns).

2. Pupils' reproduction of the problem's conditions, using
visually illustrativ notation on the blackboard (the
elements of this ngLation are sequentially indicated
by the teacher).

3. Reproduction of the problem's conditions using a notation
made on the class blackboard (without the teacher's indi-
cating the individual elements).

4. Solution of the problem and subsequent notation in the
children's notebooks and on the blackboard.

0

'Supplement to the lesson plan (or its fourth part). In
case both parts of the problem are solved and the outlined
plan is fulfilled, another complex problem is'offered for
solution. In this problem the objects purchased and their
cost remain as before, as does the sum of the money involved.
The problem is expanded by the addition of a new element--
another object is purchased. 'Otherwise this part IV is used
as material for a subsequent lesson.

Problems and Models of Their Notation on the Blackboard

Texts

Problem 1 (simple)

Someone bought biscuits and
donuts. The biscuits cost 7
rubles, the donuts 4 rubles.

How much was the whole
purchase?

7 rubles +,4 rubles = 11 rubles
The purchase was for 11

rubles.
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Forms of the Notation of
the Conditions and
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Problem 2 (compleX)

Someone bought biscuits and
donuts. The bistuits cost 7 rubles,
the donuts 4 rubles. He gave the
cashier 20 rubles.

How much change did he receive?

1) 7 rubles + 4 rubles = 11 rubles

,2) 20 rubles - 11 rubles = 9 rubles

He received 9 rubles in change.

Problem 3 (complex)

Someo e bought biscuits, donuts,
and candy He paid 20 rubles for
the whole purchase. The biscuits
cost 7 rJbles, the donuts 4 rubles.

How much.did the candy cost?

1) 7 rubles + 4 rubles = 11 rubles

2) 20 rubles - 11 rubles = 9 rubles

The candy cost 9 rubles.
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Trie problets are given in succession, one after another. The

teacher relates the conditions and simultaneously draws on the black-

board, always addressing the class.

What was bought? (BIScuits.) A box of biscuits are drawn.

And what else? (Donuts.) A-box of donutg is drawn.

So, what was bought? (Biscuits and donuts were bought.)

And what was paid? (Money)

How much were the biscuits? (The Liscuits cost 7 rubles.) The

cost of the biscuits is written down.

-How much were the donuts? (The donuts cost 4 rubles.) The cost

of the d6nuts is written down.

.Now let's look at the drawing and tell what waS bought and how

much money was paid.

The teacher indicates each element. Pupils answer individually

(two or three pupils of varying arithmetical ability answer).

What is the question of tlhe problem? What is asked in the prob-

lum?

The teacher collects several answers to this question and obtains
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the one best in form (ZHow much did the whole Plhase cost?").

Having selected the best answer, the teacher asks the pupils to
4

establish the numbeg of words in the problem's question. Thereogre 7. .

With the teacher, the children recite the question word foi word and

tap their hands on the table for each word.: first,. "how,f! second,.

"much," etc. In the rectangle, where the question of the problem Should

be written a pupil draws seven vertical linps and puts a question.mark..

The teacher asks, the pupils to.repeeq,the problem's qUestion (two or

three times), and then relate the whole problem. The teacher indicates

parts of the drawing, and theschildren reptoduce the text of the prob-

lem's conditions. Then solUtiOn of the problem is proposed. The pu-

pils tell the teacher the results of their solution, indicating the

arithmetical notation or only the final part of it (the answer),.which

each pupil maile in hislOwn notetok. After all the children's work has

beet: examlned, .the solution of the problem is written by one of the

pupils on the blackboard. Two pupils are called p. one relates the

conditions anA then the solution of the probleth; èhe other accompanies

'the narration by indicating the parts of the problem.,

The other problems are analyzed in approximately the same wa'Si.

Following te lesson Lie pupils are questionedindividually in

order to ascertain what was mastered at the lesson. (Verbal repro-

duction of the first and each subsequent problem was required. When'

this was unsuccessful, a drawing was shown.)

The results of reproductlion of the'conditions, and deknding on

this, of fhe solution of the problem, were strikingly different from

th7vbtained the first time, i.e., after the problem had .been given

only verbally.
,r

Moskt importantly, not one pupil gave up. In reproducitWhe first

problem, two pupil omitted numbers (both numbers in one case, and the

second number in tie other case). In the solution the numbers were

rtnot named,. but a final result *as given. A request to write out the

solution was complied with, and the lineg of tlk notation were prec e,

In reproduction of the second problem, the results ware somewhat i 8r-

ior, but incompdrably better thau what we obtained the firs.t tim4. In
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thesi reproductions there were the following flaws:'

1. In 4 cases the sum ci'f moneY given the cashier 'was. changed (to

ZOO, -10, 29, and 27 rubles).

2. .1n 7 cases the word "change" was not iged.. Here the pr'ob-

lem's question.was formulated thus: \
How much money did he obtain? (Two ariaers.)

How much did the cashier return?. (Three answe

How much did he have left?

How much more could be bouiht? .

Yosi

logical pistakes in the question.

The solution of problems wa8 incorrect41.41 five cases,'bilt tuonly

one of those cases in which the total sum of money had been changed.

n all these cases one may speak of imprecise,formulations4 but

The sum Of'200 rubles, named by one in the conditiois, did not,figurea
in his arithmetic operationS- ,Here all namberi correiponded precisely

to the problem's conditions. '"fhe sums ofil29 and.27 rubles were not

used either. -These numbers were included in the problem's conditions,

but the-sum of 20 rubles were giveu In the. solutions. "Thus, the solu-
1

tions did not reflect the changes broupt into the conditions of the

problem when Lhey were repeated. A pupil'included the sliM of 10 rubleS

in the sqlution too. The problem in this case picorrectly solvea in

. .its seccind parti. The pupil wrote: 10 rubles.- 11 rubles !, 9 rubles.

But when his attention Ais called to this mistake, he did not correct

the whole tolution, but merely crossed out the 9 and put a 1 in its
9

place. 'In .111s first solution the 9 had , been taken from the problem's

final answer and placed to the ritht of the equals sign on the arith-
.

metic line: yhe unit was obtained by subtracting the.minuend from

the subtrahend, since the latter was greater than the former. He

did apt return to this solution afAer he related the problem's condi-
.

. .

titns usini a drawing-'-he then solved the problem correctly. -.In two

'solntions of aIsingli problem, the pupil chid noil.see the total and

Aat'alteration Which he himself had introdtced. correlation-Of the

two solutions was impossible. There were no connec ns between the

first and second assignment; e ch of them appeed independintly.
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Mistakesin all other solutions (four cases) occurred in the

second part 1the problem and consisted of the following:

Al. 11 les were subtracted from 20 kopeks, resulting in 9

rubles.

Notation of the numbers was made without'designation of the

units in the answer: 9 kopeks.

3. In subtracting. 11 rubles from-lc rubles, one girl obtained

7 rubles.
.

4, A reverse sequence of numbers in the subtraction was given:

11 rubles - 20 rubles . 9 rubles. The number obtained in solving the

--first part w#s taken as the startj.ng point of the second part.

Reproduction of the third problem's conditions (this problem°114

solved at the lesson), as we ascertained from the general questioning,

was very'difficult for most of the pupils in the class. Only two of

the 15 pup.ils gave more,or less verbatim texts of the (conditions and

complete solutions.

Someone 'bought biscuits and donuts. The biscuits cost
7 rubles, and the donuts 4 rubles. The person gave the
cashier 20 rubles. How much did the.candy,cost?

Retained in thiS.Case were those elements which were repeated

several times in the solutions qf the first two problems, and which

/Pere constituent parts'of the third problemYs conditions, although

in a somewhat differdnt Sequence.

The Second pupil's r4p duction of the text was:

Someone bought bfScu arrd donuts. 'The biscuits cost

7 rubles, and the donuts 4. *He ave 20, ;ubles. How Much
did the can4 coAt? He gave e cashier 20 rubles and

received no change. How mu I did all the candy cost?

Here too one can see the same regularity, i.e., the elements of

the.problem which were constituent papts4pf all the previous voblems

were not forgotten. The probleM's question was given twice, since

after the supplements to the initial given conditions of file problem,

One ruble equals 100 kopeks ( ans.).
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the text of the problem was unusual and incomplete. The eniling in the

form of a question made the conditions usual, and the, transition to the

solution was more substantiated.

In two cases the text of this thiTd probleth's conditions was com-

posed of elements of the first two with only one word, "candy," added:

Someone bought biscuits, donuts, 'and candy. The biscuits
cost 7 rubles, the do'nuts'4 rubles, ana the candy. He gave the
cashier 20 rubles and obtained change, How much change did he
receive?

Someone bought biscuitdonuts, and candy. The biscuits-
cost 7. rubles, the 45nuts 4 rubles. Helaid 20 rubles. How
Much change did he receive?

The solutions

1
f these problems were identical to those of thT
4 4

second problem. Th cost of the candy was not determined, although .

candy was entered into the dumber ofNIDurchases.

In the remaining cases'thedghildren either slid nost give the condi-
0 !,

Lions of the third problem (they "forgot") or gee only the ,first sen-

tence or the filist sentence and the 4uettion pfthe probleth. Only when

*sake the supplementary question "Were there numbers in the roblem?"

did 'each of the children name all three numbers. But even after this,

the problem's condition"ere not colistructed. The solution was-re-

placed IA, the Linal answer of Ahe second or third probleh: "9 rubles

change, "9 rubles should be the change" (in seven cases); "The candy

cost 9 rubles," "He paid 9 rubies fq the candy"'(in four cases).

It is too difficult for the children to discern'the fine Adstinc-

tion in the elements of the latter two problems, since the children are

not yet accustomed to juxtaposing and comparing exta o conditions and

solutions offarithmetic peoblems. Only in iater lesso

'to 'obtain the necessary results.

The following conditions were decisive in the successfs achieved:

first, the possibility of help from picturertl'of the objects purchasec1,,

ere they able

om Che visually perceptible-correlation of the cost of Each of them,

from the clearly and visually'designatel gnestion ot the prob1e5;: e_cond,

the repeated review of the indivtduil parts of .the problOm's conditions, 14

once again accompanied by visible uni ication of thege parts into an

integral unit.
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In the general questioning, each.pupil was.oriented so that he

would consciously come to the problem's question, either by watching

a demonstration, or by indicating the elements of the conditions him:

self. This demonstration prodund goal-oriented activity according

to a clear plan. The text of the problem's conditions, before it was

reproduced as a whole, was composed of parts, each of which, when

tosingled out, was understood by the pupil. The visual plan for his

analytic and synthetic mental activity protected the child's speech

against,accidental introduction of extraneous material and digressions
4

frol the main coUrse.

First we should note a .decrease in the number ot pupils' refusals

to reproduce the problem, for reasons like "I forgot," "I don't

remember," "I can't" in grades two and three. Seco4 graders of the

special (weaker) class gave up in 3.3.3% of the cases, regular second-

graders gave up in 23.57 of the cases, and third graders, 16.6% of the

cases.

in an examination of the texts of the problem's conditions which

-had been"reprOduced by the pupils, some definite order wfs disclosed:

,the first part of the problem's conditions, which contained the,names

of the objects purchased (i.e., the five words "Someone bought biscuits

and donuts"), was expressed best in the reprAXtions of the pupils of

all classes. The last part (th problem's question, "Hqw much did the

whole purchase cost?") was signifi ntly les's well expressed, and the

most poorly expressed was the main part'of the conditions, containing

the data of the cost of the objects purchased (the bispuits cost 7

rubles, the-donuts 4 rubles

We present a summary table ot the results of the reproduction of

each part of the problem (See Table 1).

Although these re. lts do reflect a positive influence from tha

instruction, they ba ically illustrate the poor potential of the

mentally retarded Ecllool children for understanding the conditions of

the arithmetic problem presented in purely verbal form. Even some of

the third graders, who had already had some dpc ence in solving

,arithmetio problems, did not know that the problem must necessarily

have numerical data. Of 50 pupils in all three grades, 14 persons
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,TABk.1

PERC'ENT.OF PUPILS IN EACH GRADE WHO REPRODUCED
,

PARTS OF THE PROBLEM

P a r o f the Te'x t

Someone bought The biscuits cost
bisctikts and 7 rubles, the
-donuts. donuts 4 rubles

2 (special) 40.0 5.7

2 66.1 24.4

3 73.3 31.7

HOW much did
the whole pur-
chase cost?

13.3

35.3

45.8

(28%) failed to give both numbers in their reproduction of the conditions,

and in one instance only one number was named. The larger part of all

cases occurred in the special:second grade (one and one half times great-

er than in each of the other two grades).

The lessons we developpd on the basis of data obtained as a result

of individual studies conducted in the second, and third grades bf several

auxiliary schools (in Moscow, 1.iga, Noginsk) confirm that children re-

produce the texts of arithmetic problems mucLI more successfully when

they have the opportunity, during thereproduction process, of relying

on the basic visual elements of the text correspo nding to the teacher's

speech. This occurred whenever we presented new study material or a

new, still famili ar arithmetic problem whose solution required collect-

ing all one's previous experience in order to select from it everything

uaeful for understanding and solving the problem. Or

We gave the third and fourth graders a simple arithmetic problem

unlike those they had solved in school, but one which was freely and

easily solved by second and third graders of.the general public school.-

After the teacher had read the text of the problem tWice, the children

were asked to solve the problem. No correct solutions resulted. The

children's attempts to reproduce the text of the condition/I,' which were

necessary for solving.the problem, did nat give the result required and

did not.foster completion ol the assignment.
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Text of the Problem

It is 10 kilometes from a kolkhoz to a forest, and from
the kolkhoz to a, mill on the same road it is 4 kilometers.
How many kilometers from the mill to the forest?

In the problem's text there are 34 words [22 words in the Russianj.

Not one pupil reproduced the text of the 'conditions.precisely and com-

pletely. 'TIcere were occasional approximate reproductions in the third

grade. This increaged somewhat in the fourth grade.
P

It is 10 kilometers from a kolkhoz to a forest, and to
a mill its 4 kilometers less. How much to the forest from
the mill? 10 kilometers - 4 kilometers , 6 kilometers. To

the mill it's 4 kilometers and to the forest, 6. (Third

grade)

It is 10 kilometers from a kolkhoz to a forest, and to a
mill on the same road from the kolkhoz it-is 4 kilometers.
How many ki1ome6frs from the mill to the kolkljoz? No. To

the forest? 10 kilometers - 4 kilometers 6 kilometers.
Because 4 kilometers to the mill are already travelled, and we
still don't know how many to the forest, but there were 10,
so we take away. (Fourth grade)

These are the best reproductions and solutions. A'significant

number of third graders understood the words "on the same road" as

at additional route.

It is 10 kilometers from a kolkhoz to a forest and on
the same road 4 kilometers to a mill. How many kilometers
altogether to the forest?

10 kilometers + 4 14 kilometers.

He has to go 10' kilometers from the kolkhoz to the forest,
and 4 more kilometers to a mill on the same road. How far
altogether does*he have to go?

10 + 4 - 14 kilometp.

It is 10 kilometers from a kolkhoz to a forest, and to a
mtll it is 4 kilometers. He has to go along the same road
scYas not to get lost. 14 kilometers in all. He has to go

far--10 kflometers and another 4 kilometers. It would bel

10 kilometers from the forest to the kolkhoz.

The fourth graders made this same mistake, although less frequently.

In rep oducing the conditiOns, maty pupils changed the problem's

question. s formulation'often .clid not coincide with the conditions.'
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Third graders sAd: "How far must one travel in all?". "How far did

the kolkhozniks go into the forest?" "How far in all to'the mill?"

Of 15 third graders, six did not give a question at all: The

text of the conditions is transformed into the solution. All these

,pupils had incorrect answers'.
.

fp

In the fourth gradia the conditions were not completed by the

question in four of the 15 cases. An incorrect solution resultedsin

all thege cases. "How far remained to the mill?" "How far 'to the

forest?"

On a positive note; in all the reproductions of the conditions,

the numbers wee remembered. And-when the text of the problem's condi-

ions was accompanied by a graphic demonstration,.the 1

resu.lts of both
b

tile reproduction and the solution were noticeably better. The weakest

pupils were drawn to the sequential demonstration (analysis) of the

Ndrawines I sic elements.

The chi d's speech became more sure and confusion disappeared.

The task was completed with a correct solutiOn. Four third graders

and three fourth graders required a second reproduction of the cgondi-

tions uSing a drawing bef e each c.ould go on to the solution (Figure

It9). Tile solutioni were ect.

/ /.
A

A-"'"

....... 1

Figure 9

In the experimental lessons and the individualAtddies we made

with the children of the different classes, we were able 'to determine

the necessity of corkreto objects or drawings of the condtrions or an
4

arithmetic problem for its reproduction and subsequent solution.

lt is interesting that,the ability to single out the essential and

main ieatures of each arithmetic'problem 11n the practice of school

I
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instruction is cultivated very slowly. The da4a we obtained from

our experimental lessons in the fourth grades of several-auxiliary

schools (in Moscow, Leningrad, Noginsk) also confirm this.

We.present here some excerpts from records of these lessons.

,On the class blackboard are presented incomplete conditions from

. two identical arithmetic problems (without the questions); several

numbers determinint the cost of objects purchased are missing. The

pupils' attention is called tb the conditions of the first.problem.

1. They bought 4 kg of sugar
at rubles for 3; kg and 4
kg of granulated sugar at
rubles for 1 kg.

2. They bought 4 kg of

sugar at rubillikor 1
kg and 4 kg of granulated
sugar at rubles for 1 kg.

The teacher asks the pupils to read thesecontlitions and ansWer

the question: "Can the problem be4solved?" Of 10 classes in which

this lesson was conducted, there was not a single one in which the

Apupils fully recognized the impossibility of solving the problem. In

all, classes the opinions were divided (with small vacillations in either

direction). A significant number of children considered the solution

possible. And only after asked to begin solving ,,the problem, after

the children had picked up their pens and were ready to begin writing,

did doubts arise. "It can't be solved, there are no numbers," "You

can't solve it because we don't kliow how much the sugar costs," "It's

not known kow much the sugar costs." In those classes in which the

word one was placed before the-word kilogram in these conditions, the
_

ansrs were more precise: "It can't be solved; it's not said how much

one kilogram o sugar costs" (the same for the granulated sugar).

When the necessary numbers were inserted, the children again were

asked: "Can the problem be solved now?" And again there were quite

a few positive answers. We cannot help noticing t4at'these answers

.
were given less hastily than in the first case. The suggestion to

begin the' solLtion, given only to those pupilswho had stated that a

solution was'possible, evoked vacillation. These vacIllations,occurred

in both groups of c,hildren who began the solution very amicably. Some

who had just stated that the problem could be solved did,not begin

working, while others who had SPA of the impossibility 6f any
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solution leaned over their desks and began working. After a while

those solving the problem stopped working and announced that a s u-

tion was impossible. "There is no question'," "It is not known wh t

is aske4," "The problem's question has to be asked." A quesltion was

aaded without trouble: "How much did the whole purchase cost?" 'There

were mo incorrect formulations of the problem, although in individual

cases tkie formulations were not so smooth:1' "How much do they have to

pay for .all the purchases?" "How much did they spend for sugar and
ii.

granulated sugar?" After a question had been stated, a solution of the

problem resulted in all cases1,.

The children's attention was switched.to reading the text of the

second problem. Numbers were inserted--the same.numbers which had been

. appropriately substantiated before: "We have identical prices every-

where," "If the prices are decreased, they are decreased all over the

count y." Several pupils even tlew tiaat "we haVe htate prices."
2

A,Immediately all pupils, without exception, announced that the
question of the problem could not be answered. *However, statement of

fhe question was difficult. -Almost all pupils in all classes offered

the same question with which they had solved the first problem. And

when this question ifs not accepted, since a problem' with the same
.

,

question had just been solved, many pupils)were discouraged: " prob-

lem is the same," "They are identical," etc. The request to ascribe
1)

some other questiori to the problem put the pupils in a difficult posi-
t

tion. Again and again the 2upi1s read the zonditiaas of the problem,
l-

and saw no
1
essential distinCtion incthe two parts of the problem;

-
identical- quantities (4 kg ) and different prices of the same upit of

weight (kg ) of sukar and granulated sugar. The children were unable

to compare these prices and ask "How much mofe expensive is 4 kg of

sugar than 4,kg of granulated sugar?" or "How much more expensive

is the amount of sugar bought than the amount of granulated sugar

bought?" Their thought followed another direction; they could not

dttach themselves from the question they had jugt formulated. They

2 ,
.

, The lessons were conducted shortly-4ter the value of currency'
had been increased, and the children knew about this from conversations
at home and in class; many were buyers themSeIves. .
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repea, y stated the question they had used for the first problem,

altey4ng its formulation.. The children offered 14 variants of 'one

and e same question These variants were similar in essence and

dif rent only in thei external formulation.

"How much money was spent. for the pilrchase?" "How much did they

pay for all, the sugar and the granulated sugar?" "How much did they

give the cashier?" "How much must be spent for everything?" Whenever

they weretasked to think about the difference between this quegtion

and that of\thefii-st problem, the children found it in the fact that
(

there were seven words in the first one and more here, that is was

the whole purchase there, and only sugar here, etc. Only after they
1

had been'asked "How do all your questions differ from the quethion.
1

of the first problem, by words or by meaning?" did the children cease

\\a

their unsuccessful attempts to alter the form of the question, but

.they asked their own question, "How should it be?" They were asked t

. look carefully at the problem's conditions. The first pair of data

(the quanttty and cost of 1 kg of sugar) was Underlined in chalk of

one color, and the second pair, in'chalk of'another color. The chii-

dren were asked to compare and answer the question:,.. "What is identi-

cal and what.is different in the underlined parts?" 1 6
7:V

In four of the ten classes thAre were children whose comparisons

followed the line of juxtaposition by fdrm--"in the first you have

kg. written big and in the second not so big," "there you wrote the

4 a little differently," 'you underlined the firdt in blue and the

second in yellow," etc. Only after several questions had been asked,

t which were accompanied by a search for the notation of the necessary

elements in thekeext, were the necessary answers forthcoming,.

How much sugar did\they buy? Indicate ie and state it.

How duc5' granulated sugar did they buy? Indicate it and state it.

They bought 4 kg of sugar and 4 kg of graliulated sugaf (teacher-

ind cates). What can be said about the weight each of these?

The weight of the sugar and the weig4 of the granulated sugar

are identical..

it.

How muCh did they pay for 1 kg of sugar? Indicate it and state4
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How much did they pay for 1 kg of granulated sugar? Indicate it
*

and state -it. '
1

.1,e't us compare the nu rs denoting how much 1 kg of sugar and 1

. kg of granulated sugar cos . What can we see in comparing these numbers?
,

(Point out the numbers.)

The numbers are different. The numbers are not identical.

The weight of the sugar and that of the granul4ed sugar bought

are identical, but the prices are diffetent.

What can we find out from these data?

Only after this we's the original and determin,ing necessary question
4

of the problem obtained: "How much more expensive is the amount of

sugar bought than the amount of granulatdd sugarr.

After Elie second problem was solved the solUtions of both prob-

lems were analyzed, and the pup'lls were asked to compare the conditions

and fhe solution. What is identical and what is different in the . .

conditions of the problems? This encountered no special difficulties.

Correct answers were also given to the questioAs "Why are the problems

solved differentlY although everything is identiical except th question?"

and "Can you solve a luahlem if you haven't read and understood its

question?"

These examples suffice to convince us how poorly the auxiliary .

school children analyze, differentiate, and generalize. The means of'l
vo

instruction are incorrect; the teacher does not organize special
fokAconditions necessitating the pupil's independent isolation of the prob-

lem's main elements, and his independent formulations' and conclusions,

based on v sual means of instruction.

1

Conclusions

The major shortcoming in teaching arithmetic 'problem solving to

mentally retarded schoolchildren is the reachis' inability to create

conditions necessary for the pupils' goal-oriented and organized cogni-

tive activity. The teacher frequently assumps functions quite differ-
,

ent from those he is ca11e4 to realize. At arittunetic lessons the

teacher frequently does not act as an organizer of conditions in whiCh

he guides the child's speech and thought along the road Lc active and

more independent activity, protecting him against slips and digressions

1./4
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from the outlined plan of.work He takes on himself all the activity

of operation: he does not lead the pupils to conclusions, but himself

states them; he dvel not wait until the children, Operating according

to the proposed system of exerci,ses, are able to formulate one or

another rule or generalization, but gives this rule in prepared form;

he does aot tentemplate.forms Of combining vig.ual ana verbal meansof

irtruction
in accordance with the aims of each 11essn, but us s

them in the course of the lesson or holds to
4
established tradi on,

which is often iiisufficiently checked and substantiated. A' all these

cases the teacher does not Create the conditions necessary fer the for-
%

%
mation anal consolidation of the geneAllizing connections which would

promote the singling,olt of basic features, in problem solving, from

much more numerous secondary features, werh the aim of deyeloPing the

analytic-synthetic abilities of mentally retarded schoolchildren. The

incomplete forma of this kind of a teachers' worc appear espeally

cleaLly in classes in wlytch the pupils! intellectual abilities are

greatly limited.

Productive activity in solving arithmetic'problems becomes possible

for the mentally retarded children only as a result of'-lengthy, systema-
,

tic, special instruction. The necessity of such instruction is condi-

tioned primarily by those peculiarities characteristic of all cognitive

activity and, s a part of*it, of the mentally retarded child's scho-
4,

lastic activi y.

, When crithmetic problems are being solved one can.frequently see

clearly expressed dissqciations in the activity of the signal sysilems;

ono_ may continaully observe that the formation of new connections is
_

hindered, that wery, precise analysis is incomplete and even impossible

without special oducational devices.

In lessons in the classes of the auxiliary school there is a .

4 . very real need to bring the opeittion of the si nal systems into agree:-

'Inent, thereby promoting a more complete path fc the development of

speech and though
it.

and, as a result brt'this, more complete knowledge.

An analysis of the problems of developing the mentally retarded school-
'd

child's speech and thought always leads the teacher to'the problem of

the correlation of visual anci verbai instruCtional devices.

A
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Arithmetic.instruction is no exception, since in teaching arithmetic,

and hence in teaching arithmetic problem solving, every assignment may

be revealed to the pupils in one of two forms: visual-verbal or purely

verbal.

At vario stages of school instruction, this main problem may

be'examined w th consideration for, and analysis of, the pupils' exper-

ience, since t e child's 'previous experience is always reflectedto

some extlpt 'during and in the result of completion Of the assignment,

i.e.; the solution of the problem.

Whenever the pupil's previous experience is too.narrow and consol-

idated it homogeneous exercises, tht solution of new problems is

hindered. The solution of a new prOblem becomes possible more often

when, besides verbal instruction, reference is made to some concrete

, activity in the past, ,t.o those visual aids and concrete forms of work-'

ing with them thtt accompanieid this actvity; then the pupil is,able

to orient himself according to previous experience.

The pupils of the lower grades of the auxiliary school often

transfer their, past experience unchanged toithe assignments new to them.
.0 f /1

they go about finding wes to solve the new assignment by basing them-

selves on known visua. l aids, references to past work with some,parti-

cular visual aids. The upper-grade pupils alto, need the support of

iheir previoug experience. -Hovever, they do not always Orient them-

selves according to concrete models, but according,to models of those

arithmetic notations which have become customary foi them-.

The structurewof habituated associations, 'crelted because of

frequent monotonous repetition, often dominate and interfere with the/(-

transit,ion to new methods,of solVing new problems. There tan be no/.

independent activity fr om the children, even.if they rely on known
,

visual meani., wi.thout the teacher's appropriate, guiding, and orga

zing verbal insibruction6.

Emtloyment of visual methods in teacking arithmetic to auxiliary

scliool pupils is indispensable, abut only when one or another aid is

unavoidable, when work with it makes it 2ossible to.discicve e es'sence

of some yarticular arithmetic relationshi?, the essence of he question

to be answered.
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In organizing the study activity(in our case,

solVe arithmetic problems) thiT-e-acher must p-rotect

especially carefully against erroneous paths,in the

lems.

In organizing the study activity when 'using visual aidiS, ,the

teacher tqust give attentive guidance until the pupil can consciously use

these dids independently. In teaching children to use vistal aids, the

teaching how to

the children

solutiorl- of prob-

teacher's work4 'based on personal experience, is of prime importance.

The teacher's personal demonstration and his' speech anticipate and

drganize'the-pupil's demonstration.
)

The teacher must follow how theNctilld began his work with the aid,

after the teacher gives him guiding instructions, hoW he 'completes the

first one ot two solutions, and finally,Ithe teacher must listen to

the child's narration (his verbal account) of how he works With the aia.

One will use for aids, during the first meetings of the instruction,

primarily objects; one must consider the Selection of tHese aids very

cArefully, taking into account the concrete problems which will be

solved, and accurately selecting those aids which promote purposeful

cognitive activity on the part of,th pupils.

(In solving problems InV61V1rig:a,pnrOase the children should have

money, or tbkens.,In p146.q.of_44045.77;at their disposal; In solving prob,

.........jeMsblbon measure they shouldflave meter sticks; in solving problems on

computinR time they Should have cloek faces, etc.)

In teaching arithmetic problem solAng the concept vi.;A,;T-means

should not helktaken too narrowly. Not only objects of counting, not

only concrete units of measurement, but all concrete activity in count-

ing and measuring enter into this concept. The forms' of notation7,-,

illustrative, grahic, structural, a problem's'conditions written in

colored penfil, colored symbols shovring the connection betwee4, numbers

in an arithmetic problemare all visual means, and-shotld find wide

applicati'on in a system of exercises for instxuction in how to solve

arithmetic problems.

Inxiew of the weak abilities of mentally retarded children for

aaalytic-synthetic activity, many of them, for a long time (from our

data--until Or fifth grade)-, are not aAtOe of the function of the,
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questic% of the arithmetic probleM. A system of exercises aiMeA at '

revealing.th e quest?An'sfunction must be organized. At the initial

stage of instruction these exercises must be cbnducted.in dirject

connection with visual means of inStruction (tables, models of visudl

notatien on the class blackboard, pupils° independent activity in

choosing a. question for some Rerelcular concrete problem, etc.). *At

these lessons the teacher's, verbal icstruc4on pglays the.leadillg role.

Reproductioniof the conditions bf an'arilhmetic.problem is neces-
.

sany only if it is cOrr'ect (if it retains the text), although not

necessarily verbatim. The ability to do this is Lativated by exer-
*

cises. The first exercises are those in which the mentally retarded'

schoolchild relies.on visual aids (a model of the problem,,,,designation,

of the problem's conditions, etc.). It becomes possible to make:advances

in the,podstruction of models, drawings, and sketches as.the pupil,
r

during the work, is taught to address himself to the text ,prob-
w

lem's conditions. The vistal accumulationfrom one elemantto- nother"

premotes synthesis. Reproduction of the text of a prob4m is antici-

pated by continuaq repetitions of the,parts of the 1who1e, from first

to last. Direct active,participation with objects, clay, sketching,

or drawing is a firm basis for the child's speech. Here reprdduction.'

aLrthe prolAem's conditions is'realized as an oral accdnnt of.tht

concrete visuaractiyii'y: Jience,the quality of this &co/omit is mu#h

higher and more complete than reproduction followirig something heard

or only rsad. in instruction in solving aritlimetic problemS,the

conditionsof each problem are usuaily given iR a preparedform. Often

they are not eyenspeked by the students, but&merely:read.by tip

teacher (and by. -the pupil in the uppei- grades)., ,
41, of

This established'device; having become almost.a tradition-for all

levels of schoOl instruction, was not supported by our investigaori.
t

It must be changed. In introductory exercises one must.provide forms

of work in which the arithmetic.prOblem is preAented, in Sows fo.rm of:
.

the,pupils'. concrete activity., and its.sokutipn Ls included as the

requisite 'final stage oD this activity. For, the'first iew timets this's

actvity is with objects. ,At subsequent itages in.school instruction

the arithmetic prohleth arisep once again during concrete'wol4

4.
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.
(weighing, measuring, work with clocks and calendars, co6sig

-1-4.4uple diagrams, in alb preliminary work in handicraft; etc.) and its

..s9luoion is once.again the requisite final step of the. activity. Direct,

work with objects, units of meas4re, theiyinailillustative and grar.

,phicrwork, i.e., the widely enployed visual/..fechpiques; with organized

illtelligent verbal guidance ,on the part:Of the.teacher, make for suc-

instruction of mentally retarded schoolchildren.in sol.ying

a thmetic problems..

When studying at lessons4t all school disciplines, th.e.,pupil is

ced with the task of having to solve some 4nd pf.prnblem. These .

-prob ems are unique, and this uniqueness dependsCin the characteristics

each of the discfiylines.

t,Russian lessons thpre is an orderly systizoof problems whicit

are consistently included in exercises and prepare the puRfils for
(

independent activity in writing, reading, and speaking. At geography,

lessons the pupils solve'problems which combine to provide them cogni-
.

tive workWith thegeography map. At natural science lesSons, the pupila.

soquire abilities and skills in ebserving phenomena of the aprrounding

vorid. 'At arithmetic lessons the schoolchild alsa is taught how to

solve problems. These prob/ems are unique and distinct from those he

.solves at lessons in other disciplines. In thArarithmetie problem the

pupil encounters questions such as "How much results?" "By how.much

,,.. or how.many times is one quantity more or less than another?" In the

arithmetic.problem the pupil deals with quantities., numbers.. In sol-
. t-4

ving an arithmetic problem'the child must know that any problem can be

solved only if there are at le?of-fwo ndtbers in it, and that the seau-

tion ol a problem always depe4s on its qu'estion. -

Dile mentally retarded child does not learn all of'this immediately;

A-system of special exercises is needed. Eadh element of this system,

isvorked out by the teacher, considering, first,, the continuity

between one element and \he'next and, second, the final concluding goal,

of the'instruction in so vine problems. The aim of this instruction is

to foster knowledge and skills .14 independent work in solv.ing practical

problems. Arithmetic problems which the pupils ofi.e auxiliary school

4 must solve in their socially useful activity or in serving themselves
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and ,people they know in everyday life will rarely occur in the pre-

pared, standard forms which fill-the pages of sc400l textbooks. The
1,

ability to solve dn arithmetic problem.from the page of a textbook

is more the final Phase than the initial phase of scholastic activity;

Even solviqg a simple arithmetic problem requires much knowledge and

many atiilities that can and should be acquired by the pupils in pre-
J ..... , .

liminary exercises.
,

In defining the sequence (system) of these exercises, the most

presing probnm is that of the correlation DC visual and Nérbal

means of instruction. At arithmetic lessons thg auxiliary school.

pupils' activity is trganized as practisal visual-verbal activity.'
... .

fa
Depending on this, the teachvr's role is modified; the cher id

req9ired.not 9 mlfth to instruct by the %%fork as to Sk lfully .

organize the pPils' active,cognitive study activity. -,

Formalism in'teaching how to solve arithmetic problems tan be

eliminated wily if the established system of school practice is re-

examined. Ttle main and decisive.factor tiere is the resolution of

the question of combining visual and verbal means in. instruction.

We consider this investigation the first,of the Pedagogical investiga-

tions'directed toward developinf and'iesolving that questioi.

a

a.
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SOME FEATURES OF ELEMYNTARY ARITHMETIC INSTRUCTION

tFOR AUXILIAAY SCHOOL PUPILS

TP V. ntanutina*

.. . .

It is wpll known that visual instruction iAays a significant

ole in the development of children's thinking. This role of visual
. r .

aid in the developmentNof thinking was accurately defined by Ushinskii

The object s'tanding before the pupil's eyes or dtrongly

impressdd bn his memorY,, by itself, without the means of the
alien word awakens in the pupil dthought, corrects it if it
is mistaien, supplements it if it is not complete, leads it
into a nitural (that IS, correct) system if it is,illogically

pTaced. Forothe first exercises it ia necessary that the
subject b9 directly reflected in the soul of the child, and,

so to speak, in the.eyes of th'e teacher; Under Nis guidances

the Child's sensations will become conc,epts, from the coocepts

/ an idea will be formed andthe idea will be invested In s-

word ['1:60-711. mal.

,* The specific chL.acter of arithmetic aS a school subject allows

0 broad possibilities for developing thinking on thebasissof vistal

instUuction. Mastery of arithmetic knowlepigeonecessarily involVes .

comparing, generalizing, etc. Throu5h(visual comparisoliat arithmetic

lessons, numerical concepts are formed and calculation devejops.

As early as the first.sleges of the Stndy ofarithmetie, when the

.children,are taught to vrform the primary arithmetic operations,

visual presentation aids the development cf ther lOgical thinking.

In the practice 'of teacN.ng arithmetic to men
M

however this basic didactic principle is

y retarded children,

ays realized.

1. Thellfacts we have observed'show I need for the development of

the problems of visual preseptaVion,lwith the aim of formtng in

children accurate.numerical conceptions, with Web they can master

the.whole system of, teaching establi-Shed by the school proiiam.

.
*published in FroceedingS fTzvestiya] of the ACademy of Pedagpgical

Sciences of the RSFSR 1957, Vol. 88, 159-185. Translated by David

A...Henderson.
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,Among the teachers of aUxiliaNy schOols there are many master
t

.teachers; In our investigation.we have used the exprience of these

fine teachers.

I

Knowredge a_f and,Quantitative,Relationships

in Normal and Mentally'Retarded Children-_
The study material in arithy2 ic for the first grade of the

,

auxiliary school was deiermined the program of the Ministru.of

4iucation. In the beginning of.the ctivriculum the ,nccessity

intrpductiall to the coutse is indicated.

The concepts equal, greSter.than, and less than have great
1

significance in.mathematics. ,Mentally retarded thilciren must be

tAproughly acquainted with,these concepts as well as,their diverse.

variants (longer-shorter; wider-narrower, etc.), since these concepts

are included in many arlithmetic problems. The children must be

taught to equate and codpare ngt only units of measurement but also

.of quantity (4reater4 7less). . .

,

\s
The inclusion into the curriculum of 4n introductory course

' .was made.neoespary by the insufficient pr;larati of the pupils for,

ma tstery of the study mOterial In mathematics.' He e we cons-idered
0

it necessary first to ascdltairi Ihe degree of preparedness of pupils

of the first grade to master know*ledage of an elementary arithmetic

course.

We conducted work in the_firbt.gr4'des of the auxiliary schools V,

of LeninOcd,'mainly'i-Aultiliary Sichool No. 1, and ip the upper groUps

of pubiic'kihdergartens- No. 20 and No. 47 cf Leningrad's Dzerzhinskii
.

district.

,In the beginning of one school year; we acquainted the teachers

. with our mefhodoluY; and in the beginning of the subsequent Ahool
'

year, the,first 'grade teachers themselves were already conducting the alit.

c'wor17according to this methodblogy.

'FolIowiRg this same methodqlogy we conducted work with children

of_the upper groups,q kindergarten, fuom February through April.

all, 83 children'welie investigated; 68 of them were mentally retarded,'

15 were normally devt/opiks children.

4-
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The ages ot the mentally. retarded children were from eight to

eleven years (5 eight year olds, 22 nine )tea,olds, 30.'ten year olds,
%

11 eleven year olds). Seven year old children were taken frOm the.

public kindergartens.

Of the mentally retarded -children, 51 had studied onelbr two

yeara in mass,schools, 11 had entered the,dliary school from

kindergarten% and 6 .had entered f'irst grade of the auxiliary'school

diect1 from home.

In oUr'Investigation 'we ascertained:

1) tiw %pow edge of spatial features of objects (pig-small,

thick-thin,..long-short, etc., and Also greater-less, thfcker-thinner,

etc., the same ineize, Iht same in thick'ness, etc.),

2) the knowledge of elementary quantitative relationships

,applicablé to a group of objects (zreatettless, and,the same_in

quantityY,

3) the ability to colint to ten,

'4) .the ability to perform arithmetioperations.and the ability

-to solve psoblems with nuMbgv_a frOm one to ten.

We examined and constructed the pedagogical,exp ent as a

teacing experiment, in whic4 the experimenter's oral instructions,

guided and directed the child's action wrth visual aids, Th quality

of the child's performance witk assignments depencred op the quality

of the verbal instruction; hence we strove for precision and clarity

of instruct on. ,

MOreove , we carefully

. 4 child's Oeech accompanyiag
(.

actions. We considered the

registered arid strictly tonsidered the

some of his actions or the teach r's

influence ot the child's speech on he

4

character of his fulfillment bf the'assignment, and his corielAtion

df words, wi.th actions. When they did not correlate (due to inaccuracy '

of sueCh or Incorrectness of action),we pointed out the mistake to

the child anOcortlected his speech and actions. ,

Verbarinstructions and help from the teacher directed the pupil's

apperception and thinking to the primary, essential aspecta of objects

and helped divert them from non-esslptial.asRects.

185
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Knowledge of §partial Features.
,.. . .. .

,

--Features of objects 1Dig-sma1lwe0 elVained.sfith a set of.ten,

blocks with edges of one centimeter to ten centimeters. The pupils /
.

weretaSked to give the experimenter the smallest ,bloCk, then..the
,

. I

smallest of xhe temaining blocksetc. When thle 1ast4la1opk had been

giveh away, the set t.las dkainSPlaced before the child, and the
A 6

experimenter'asked for,the biggest block, then the bigge4t of.the

. remaining tdocks, etc. The whole,set was used in this manner.

The feattires thihk-thin were explained using a set of pencils

'of various thicknesses but al identical length and color. , The
A

pupils were asked tt give the experimenter the thinnest pencil, then
-

. the thinnest of the remaining ones, etc. ,After,this the pencilS-
e I A

Were.Tplaced again before *the puPil and he was asked to give the

ex erimenter the thickesf pencil, then the thickest of the remaining

one etc.

A set of,ten rulers of equal length, varying from one centimeter

to ten cettimeters wide, were used for ealuating the pupiIs4powledge,

of the features widenarrow. The children Were asked to give the

experimenter. the narrowest ruler, then the narrowest of the remaining

rulers, etc.; then the children were asked to give the widest, then

the widest, of the remaining ones, etc. The pupils' kmbwledge of the

features longLshort was evaluated in this same way, using a set of

sticks of various. lengths (the so-called counting ladder).

Tor eValuating the 13upils' kpOtledge of the features.high and low, '

the counting ladder placed vertically was used again. The.pupils

were required to give the expetimenter.the lowest stick, then the

-lawest of the retaining sticks, etc. Then they were.fequired to give.

the highest stick, the highest of the remaining Vhes, etc.,

In all cases,, we moved on to the next experiment only after using

all elements of a set.

The investigation s wed that seven yearobi- ildren from the -

upper groups of th'e mass kindergarten could cope easily with all the

indicated tasks, while the Mentally tetarded chi,ren fulfilled only .

607 of the problems' proposed to them.

Of the 30 pupils from the auxiliary school, despite their age

of 10 and 11 years, only six'coul d handle fully all their assignments.

A
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Eighteen pupils only parti.saly fulfilled the assignment; six pupils

could not cope with a single task.

A comparison of the fulfillmentof separate tasks showed that the

1/4

A

chiitren coped much more easily with the selectio,r1 of thg largest

bIoCk when there were blocks of 4, 3, 2 and 1 centimeters remaining,

and hadIsignificantly.greater difficulties when doing the smile problem

with blocks of 7, 8, 9 and 10 centimeters. This is because the differ-_

ence.bet4den blocks in the first caie is more obvious than in the second.

For thejarmal317 developing children, this eireumstancerhad no signifi-'

cance.

The normally developing chi ren approached ihe fulfillment of the

task immediately after receiving nstructions. The instructions

did not need to be repeated. -

/
The mentallyaretarded children after a first explanation of the

.task,could not grasp its mAanIng. Each assignment had to be repeated

two or three tiMes before the qhild understood what,must'be dbne land

could begin to do it.

As a rule, children froM the kindergarten sought the required
4

objects actively, compared tilem, for example, placing the bars side

by side. They alreadylhad fekommand.of this method of comparien.

The children checked a1±the 'bars in the set (to see if there was

a smaller one):' "Thi4 one, I think, is the tiniest,"tine of the

.children of the kindergarten exPlained after his stubborn searching.
/'

The mentally retarded chi1dren1Rost often took hatrver was lying

on top. They,did not search fOr the required objec end did not use

- the method of comparisOn by plaoing the blocks 'next to or on top of
as

each other.

The normal seven year old, having given the experimente'r the wrong

obTect by mistake, was capable of reilizing his error and tried to

correct it. "1 made a mistake," explained one of the .children in a

businesslike!manner; "Here, take this one, now it's correct."

4Mentally retarded children, as a rule, did not,:notice their

mistakes and, consequently, made no attempt to correctthem. The

features big-small were handled by the ment y retarded with the
_

:

least amount of errors. The conEepts
*

ide, high and thick led
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them totheconoeptof big; which is most otten used in life and there-

fore was more familiar to the Mentgily retarded chIldren. For this

4
same reason the concepts high, low, narrow were more difficult for

them, since in daily life ,the children experience ,them more rarely.

They were replaced more than other concept.s"Nby the .Concepts big-

small.

The ability to compare and establish which of the objects is

bigger-smaller, longer-shOrter,*ider-narrowee, thicker-thinner,

higher-lower was evaluated using ihe same-sets, namely, the sets, of .

blocks,,rulers, sficks and pencils. .

In investigating Rrientation in theconcepts bigger-smaller in

size, two sets of blocks-were used. The first set geryed to expl7

NI the task; fhe second was us'ed .to complete the task. The exper-imenter

/-
Ahowed the pupil one of the blocks of the first set and asked the

..pupil to give.him all the bloCks in the second set that were Larger-

'
or smailler than,the block he held. The task was reired'three times

using different bloCks.

, Using two identical sets of the,counting ladder, knowledge of

the conaepts wider-narrower, thicker-thinner was evaluated.

Together with this and.in the same order an invesbigation was

conducted of orientation in the concepts of the same size, of the

same length, width, etc. In these cases th child web required to

give the experimenter only one object from a set, one equivalent to

the Wen object. This task, 14e the preceding one, was repeated
4 ,

three times; each time the,bbjeCt of the aseignment Was dhanged.

The children from the kindergarten pe'rformed all the 'above assignments

completely. , ,

Of the mentally retarded ilitkiren, only one fiully performed

the assignment,"give tha same" .(in size, width, height., etc.), 14

did it'paially, and 15 did'not do it. The assignment to give all.
,

objects smaller (*narrower, shorter, etc.) than the one shown was
,

flt.11y completed hy Aly two pupils, partially compleCed by, 14 and/

not done by. 14. The assig mint to,give all objects larger (wider,'

longer, etc.) than the one shon was fully completed hy three pupils,
:-/-

w
,

.partially, by 14, and not perforMed by 13 pupiXs.
,

1
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The most difficult was the assignment to select'an object of the.

isms size (width, height, etc.) from a second pet. The diffiEulty

was that.the children could'not isolate the required object, and tp us
0

selscted objects which were close in size to the-given Object.

Reseprch was further conducted in the: orientation of children

in the concepts big6r-smaller, he same in stze, longer-shorter,,

the same in length, etc., when only one of the Comperable objects,

was placed before the child, ehe other being comparedlmentally.

was done by pfacing the sets at different Ands of the classroom.j*,,

The pupil was given the assignment at one end,of the rocim and per-.

formed it at the other. Under.tHese conditions, the subject had to

retain in his. memory tKe image of the given object'for a prolonged

kength of time. The menta1ly retarded children gave a significantly'
,T1

lower number of correct answers than in the preceding tasks,

Th
Of the 30 auxiliary school pupils, only six handled the assign-

.

ments partially., while the other 24 c41d not dope with a single,

assignment.

The children from the kindergarten gave 96% of.the answers to

this assignment correctly.

The general character of the performance of the assignments in the

two examined groups of children varied. The noimally developing
f

y with great accuracy.children performed the assignment care

They checked to see whether ong mote of the riguiTed objects did not

still remain in the collection. Performance of the agsignments was
-

often accompanied by discourse: "I'll go look ond see if one is

still there."

The mentally retarded children were not interested in accuracy0

in their comkpletion of the assignments. In the majority of cases,

there was ne'discourse concerning the assignment.

The normally developing childret,trying to make the completion

of the task easier for themselves, introduced didacti9-material into

the system. For example, of 15 chi1iiren'6.14f the.older group from.the

kindertarten, 42-first put the set into a definite system7then began
. ,

to fulfill the assignment. In working with the criterion length,

they arranged thekicks of th*countini ladder into a little "ladder,
)
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making the ends of all the bars everionone-fide so.that it was $

easier to see difference tlkir length94' To the question of
0i,

why they did his', the children answered: PIti-0s Clearer this way,"
0....,

and "You:bcan'firi4 i,t.brtter this way." .".
.

:...

AU A rule', the...51Antal1y retarded children made no independent

rhangesin the* arrangeaent of.the displayed material4
?

4 ,

Having gdtablished thaethe counting bars, could be. arranged in

a definite order (a dder"), the normal children:having received

rulers in a scattered fill -(in v`zork with the'criterion width),

k4^aid: "Here, too, probably, you can malc.e a little laAer," and .

immegately began to order the rulers.

The experimenter prompted the mentally retar4ed children by

suggesting the possibility of arranging the sticks of the counting

ladder in order (a "ladder"),,thereby making the solution of the

problem easier for themsekves. Under the influence.of such direct

prompting, the children did this WIth the counting ladder, but were

unable to apply this me'thod to complete a problem 'mother didactic-
.. H

Miterial. During work with the rulers, the experimenter again had .

A

to remind the childnen of the possibility of putting the scattered*,

material into order.

When c4mparing'objects-with,e1,ch other, the normally developing'

cnildren place,d one object on another (for example, rules) or placed

'one object beside another (for example, sticks OT the counting ladder).*

,The mentally retarded children did not do ibis. If the experimLter

a.

tried to direct them to an appropriate device, the children could

ztalously equate,oble'cts by a non-essential criterion For example,

tChe ruPers that were of different widths but of equal l'Agths were

zealously equated by length, when it wAs required to compare them by

width.

KnowledEe of Elementary Quantitative Relationships

We began the.investigation of the children's knowledge of
%

elementary quantit,ati've relationships by ascertaining or entation

in quantity of °objects without counting them: manyi?te, more-leps,

as many as;

The investigation was conducted with Ole 1lp of buttons of the

same size,,shape, and color. Here is 1hp !jetiu Ice of tihe assignments

'MO
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, 1) .The'ehild was shown two group's *of buttons and asked to-
.

. f .p.

. .

.. ,indi&;te in'which group Aherdwere many buteons,-an4 in wkich there
., ,

'

, w few; ,, '. ..

g.
,

: t
.

.

.-,'.'-frlY,-He wasrapieho :take as many buttona as the ,eXperimenter. . .
1

, ...._ii..:'

took,' then tOre,,then less thdri the e4eritentir; fie w4s Ipo asked
-.., . ,

-- . . . .
. ..

to take anéqual apount in.both hands;
,

.

-
. 3) He was required to determine In which ef ttiid sharply sepa-

.
. .' . ,.

. * *rated geoups ehere were more imitons,.and.in which thre were less
. .

-

.., .4)'H-e was asked-to separate the buttons into two, groups io that ..
, Ar

', .;. ' there WQU d be mOie b,uttons in bine of, them, fewer buttAs in Ihe
-..-

..,

' oth sO %that' there would' be as. manY -in ,One grour5, as4 there' Were *

. -

. in the other.
-

Thus the Chil4's Orientation in Ahe ind Cated-concepts,:was.checked

1"by th'e aCtions eftfle chilti himself. The ci,ildien from- thlelcinder-

garter' dill all the assignmeIxts freely.'-.The.conept aamanyTas.was

unfamiliar 4.only one of the 15 children who were ekamined.

Of the group of 4entally retarded children', only three handled

all the asaignments. The ether's-handlei the assignments partrally'

or not at all'.

The concept 'as,many as was the' most difficul or them. This
. _

concept is rarely encountered in the everyday 1 fe of a child, in

any case, nok:often enough"lor the mentally retarded chIld to be able

to master it1"-'Moreover, to master the correlations as many as and

equally, the child must understand that to each'unit of one quantity

there must correspond only one unit of another quantity. This is

complex fOr the mentally retarded child.

The concepts larger-smaller are also difficult. In mastering

these concepts, the pupils of the auxiliary school ean be seen to

have a quantitative peculiarity., The concepts larger-smaller and

many-few were not related to each other by these pupils. Th7 know

the w ds, but they do not connect the concepts designatea by them

in the airs larger-smafler, large-small, long-short, and others, hut

perceive each of them as a .separate quality of okiects. This is

4 confirmed by the number of correct ansWers'ottained when investigating

the indicated concepts (pairs of opposites). For example, in orienta-

tion in the concept many, 82% of the answers were correct and in the

191
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con\C fcw, 68%; tlia cdncept larger;',54% andlin the concept sealler,
. .

. .

,

. .39% of the answers were col-rect.
.

.. :

,To ma4a these oonceptA mora.'Dteclie'and to copsondate them
. , , .

%in tlie.consciousnesspof auxili #tarycooi pupdjsr1.14 the first grade,
. .

it is necessaryto return ..to them constantly'auring-fur.ther instruction
.

,

in ari,thtetic,; and to roaden and dpepen thet.
.

.7.#
.

'As ea.f.ly as the s y.of(numerical di-aer the child ,..sbou1d know .

. . .. .. ,
i.

. .

practically ,(without verbalgenerali4ationS) that ai-li nntber in
.4

?
.

numerical. order is 'greater-thari t4e.pracedi1g one and siv4er than the
. .

following one.' Furthermore, sll.numbers in'numerical order up to a
, -

given number are stal1ar than this number,
..,and pall numbers after it

are larger. . ..
..

. a ,

The child' should also khow Practitft0, (by comparison; not

naming othar components of bperitions)-thai'-the sum is greater than

either of the summands, that the minuendiis greater than'the subtra-
-.

henOoiciater than theremainder, and that, in CountIng.by twos

and by threes, there.ars e mote twos than threes in ten.

In the second irada these c.oncepir acquire special significplice

4 when increasing-and decreasing a number by sevocal units, by so many

tore and by somanr less. The concept must also 13e instilled :in.the

child that in m4ltiplyingiby an integer the obtained prOduct is greater
,

than the multiplicand; an,d ,, *diaiidend is alwaYs gteater than the

?divisor or the quotient.. sAtngmeasures ofeweight, length, and

time it must be shown that one'teasure is greater ihan.others.

In 'the third grade the concepts larger-anlaller are encountered

'in the st.t4y of multiple comparisons.

Ability to Count to Ten

Investigation of:the state of counting to ten was conducted in

the following order:

1) We checked knowledge or the names of the rnmlbers and the

order in which they are found up to ten (counting without didactic

material) ;

2) We checked the ability to tom-It of)jects up to ten (Ore oh-

jects were buttons).

In hhe second case thechildren were asked to determine how many

buttons there were in a box (ten buttons) , and to pick out a specific
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I

I.I.
number of buttons (niibibers selected'at random).

An analysisf the'material'obtainershows that the ,Mentally re-'

tarded children Iakge$significaptly betiAd the noru.lally deveropting

seven yearold '
elk

The seven year old'ehildren from the older group of the kaindelft-

garten not only counted to ten, but significantly higher (in ,somwcases

to 100).
.

it
The mentally retarded children could.name the numeralsin order

up to ten in 69% of the cases; they,could count up to ten objects
I m

,

in 63% of il.e4Phses. .

Ability tdPerformeArith9itid Opeehtions

Understanding c) the operations of additiorf d 8ubtt'actioti
.

,..

was checked by the solVing of veriY simple probienOtTtoryproblems)
. .

:,ipand examples (number problems).
i,, v t.,

The pupi were shown four Tioblems in One.p*aration using the

most simple rbal'formation. Numbers in the17.404ems ola not ex-
,ceed five. The texts of these prohlems follaw-,

. "You had two pieces of candy, And youk mama gaVe you another

piec

Ll

4
. How many pieces of candy did you have'trh00"

2. "Misha ha& three pictures. Vova gave hialt o more. How
,

many pictures\did Misha tave?"

3. "A boy had two rabbits. One.of them fs*away. HOw many .

rabbits were left?"

4. "Shura had five pencils. He gave twc: pencils to a friend.

How Many penclls did he have left?"

The problems were given orally,to the 01:Oren, thes repeatdd

them, ,then solved them orally. The pupils wete told in advance that,

'in case of difficulties in solving the probleAlstheY could use

didactic material.

In solving the examples, which 'were given after .the prDble s,

the possibility of using didactic material was again indicated.

The examples were analogous to the pi-oblems: 2 + 1; 3 + 2;

5 2; 2 - 1.
4

The mentally retarded children's solutions of the problems and,

even more, of the alstract examples were sharply distinct frdM the
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solaionsby-jheAindergaritenchildren.'In doing the operitiona
I..

the problems and exemples,.the mental/y retarded child(endgave only.

,

.

50% of their answers correctly. , * V

/
,

Without exception, all of the landeri;arten:children-solved the

.
problems and examples given tfiem; they yery se/ /dom used didactic

,

material (only one child,,
'

in one instatice "5 - 2", used his fingers).
. .(i

Aae-mentally retarded child who solv4 a problem counted on his

'fingers; another-child counted.on stick . ,

In'solving,the abstract exampled'', all the mentally'retarded

ckiftdren, without exceptionodade u of didactic material.

The problems in one operatio had concrete conditions'. 'It is

N
underatood that it is easier t solve a conrcete problem) with nuMters

from one to five than it is solve an.abstract example.

On the contrary,.in t UpAer grades, when the ,donditiOnsof

a proble6 become complexl'when logical work is required leOrder to

-understand the problet and its solutio, -then theolution of the

abstract example becomes easier in copparison witthe ablution of
*,

the problem.

Summary

On the-basis of the'data obtaineeit.may i)e concluded that: (

1. The mentally,retarded children from ages-eight to twelve

whom.we investigated were not prepated, judging by-the.level,pf,their

knowledge, for Instruction in arithmetic, despite the.fact that many

of them had already studied one or two years in the mass school:

The intellectually normal children already had'the corresponding

preparation by the time they were seven years old

2. Approaching instruction iniarithmetie, one must first pre-

are the mehtally retarded child to master the study material. Siach

preparation should he expressOLI in developing.in the children an

crientation in the spatial features of objecte and'in their quanti-

tative relationships, aswll as in the development of numerical

conceptions.

3. Mbreover, preparation for mastering the study material should

' 11) expressed in the development in children4o? the fundamental logical

operations:
a
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a). the Ability to'note similarities and.differences of-objects

and their features;\

b)t the.ability to abstract from.separate features those aspects

charactetistit of the,objects or phenomena;

c) die ability to generalize and form general conc4tions and

Concepts; ,

d) the ability to classify and systematize;

) the'ability to plan.

The Formation of Conceptions of ,Sgatial and.Quantitative

Relationshipg in Mentally Retarded Children
A

The gre4iminary investigatitn helied us note several ways of

broadening mathematical concePtions and concepts in mentally res

tarded children when studying in a preparatory course, as-well a's

several deviceg of study of numbers between 1 and 20. ln this vein,

we'conducted-an experiqientai inmegtig on.41( ,- ,
,

The investigation was conducted ov r a period of two years in

the first grades of Leningrad's auxiliary school. Altogether, the

investigation involved 14l subjects varying in age frobvight to

twelve vars (eight years--six pupils, nine years-32 pupils, ten

years-31 pupilt', eleven years-33 pupils, and twelve years--nine
A

, pupils). Of these children, 70 had studied one or two years in the

nass school or had been in kindergarten.

In lorder to establish the devices for visual instrNdon in

arithmetic and to check their effectiveness, we conducted systematic

.observations of .the work of the best teachers of the auxiliary schools

of Leningrad, and scattered observations O'f the au4liary schools of

Moscow, as well as of the mass school No. 210 in Leningrad.

In this manner the wctrk was done in ordinary school surroundings.

In'several cases individual lessons were necessarily conducted with

the children.

As a result of our observations and experimental instruction,

we established.a series of techniques which facilitated both the

conscious mastery of the. Study materiaf in arithmetic, and the

4 development of the thinking-of the mentally retarded child.
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. In this WOrk wehave not po;ed the PrOblem pf giving.emetho-
-

dology of 'arithmetic irotruction; but have tried only to establi.sh

varibus techniques for utilizing viAtial aids in the study of the
,

fUndamental sections of an eletentary course inariththetic.
, .

.

Only by visual ileruction,did the child's orientation develop
,

, .

regarding spa,tial features such as large-small, larger-smaller,,of the,

4#1

sa e volume, long-short, longer-shotter, 'of'the same length, wide-

narrow, wider-narrower, of the sameowidth, thick-thin, thickev-thimer
I *

$:

40

.of the same thickness, high-low, higher-lower, of the sable h!,ight.

As4out preliminary investigation showed,.theae toncepts, are

absent or insufficiently defined in many children wha enter,the fiTst

grade of the auxiliary school.. rh cducting the work we, therefore .
. .

cancentratecCupon deveI41ng in these plyildren the above poncepts.

Ler.v_elcizteaa Concepts of'Spatial Featiores
.0

JZoform concepts that correspond tib definite spatial fgatures of

'Objectp and to compare objecis a4ording to such ecific features,

..wwus'ed the-same aids as thode in%our prelim ry res arch:

1) blocks: in forming the concepts large-small, larger-smaller,

Of the same size"'

2) the counting'laddet, placed horizontally: in forming the

concepts long-short, longer-shorter, of the same length; with the help

of the same ladder, placed vertically, we developed the concepts

high-low, higher-lower, of the same height;

3) rulers: in forming the coneepts widb-narrow, wider-narrower,

of the same yidth;

4) pencils: in forming the concepts thick-thin, thicker-thinner,

of the same thickness.

The aids that we used were charactet4zed by the fact that each

Aet isolated a specific spatial feature. For example, t'he character-

istic spatial feature of the block was its volume. One does not

say of a block that it is long or short, wide or narrow. All three

(4 its measurements are mutually equal. The most characteristic

distinguishing feature of' the block is its size: large or small.

At first we taught the children to distinguish natural objects
.

in surrounding life according to.rileir spatial features. This work

vias conducted during a walk or excursion with the children in a
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garden, a park or on watreet. The pupils found a large hoyae and

a small house, a high and a low tree. In natural objtcts, tiol'ever,

features are given in cOmbinations: , a tree is not only high, but also

tbick; a house is high-but narrow in t_ mparison with its neighbor--
If

a low, but very long house. For t'he me tally retarded child, this

extraopilnarily complicates.fhe comparison of objects eAding to

, any one feature.. To isolate one or another feature from their entire

C-omplexity is. oft,enkeyond the powefs,of the'auxil iary school pupil

. at the ripe of his first instruction. '
000

The mentally retarded,ghildren enterinA tile first grade of the

:allxillary school could not-perform the most elementary-com arl.son Of

objects. For ex4ple, the pupi,ls Coul4 coppare .the,thickne of 'two
. .

penoitis,only.when the ipms.ths of'ille pencils, were identical.. When-d

tbey were not identical, the pupils confused a thin pencil with a

N' short ono. Obviously they dld not have any clear cionoept of width

t +and length, aince they,confused these features.

' To help the mentally retarded children' tO make the simples*

c9mpar1son of objifts and to teigh th isolate. the feature neces-

sary for comparison froM all'other features, aids were.required in.

which all an object's features were equal except one. For example,

the feature long-short is isolated with the help of a counting ladder,

in which the bars are equal in all features except length. The

feature of width is isolated with the help of rulers in,length and

thickness but different in width, etc.

Thus isolation, with the help of an apppopriate d18,4from a

combinatiori of features facilieates the apperception of this featurR

by the mentally retarded child and, by the same token, -facilitates
,

the formation of the corresponding concept.

This is the first distinctive characteristic of Uhe method ,of

woik which we have proposed. /

46 The second distinguishing feature-of these methods is the pos-

sibility of gradually widening the scope of the child's attent4m,

because of the large number of objects in eatl set and the system

of its construction. As a rule, we began working with the mentally

retarded children in the Comparison of two objects and, adding one more
\

object to each object in the comparison, gradually increased their
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t' number, eventua4y offering,the whole set. When there was a relapse,
AW

with increased mistakes (as the child, working wi,th,a whole set,

, .

found it again d'ificult ip sdeme to grasp all the objctlkof

V
the set), we again reduced the numb of objects.

. .

. ,

' In the ckldreti's work on the'cowlting ladder, we notii ced ht
I k

J
they compared bars of 1, 2 and 3 centivters easily, and that

,was hard L r them to compare bars of 8, 9 and 10 centimeters. The

same was o served during work NAth the rul rs, blocks and Aber .0b-

t.' jacts. This can be explained by the fact that the large oWects of 4.

a.;set were.less distinct: from each other than thetmall objects. 'The

44
relativ,e differepce iii:the sizes of the.former is,lesa than in the'

sizesPof the Igttet. 4FQ:r ekamp'le, in the 'courtting ladder a ,2 decemeeer 4
. .' A .4. ---) L,-.

.

bar is twice as long as A 1 decimeter bar, hut a 10 decimeter bar is

only 1- as lug as a,9 decimeter bar. Consequently, in the first .

, 9

case the difference is more notic6ab1e and is ,tus more easily es-
.

tablished. 4"

To foeilitate the gradual transition to the comparison of ob-

jects whiCh are hard for'the children to distinguish, we used\the'

following device. First we proposed bars of). deeim6ter and 10 de-
,

cimetersfor comparison, then 1 decimeter and 9 decimeter bars; 3

Si
A tdecimeter and 9 decimeter ; 2 decimeter and 8 decimeter; 3 aecimeter

1

and 8 decimeter,c. Gradually reducing the difference in the lengths
.

,

iof the bars bèitig compared, we led the chiidrev to the comparison
v .

of two, and then of several, bars whleh which were sli btly different

intength.
I

In including the entire set as a whole into.the work, we began
4,-

the comparison with small objects, gradually passing on to large

ones.

The transition from objects with a greater disparity in.size

to those with less disparity, that is, the gradual increase in the '

difficUlty in distinguishing the compared objects, is the third dis-
,

tinctive feature of the ziethods of work which we proposed.

All these techniques, as well as several special techniques,

shall be described in more detail in the account of the separa-ue

stages of the investigation, to which we shall now turn.
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;

. . .

We-begam our instruction of therlentati,on in spati4 featprps
fwith the fpatures small-large,Ithe mosCeasily u dersfood by the j

. /

, )

children.

'-'ormation of the cortesponding concepts was first conducted ;

r.

',on oll,e set of ten ;blocks with edges of 1 centimeter to 10 cetitimetevs.

For convenience in the future development of this stateMent,
,

let us nuu4er the blocks: of 1 centimeter--#1, of 2 centimeters-02,
,-

3eentimdts--#3,1/4etc. fuOils were given the blocks in,no par icular

order.(at random).
,

faf

.

First wecdtdubted the comparison of two blos of 1 centimgter

and 10.centimeters; then ot 1 cen eter and 9 centiMeters; 2 ceneetert -.

and 9 Fentim ters and go on. the approach t.k.c,omparing blocks
-

115 and 116, ready difficult to di nguish by sizei the children

were offered,blocks 002, 31,; that is, the number of .(locks was

increased. Then blocks

After we ha& cqnd

1, #2, #3, #4, etc. were taken.

ted the comparison of two, thpee and more

blocks of'the greatest contrasting size, the whole set was pi-esenta

The bitocks were placed so that the,.ly were visib;e to all the,children.

A slightly inclined pedestal was used for this, W'hich was placed orr

the table.

One pupil was called,up to the table. The teacher gave him a

problem: "Give me the smallest birock." After the pupil had given

him one of the blocks from the table, the teacher gave him the

following problem: PGive me the smallest of the remaining b1ocks.7,7

This was continued until the whole set had been used up. All pupils

were called in turn.

Then the ass ignment was changed: "Give methe largest block,"

"ive me the largest of the remaining blocks." And again the whole

set was used.

In those cases An which, despite the preliminary Weirk in comparing
.;

two, throve, and more blocks, gradually in'treasing their number, com-

pletion of the assignment on the whole set again troubled the pupil,

a'special device was used. Because the difficulty was connected with,
)

the large number of. blocks, from which one had to be selected, the

teacher limitvd the number of blocks to three or four. By the same
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token the child's attention was concentrat d on narrower material.
T'

This method decreaseol, the number of blocks, unlike the method which
. .

,

began comparison with a small number of objects and t4n gradually
1

enlarged.this number. i

0 *
1

To show how the work proceedgd in these cases; we produce here
,

..

excerpts frofirappropriateTeports df the lessons. f .

, .

Ten blocks are 1.11 tront of the child'in random order. .

He is asked to selectrthe smallest block, then the smalleso,t
of.the remaining one4. Both assignments are done correctry.:
.But in doingthe followineana/ogous hssignment, the pupil '
errs: he selects block #6 instead of #3. Thep the teacher
removes sertain blocics, leaving onW blocks #3, #4, #5, and,*
#6 before the pupil; the assignment is iepeated: select the

.
llesr of them. 'The'pupil gives,bloft #3.

us the tdchnique of reducing the number of 'objec'ts gives 5'
positive result.

the other assignments Involving blocks #4, 1/5, and
#6 were'done without errors. Then the remaining blocks 17, 4

, #8, #9, and #10s were innuded in the assignments until the
whole set was used up.

After-this, assignments using the whole set were &gain
attempted, in which 'the pupil, coMParing blocks #8, #9, and
#10, again'made a-mistake. In the subsequent completion of
the asstgnment using the whole set, however, there were no
mistakes.

In:different,pupils other mistakes were encountered; when selecting

ihe smillest block (#1) from t4le set, the child gave the teacher the

first small block that caught his eye. The expression "the smallest"

was understandable to the children, since the ending -est had been

explained Aeparately, before the, work with, the blocks (the sweetest,

sourest, prettiest, cleanest, etc.).

If we turn'to the materials of the investigation, we see that

normally developing children, before beginning to do the assignment

(for example, "Give me the smallest block"), generally on their own

initiative, put the set in order before 'doing the assignment, trying

to make the selection of the required object easier for themselves.

They seemed to be planning their work.

The mentally retarded children must he led to the correct solution

of-the problem along the same road traveled by the normally d4reloping

children: Hence to correct the mistakes mentioned above, the pupils
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wdre asked to put all the blocks in order "by tleight." Having dope
#.4

this, they easilly found' the smallest block in the.eet, then the smallest

of the
4
remaining blocks. USing sucka iechnique, the teaeher obtaifil .-

positive .results.

There were cases in which

.7by height..." Then the,teacher,

the order of their arrangement.Th

the,puPil could not place the blocks

himself positoned the blocks, showing

Having done this several times, the

teacher asked the pupil to do the same thing,eb4 aided him in case

of diffAlty..
.

.

Having arranged the block's "by height," the pupil found the )

smallest block without difficulty. The system in which the ch114

arranged the blocks made it possible for him topkform correctly all

the teacher's other assipments.

There were tases in which the pupil wade a mistake, not knowing

what the word small meant, and instead of giving the teacher the--
smallest blotk, he ga-ve him the lar*st block in the set, or.onesof

the largest. In these cases the teacher indicated the smallest block
---,......

to the pupils and named it, then indicated and named the smallest of

the remaining blocks; and so on. The set we presented to the pupils

in a specific order:, all blocks'were placed ."by heigh ." After the

1\0
teacher had gradually gone through the whole set in his demonstration,

f
the puPils were asked to repeat what the teacher had 'done.

After one or two demonstrations the pupils usually mastered the

concept small. The same work was conducted with the concept large.
l

During the 'work described' above, leading questions were asked:

"Isn't there another block smaller than this one?"
*
"Take a good look,-

there is a'block smaller than this one tlyre." "Did you look at all

the blocks?"

Such questions and advice helped the pupils. The teacher's words

organized the pupils' actions and directed their attention to the

necessary object.
6.

The normally developing children usually sought the required

object actively, by themselves. They were not contented until they

had checked all the blocks shown to them.646"Isn't there a smaller one?"--

the children explained their searchings.
a
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As a rule the mentally retarded children did not Isarch for the

object corresponding,to tae assignment. They were not.' interested in,

the possible existence in the set of an objectimora adsely correspond-

ing to the aasignment. They did not'even guesA the 'i-)ossitility of

a more accurate way to do 'the assignment. ,Tre mentalli retarded

children usua1ly selectee whatever fell ifito their,hands whatever

was closest to them.

, To the techniques for helping develop in pupils an adtive relation-
.

ship anci interest to the assignment they are,doing,,:one may alp()
I

add the one in.which the requifed block is placed by the teach0 under

t'lle other blocks so that it is-not visible to the child. TherAhe

teacher's questions and advice 'fiacilitate tte T;Upil's'-search. 'In

this way they find he appropriate'object, which was not immediately

seen and, which had to be searched for.

The techniques described were also used by us in working with

pupils using the counting ladder and the set of rulers and pencils

(forming the.concepts lon-short, wide-narrow, thick-thin, high7lo30

lp several of the auxiliary school pupils we olServed a lack

of self-confidence when they were doing the assignments. The teacher

constantly had to confirm the correctness of their performance-of the

Easignments.

Having learned to isolate one or another spatial feature of objects

in the appnopriate sets, the pupils then dealt with them in work.with

ordinary objects.
,

After the pupils had earned to isolate objects according to

-e their size (large-small, l ng-short, etc.), they were given a neve

assignment, connected with the formation of the concepts more-less,

longerlporter, wider-narrower, thicker-thinner, higher-lower and

the concept of the same length, width, etc.
, v

The ability to compare objects developed during formation of

these concepts. . .

Fulfillment of the prececling assignments in each separate case

was connected with a search for one object. In dping the new assign-s

ment it was necessary to search not for one object, but for several.

Thus this task is somewhat.more complex as compared with the preceding

ones.
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a

01
tic,

k wag conduCted using$the same sets aA befpre. the counting
....._

e .
'1 was.Also alitonethelkttli: The teaCher ppt its bafsrinr4-erI

-

,

r 1

For conven ce,in the her4des&tiption of thisassigrimento,we vikt. I.

.r.- ...
.

shaill numb r: themAhue:.. 1 decImeqer-7-#1., 2 decimet4r--#2deeimeters 4)

.#3, .,etc. .*
i

i
.

e 4 10 to.
. . . ...

A-puR,i.a wus cg11ed*u.6to the table. . The tea,cner 400( on.ef

Nthe bars, say.#4,\s-And told' the pup;i: . Vaive me akl th .sticks'shorter
V.

.

than 4is one." When one.bar was taken out, the set was tiivided
( ,.

into iWo parts: in one qf themta44.1 OybAriNre shorter thawthe

oAe the teactler-had,`and, in the,other: !ill were Ion* ttsitn this
, .

'0.0. '. rl 'bar.
0

The mentally retarded hi en ai a'rule dig ox at :...fe(rt give

all the bas required by the assignment' butiilimit d thAT4elves

to selecting One or two....of themlwhich stood gilt most sharplAfrom
J,

the rest. They did not complete the assignment.

did.the assignment mofc care-The normally qeveloping children

fully. They galthe teacher all tilt

to check whetherlthare were not s414ll
0

to the as41gnment.

re9uired bars and always tried

others- Which would correapond

1

The mentally retarded children were shown the-method of sparchinr

for the r4uired Objects by placing the given model on top.of, or next

to all objects of the set in turn. This method allowed one 'to check

the aceuracy of the assignment's performance. .

After, a great many exercises theze wa ed in the pupils

the ability to comigare objedts by length inde ndently.(without help

from the teacher) by placing one on i,top of aAther, and,..t.:o check the

correctness of their conclusion.

After the pupils had mastered the techniques for comparing

objects when working with one se,t, they were given a more complex

assignthent in which another set, analogous to the first, was included.

Work was conducted on the two sets in this manner: the teacher

gave the assignment on one, the pupil carried it out on the other.

The pupil's set lay on the table with its elements in no particular

order. The teacher's set was placed on the same table and was shown

to the pupil in appr6priate order.
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1

The work's complication consisted in the lack of an orientator

in the pupil's set. Giving the assignment, the teacher took a block
1

from his set, thus dividing the remaining blocks into ti parts:

in one all the blocks weee smaller Urn the given one, and in the

*Other they were larger. The pupil, usinf his own.set, had to eAtablish
lob

the blocks which corresponded to the assignment by_co aring the model

ant the entire set of bdocks. This was difficult for h m,.and he

often made mifaakes. 4.

Moreover, the number of objects for comparison wds increased,_ 111R
,

since another new object)was added--the block or stick:from the

teacher's set.: This.also hindered the pefformance ofthe assi-gnmeat,

since for the mentally retarded child theappearance of a. new object'

in any slzril.cture creat4-5, rie'w difficulties in masta4ing tfiis'structure.

The pupAzIs were relpded that in searching for the requi,red*

block or stick they could,compare them by placing one on top of or

next to another. But hgre they encountered another difficulty.
1 4

The comparison of two objects, even by placing one o top of the

itother, was beyond the auxiliary school pupils',capa c ty in some

cases, since they compared objects by features which were not essential

.to the given asaignment; in some cases they did not know.how to look

for the essential feature 4en when it was isolated. Fur; example,

in the assignment to show which of two rulers was narrower, the children,

comparing the rulers, painstakingly evened all the ruler's ends,

paying no attenttln to the difference in width.

To correct similar errors, the teacher asked the pupils not only

to look at, hut to feel with their hands the difference in width that

could noted when one 'ruler was placed on top of another. Analogous

work was conducted on the'other .Fets (the counting ladder, the set

0 of blvcks, etc.)

The next variation which complicated the fulfillment of the

assignment was a change in the set's color. Instead of a counting

ladder whose sticks were divided into various colored sections, a

set painted all the same color was used. It was more difficult to do

the assignment using the set of one color, since the sticks were no longer

divided into parts according to length.
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In the work with a uniformly colored set, the number.of errors

increased. The children did not distinguish sticks which were a

little longer or shorter than the given stick from sticks which

were equal to the given one.

The new coloration of the set disoriented the pupils. They

began comparing the sticks of such a set as if they were doing a new,

unfamiliar assignment. It was again necessary to conduct a series

of e)eercises with them before they learned to do the given assignment

A new technique also had.to be introduced, to establishzi, definite

system for comparing the given model wkth the sticks from the set

on which the assignment was done. This technique was to advise,the

pupils to compare the sticks, beginning with the shortest stick (01)
,

and to place the model in turn next to all the sticks in the set (to

stick 112, 113, 114, etc.), until the unknown was found. As a result of

several.exercises, the pupils learned to do this assignment without

errors. --....,

) (')
It must be remarked that, in doing analogous eprk with normally-

.

developing children, the.change in the set's coloration 41ad no signi-

ficant value.

'Finally another complication was introduced in the assignment.
4.

Two sets on talich sizes were compared were placed at a distance from

each other. One set was placed on the table near the teaCher; the

second was Berried to the other end of the classroom. Both sets were

of the same color. The assigned object was shown to the child, and

he was alldwed to hold it in his hands; then 14.t was taken by the
-...

teacher. The child had to walk across the classroom during this time

retaining in his memory the image of the object shown to him.

N.4----->

The new assignment yroduced a ' arp increase in the number of

errors. Only a very few pupils could-do tha assignment completely.

Several pupils did the assignment only partially.

To make the assignment easier for the children, one set was
.,

placed significantly close to the other, and was gradually moved away

as the pupils became.familiar with doing the,assignment at the short
.s*

distance. Moreover, when doing the assignments the pupils were aided

by repeated demonstration of the object.
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Only as a 'regult of many exercises, however, did the children learn

to peffdrm this assignment correctly.

.Developing Concepts of Quantitative Relationshiu /

The fundamental quantitative relationships (more-fever, as many

as, and equally) are mastered by the children during their study of

the first ten numbers. In the 4i.rst grade of.the auAliary schobl

the essence of the given concepts is explained. More mid fewer are,

studied as mutually contradictory concepts. As many as and equally

are studied as equivalent concepts.

17he concppts more and fewer, to a certain degree, have already

been introduced to the children. Comparison of objects by size, and

comparison by quantity, however, involves a greater distinction, which
f.
we should introduce to the child's consciouiness. This distinction

consists of the following: in the first case one object is compared

with another; in the second caSe a set of objects. is compared.

We first investigated the techniques connected with the formation

of the concepts more-fewer in comparing sets of natural objects. Used

as visual aids were objects of the child's study, life and play

aL well as 'slicks, paper circles and pictures illustrating grouf3s of

objects.

The work was begun hy showing the children two separate groups of

objects and askipg them to determine which group had more and which

had fewer objects. At first the majority of the children had difficulty, ,

in answering the questions posed.
,

. We have a1red3knoted cases in which a mentally retarded child

had difficulty in d'Omparing two objects if, in .addition tO the feature

by WEich he was comparing them, the objects diffe.r Jn some other

feature; for example, difference in color hindered cor4arison of t ,

objects by size.

Comparison of groups of objects by quantity wasc' therefore done

at 'first on homogeneous objects, the other conditions remained the

same, only their quan ity changed and was to be determined.

To shoW how the ork was conducted, we give here an extract of

the report from one lesson:
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On the teacher's table there is a glass cgntaining 6
pencils and a bo4 with 3 pencils. All, the Tencils Are yellow.
The teacher asks: "Children, look cardully at the pencils
and tell me where there are more pencils!' Several Pilpils
give corr4-dT411swers, some answer 'confusedly,' unsurely.
Many pupils gill% incorrect answers. The ,teacher calls the
pupils who gavicorrect answers one"at 'a time up to the
table. They then show thekr classmates the container in
which there are more pencils and that in which there are
fewer.

The'same work was done4using little flags: Five rad
flags were-put into,the glass and 2 red flags into the box.

The work proceeded analogously.

Even though the exercises were repeated several times,
.some of the.pupils still did not master the/concepts mdre
'!and fewer.

*. The teacher gave groups which contrasted more sharply.
In the glass he put 10 pencils and in the box, 2 of the
same kind of pencils.

The majority of the pupils gave the correct answers.

Similar illuStrationp were conducted With other objects
whose qiiantity was sharply different; for example, 15 blue

'flags were compared with lblue flags.

To show the work process"better, below we give an excerpt from

a lesson report concerning the formjton of the concept more in

quantity:

The teacher checks the children's knowledge of the basic
colors.

Teacher: What color is this pencil? (ghows the children a
red pencil.)

The pupils answer correctly. The teacher takeE, 10 red 13enCi1s
in one hand and 3 hluP orPs in tbe other%

Tpscher: Which pencils are there more of?

Pupil: There are mord red pencils,

T: Come, show me where there are more.

The pupil comes up to the teacher a nd points' to the group '

of red pencils.

T: Here (points to the red pencils), of these pencils there
are ...,

P: More.

T: And here? She pgints to the'blue ones.

P: Here there ate fewedr pencils.
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But not all the pun,fis give the correct answers. Some

'confuse the concetIts more and fewer. A pupil is called up

to the table.

1
T: Where are there more pencils?

P: Here there are,more. (He points to the 3 blue pencils)

T: And here?

P: Here there are fewer. He points to the red pencils,
then quickly corrects his answer. No, there are.more
here.

T: Where are there more here?
4

y: There are more here, than here. He points again to the
red pencils.

T: That is, where are there more pencils? Show me. The

, pupil points to.the 3 blue pencirs.

It is_evident from the Pupil's answers that it makes no differ-

ence to himighich grouo thP concerts more or fewer are related to;

that.is, he does ride disti:nguish these concepts. Much work is re-

quired to teach him to distinguish-them.

The pupil is given several consecutive tasks:

The t.eacher takes 9 blue flags and 2 red flags and holds
them so that the whole class sees the number of both types of
flag.

.Which flags do I Ifave more of?

P: You have more blue flags.

Several pupils repeat this answer, coming up to the table
and pointing to the blue flags. Then the teacher calls up
another pdpil and gives him an assignment: Give these pupils

th,e red flags, and those, the blue dnes. He points to rows

of desks. The pupil passes out the flags.

T: Everyone who got a red flag, raise your hand.

The children sitting in the first two rows raise their
hands; they all have red flags.

T: Everyone who has a blue folag,' raise your hand. 4

The children sitting at the desks of the third row raise
their hands.

T: Which flags are there more of?'

P: There are more red flags.

Similar exiercises are conducted with textbooks, notebooks,,
and toys.

Then the teacher fastens a picture depicting a boy and a
girl to the blackboard. The boy is holding A bunch of 10 carrots
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and the girl, three carrots.

T: Who has more carrots?

P: The boy has more carrots.

The teacher fastens another picture to the blackboiard.
4

The picture depicts a river-with children_bathing in it.

There are many children in the water, splashing and:swim-

ming. Two girls are sitting on the bank.

T: Where are there more children, in the water or on the
shore? 4

P: More are swimming. There are more children in the water:

Ti Mor(e than where?

P: There are more children in the water than there are, on the

shore.
*

The answer is given with the teacher's.help.

The assignment was made more complex. The teacher showed
the children a mixed group of red and'blue pencils in which
there wee significantly more red pencils than blue ones.
The pupils were asked tordetermine W,hich type of pencil
there were more of. They had to sepirate from the mixed
group the greater.number of qbjects. This was difficult. .

fojt the children and they made malty mistakes, which could
be corrected'only by separating the mixed group of pencils
into separate groups according to color. This work was also

conducted with the flags.

Then a 14,cture was shown which depicted children in a

forest gathering.mushrooms. SOme were clearly visible. It

Could be seen that two of them were boys and that the other
seven were girls (they wore dresses).

T: Who are there more of, in the forest, boys or girls?

lti

P: There are more girls.

After the children had learned to sepiirate the obviously lal-ger

gro the difference in'number of objects was gradually decreased.

For example, two groups were taken, ei,ght objects i. e group and
..3017

three in the other, then 8 and 4, 7 and 4, 7 and 5', 6 and 5. In

such a gradual transition the children learned to compare and dis-

tinguish groups of objects which were not significantly different

in quantity.

When the'children had learned to compare two groups, the'teacher

asked them to compare threq, four, and several groups. The children
.

! !

determinqd in wIlich there were more objects and in which there were

.fewer.
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There the children had to compare qiiantities by counting them.

ThiS is a difficult assignment, sinc e. it requires the ability to'

count and a knowledge of nuMbers.

As a visual aid in the wOrk with tAtwhole class the following

objects were used: red and blue pencils (ten of each), red and blue

flags (ten of each), a colleetion of white and red parer circles of

different diameters (ten of each color), and'pictures. Red ci'rcles

and circles of varioUs colors and si4es placed in envelopes or
4

boxes served as distribuiion material for the puVils' work.

The Woxk was first conducted on identical objects, in .which

all features were equal except for quantity (pencils or paper circles,

of one color). After the children had mastered the comparison of

homogeneous groups, they were given objects with' different colorings.

At first groups which were sharply distinct from each other were

presented, later the groups were more similar.

Gradually the children began to be Able to compare groups con-

taining a close number of elements (2 and 3 and 7; 2 and 6; 3

and 6; 4 and 6; 3 and 5; 4 and 5; 6 and 7).

The most important techniques were those facilitating instruction

of the mentally retarded ohild in abstracting himself f/rom all the

features of the objects except their number. The ability to abstraet

is weakly developed in the mentally retarded childfen. In the e4-

periMent Fe found that it was difficult-for them to abstract thLselves

bfrom the' size of objects whe they had to compare groups by size.

To develop(this ability in children; appropriate techniques

were used; they formed a gradual transition from the comparison of

two groups of homogeneous objects to the comparison Of two groups

'of nonhomogeneous objects, first distinguished by color, then by size,

etc.

The objects of compa/rison were buttons, sticks, leaves collected

by the children in the park; squai-es and circles of varicolored paper.

In maatering arithmetic concepatps, the children were troubled

by the words as many as. They understood, for example, that the

number of circles in the groups was ident,ical, but the phrase itself

was incomprehensible to them. Hence special attention must he

directed to the mastery of this phrase.
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When the pupils hadfmastered the concept as many as to some

extent, the teacher presened a abmewhat more complicated new problem

in which,Circles differing.4n size and color were used. For a long

time the children were stili\iilnlined to cOmpare the groups not by,

the quantity of objects but by \helx size. Therefore, when the circles

were changed in size there appean9d many erroneous answers. ,To avoid

them, work was conducted with the Oildren analogous to that mentioned
v 4

,above in describing the process of foryau the ebncepts more-leso in

quantity.

When the chladren had leamed to coMpare two groups of objects

by size, they were asked to compare'three groups, with each other,

then four groups, then more grvups. The children gradually.acquired.

the ability to name all the numbers larger or-smaller than any number

up to ten; for example, all numbers up to ten were larger.th,4n five, etc.

With the help of a special technique,,the chiren were taught

to compare sets, one of which was real and one of which.was imagined.

We give here the materials from one lesson to show how:this device

was used:

Each pupil had a set of buttons consisting of 10 large
black buttons and 10 small white buttons. The teacher had
bunches of 21 3, 4, and 5 buttons tied together with thread.
He also had'sets of,large black buttons, small white buttons.'
and a mixed set.

The teacher showed the children three large black batons.

T: Take the whItte buttons. Put more of them on your desk
than I have. Cover them with your notebook.

The children do the assignment correctly, each putting
dcis:rn 4 or 5 buttons.

T: Hcaw_many buttons do T have?

P: You have three buttons.

T: And how many buttons do you have?

.P: I have five buttons.4

T: Who has more buttons?

The children give the correct answers. The teacher,goes
on to a new assignment.

T: NowI wIll show you some buttons and you tell me how
many buttons you are.gautting on the desk (shows 2 large
hut.tons). You must put more down. How many did you
put down?
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P: I put down five buttons.

The teacher repeats similar assignments seireral times

with different numbers. The children answer correctly.

T: 1 have in my hand (shows his fist, in which he holds the
buttons) five buttons; you pui down fewer.

The pupils do the assignment. -

T: How many did you put down? a

P: I put down three buttons.

T: And if I had four and you had as many, how many would
you have?

P: Also four.

T: We both have an equal amount. I have three and you have

how many?

P: Also three.

To drill the studied material various gimes were used% far

example, the game "silenCe" (with numbers). The teacher told the

pupils earlier/to lay out the number cards with larger, or, on the

other hand, smaller numbers than the teacher had. The teacher either

showed a number card or wrote a number on the blackboard. The pupils

laid out their cards like a number cashbox.

Sketches aRd notations in the notebooks were also used.

We list here some sample assignments done in this period of work.

1. Draw some small circles. Draw Mo on the right and fewer

on the left.

2. Draw as many circles on the right as there are on the left.

3. Write the numbers with figures. Write a smaller number 611

the left and a larger one on the right.

4. Write the)numbers with figures. Ppt on the right as many

.as there are on the left.

The concepts more, less, equal, and as many as were also drilled

during lessons in manual training, in which the children made various

objects (fruits, vegetables, etc.) Erom clay. The children were
/-

given the assignments; r "Make*two pears, and more apples than pears";

"Make an equal number of beets and carrots"; "Cut three squareg.

out of red paper and fewer out of white paper. Glue an equal number

of each in your notebook." Here the selection of the quantity of

represented objects wa.s left up to the pupil himself!
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Independent work developed the children%s independent activity

'and creativity. It coordinated arithmetic knowledge with the child's

labor anethus nicely consolidated the two.

Each number and arithmetic operation within the limdts of ten
. r

was studied separately. Each such study,consisted of the following

sequence: formation of the given number; addition by adding on, and,

somewhat later, subtraction by taking off; and composition and learn-
.

ing of t4b1es of addition and subtraction.

The work practice of several of the'teachers showed that this

method was completely within the powers of the auxiliary school pupils

and led,to positive results?"

The first number with which the pupils were.acquainted waa the uttit.

It wag isolated by comparing a set of hothogeneous objects and one of

them.

In the auxiliary school, a necessary condition for isolating the

unit from the set was the homogeneity of those objects with whose h61p

fhis process was illustrated. ,

Mastering the rule of forming numbers is connected with the

ability to generalize.isolated concrete cases of forming numbers of

the natural order. The auxiliary school pupils made these general-

izitions with difficulty; therefore; the came up against significant

difficulties in passing from the visual formation of separate numbers

to the concept that each number in a series 'is _formed by.adding a unit

to the preceding number.

To help the auxiliary school pupils master the rule for forming

numbers up to ten, precisely the same operation must be repeated on

different objects, thereby enabling the accumulation of a'large

number of facts for their subsequent generalization.

The first condition for studyin the rule of forming numbers .

and, consequently, the first method of work in this direction, is ;

a demonstration of the formation of each new quantity, using

homOgeneous objects.

The mentally retarded child makes the same simple generalizations

with difficulty. Each instance of forming a number, which is dole

67-objects, is unrelated by the,pupil to other similar instances;

he perceives each instance in complete isolation. The mentally re-

tarded child is not in a position to note tl.liat each time in forming,
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for example, a group of six objects, -five,objects are taken and

another one similar object ispdded to them. To help the pupil notice'

this regularity, the whole process of forming numbers is divided into

separate stages.

'For demonStrating to the child that the number six can be

lormed not only by identical objects, but also by objects of different

colors, forms, and sizes, the teacher uses objects having a difference

in color and in other features.

Developing the Ability to Count to Ten

The child must count to determine any'quantity. Clten the

auxildary school teachers Must observe the unique counting of the

mentally retarded children; the pupils cannot count a group of eight

or dq.ne objects if thity; are positioned not in a row,.but atrandom,

without the IkOssibility 'of rearrangement. .tlhen these same objects

are positioned in a row, the pupils count them quite freely.

We present here an example of such counting. The teaCher gtveA

411111the assigftment: "Count how,many apples are in the dish." The pupil,

very carefully touching each apple with his finger, counts,-,but omits

some of the apples in the count and counts some of the apples twice.

An incorrect result is ob ined.

When counting, the ch

in order, but picked out appl

Beginning to re-count several

9 observed no system. He did not count

s now from one place, how from another.

imes, he began.on a row of apples from

...40-arious sides; he made mistakes, and obtained an incorrect result.
,

Finally, after repeated attempts to count the apples,'he accidentally

counted them correctly and settled down.

The main cause for the children's difficulty in countir;g is the

structural complexity of the group of objects presented for cou ting.

If tbe material is not set in any system, the children themsel es

cannot determine it. The given case is analogous to the case in which

the selection of a small or large block was facilitated by the presence

of a system

in-which it

case, the ci

n the set of objectsg The same applies in this case,

as necessary to systematize the material. In the opposite

ldren did not compigte the assignment given them. This

was shown by\ their questions; the children asked, "How du we count?"

and "Where sht)uld weiCegin, from here or from here?"
.
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Counting orthe objects was facilitatell by dividing the group.

into smaller, structurally simpler elements. For example, on the'

picture showing apples in a dish there were glued strips of paper

so that all the apples were divided into sections, each of which was

easily visible. The strips divided a complex quantitative group into

simple groups. The pupils first counted the apples in one simple

group, then, continuing to count, passed on to the second and third

groups. They handled the counting of the entire "large" group in

this way.

To teach the children to establish a system in counting objects

in a complex group, we also used a table on which rows of circles

were gradually.rearranged. One after another group of circles passed

before the pupils, beginning with a simple group having a system,

and ending with a complex group, which had no system. Passing from

one gratp to another, thq pupil retained the order of counting that

he had accepted in counting the circles of the first group, that is,

-from left to right. Dislocation of the circles in altering the direct

order shwed the pupil the direction of motion from top to bottom and

vice-versa. As a result of such work, the children mastered the device

of counting "complex" groupings.
-

Conducting the experimental work, we encountered still another

characteristic tf mentally retarded children which created difficulties

in teaching them to count. For a long time they could not determine

the number of objects if the numbers,.were given to them at random,

for example, "give me 5 buttons," "give me 7,buttons," etc. The pupils

tried to giire the teacher all the buttons placed th front of them;

they gathered up as 13any as their handgcould hold.

In the investigation of the normally developing children,such

mistakes were not found.

To correct this flaw in counting, a technique was used in which

the teacher's oral assignment was accompani,ed by numbers being laid

out. The child himself found the number. As a result of many repeti-

tions of such exercises,, the children were taught to do correctly the oral

assignment requiring them to give the teacher a specified amount of

objects.
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The indicated techniquesiere used during all the work in developing

numerical concepts and arithmetic operations in the childten.

The designation of a number by a numeral.played a large role

in forming numerical conceptions. But the auxiliary school pupils

did not first link the number with the numeral ox the numeral with

the number. The pupils had to be given practice in designating

quantities by numerals for example, the pupils are given one of the

numerals and a bOx with a set of cards depicting groups of various

numbers of homogeneous objecte. The pupils must sort out all cards

with a number of objects.corresponding to the assigned numeral.
4

Another variant of exercises of this type is the following work.

The pupils are given a set of cards on'which are depicted various

groups ot homogeneous objects, and a set of nutber-cards. The child

must sort out the numeral that Corresponds to.each group of objects.

A third variant could be to sort out a number of separate objects

corresponding to the given numeral. The teacher asks the children to

tako one of the numerals and to select groups of various objects whose

number would correspond to the given numeral.

All the indicated techniques kelp the child connect the numeral

with the corresponding number of objects.

Developing Ability to Perform Arithmetic Operations

When work on one or another nutber is completed and the children

have mastered counting within the limits of the given nuMber, one must

pass on to the study of operations within its limits.

As early as the formation-Of conceptions of the nutber4EZ two and

three,'the children encounter the operatioiis of addition and subtraction.

At this time the teacher reveals the idea of each operation.

Tbe teacher should select visual aids for studying the arithmetic

operations with special carefulness. Mastery of the calculating

'devices is facilitated only by techniques which aid in illustrating

the addition of each separate unit of a second summand Ag allow the

units to be formed into any groups. In other words, in studying

arithmetic operations, moveable counting material must be used.

In studying addition and subtra.ction, the primary visual aids .

are the equipment of studying, as well as objectg of the child's life
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and play -- for example, pencils,'rulers, flagsi, checkers, spools,

linen buttons, spoons.

Large circles for the blackboara (10 centimeters diameter) and

small ones for the Pupil (3 centimeters diameter).can serve as an aid.

In addition, it is necessary to have sets of large and SMail digits

for the teacher and pupil.

Besides the requirements stated aboVe, which must be fulfilled

by aids in studying the arithmetic operations, it is necessary that

the first and second term be indicated boldly in each of them; for

example, yellow and black pencils, red and blue flags, teaspoons and

tablespoons, different-sized buttons, spools 'of different colors.

Colored paper circles are a very useful aid.

An aid which clearlynreveals the sense of arithmetic operations

is the constructive picture (working model).

Study of the operation of addition and subtraction is begun by

disclosing and explaining the meaning of each. The sense of the

. arithmetic operation is understood by the mentally retarded child

better if the operation is connected with a specific .concrete situation,

especially if this situation is connected withhe chil himself, if

he is included in it.

Moreover, the very process of joining, adding obje ts or, on

the other hand, of taking away part of a general quantity must be

shown very clearly to the mentally retarded child, with no digressive

motions, so that the child will see only what he must master.

After repeated exercises in solving addition problem in which

the terms are illustrated by objects, it is usual to begin solving

examples with abstract2numbers. The teacher writes them on the black-

board with the help of figure cut-outs and i.eads what he has writ\fen;

for example, "One added to two equals what?" The pupils solve the

$ exaniple, writing the sign for "equals" and the answer.

Then at the teacher's dictation (without writing on the black-

board) the children compose examples from their own number cut-outs

and solve them at their desks.

Having learned the sense of addition well, the children handle

simple problems and examples easily. At first they add by ones. Then

they add by groups of two and three and count by twos and by threes.
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Here the teacher encounters great difficulties.' The mentally

retarded children have a stubborn tendency to perform addition by a

factual unification of the objects into one common group, and then

an enumeration of this group.

It is certainly easier'to do the operation. bY-Counting, 14ut this

means that the children do not learn to calculate. To help the mentally

retarded child master the calculating technique of adding a second

term one unit at a time, the.coullting propiis used. In adding,

the first term is given in the form of beads placed on a .wire. The

44111/rcond term is represented by separate beads placed in a row. Having

determirred how zany beads are on the wire and how many must be added

to the given number, the child begins addition. But it is impossible

for the pupil io place all beads onto the wire at once; he must put

theZ on one at a time, By several repetitions of this procels in

adding various numbers the child masters the device of adding a second.

term by ones.

After the pupils have masthred this calculating technique and

use it in.adding various objects, the counting.material is taken, .

from their desks. The teacher asksthem to solve an example without

the aid of the counting material. But, it is difficult to pass on to

this immediately aria, in order to facilitate this process, a table

of numerical order is used.
1

This aid consists of cut-out numbers, fastened close together
,

in numerical order to the upper frame of the class blackboard. The

classroom chart depicts the numerical order, and each pUpil has a

chart prepared by tile teacher on an ordinary sheet of paper. The

pupils must add two to five. They place their finger on the nuilqber

"5," then move it to "6," saying, ':one added to five is six," then

move their finger to "7and say, "one'44:ded to six is seven"; in sum:
..p.

"Two added to five is seven." Such a performance of the ope Ation is

based on the use of sequential addition. 'In the future the hildren

skim the numerical order on'the blackboard with their eyes only, and

1
The aid mentioned and the methodology of rking with it were -

borrowed by us from,T. S.,Yakubovskaya (teacher in Auxiliary School
No. 1 of I,eningrad).
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no longer handle any kin!tof aid. A gradual abstraction from concrete

objects for counting occurs'. Aelthis stage many puN.ls begin to add

numbers mentally. They even close their eyes when calculating. In

the more clifficult cases (for example, "5 + 4"), some children

return to sticks and the hard tables, but'Ois occurs more and more
3

rarely. Most of the children begin to,count without visual material.

The tables described have two other posoftive ualities: first,,

they aid the consolidation of numerical order ih th pupil's memory;
Np. \

second, work with them facilitates performance of the assignment. .

In performing operations on sticks, the child must retain two Series
P

of numbers in his mind: the obtained intermediate result from adding

the first unit, and the remaining units of the second term. Using
4

the tables the chikekmust remember only.one number;--the remaining

u ts of the_second term,since the table shows him the intermediate

444"result froim adding bhe first unit. Italso shows him the filial result.

1

r.,

We consider this aid very valuable. All the children of the

class ere it was used m4stered abstract calculation wiEhin the limits

'of ten rapidly and7firmly.

After the addition of,"2," the teacher instructs the children

in adding "3," "4," etc., one at a time, grouping the units4of the
Alb

second term. For example, the assignment ."4 + 3" can be done thus:

"4 + 2 + l" or "4 + 1. + 2."

In passing on to the addition of two terms of which the second

is larger than the first, cine must proceed using the technique of

inverting The terms.** But this technique may'be used only when the

children know how to golve both examples (for,examIple, "4 + 2 = 6"

and "2 + 4 6"), and are convinced on tjle basig of calculation that

the sum in both cases the same and that it is easier to add on a

smaller number than a larger one. k

'Although numerical figures are unsuitable to ustAn mastering

the calculating-techniques, since they hinder instruction, they are

a useful aid in studying the composition of the number. In our

opinion Lay's figures are the most precise numerical figures. The

**Th'e,commutative principle (Ed.).
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princf;lb of constructing these figures is very simple. In studyin&

.
the composition of the nuillbe . circles painted two contrasting

colors (for example, black and green or black and red) are used.e A pre-
.

cise expression of the composition'of the number can be'obtained.

A good method for studying the compositiOn.of numbers are set@

of charts with buttons. Each pupil has two charts and a set of ten
S.

I

buttons of various sizes and identical color. The charts should be

of' such.a width that two buttons could not be placedqon them in a row,

that is, just wide enough for one button. Blackboard charts should

be placed side by side so as to make it possible gradually co incor-

porate into the system all cases of developmept of cotbination in the

same order that the'dhild seas at his deskY

The pupil is first asked to put ae the buttons onto one chart,

'then onto both, then again onto bfoth, but in a different combination,

etc.

To show how this work was conducted, we give here a notation of

the report from one lesson:

Te pupils have sets of buttons and charts. The teacher
has circles of 5 decimeter diameter.. The *teacher givap the
a gnment: "Take one chart. Put sixbUtton4 on it. Put
tl other buttons in thempox. .Close the box and put it a-
side." The pupils do this. The tesicher walks around the
class, checks, then affixes colored circles to the lack-.

board (6 circles).

T: How many buttons did you put on the chart?

P: I put down six buttons.

T: Take another chart and place six buttons on the two
charts. (The teacher walks around the class and calls
on a pupil who has put five buttons on one chart and
one on the other.)

T:. How are your buttons set out? How many do you have on
one hart ana,Aow many on the other?

F: I ha e put five buttons on one chart and one on the other.

T: Who se did it this way?

The pupils raise their hands. The teacher calls one of
them to*the blackboard.

T: How many buttons are on your first 'chart?

P: Five buttons.

T: Give me five circles.
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The pupil gives him the circles.

The teacher sticks the circles on the blackboard, then
asks: "How many buttons are on the other chart?"

P: One button.

T: Give me one circle.

The pupil gives him a circle.

The teacher places this circle on the blackboard, set-
ting it apart from the other five circles, then asks: "How
many buttons altogether do each of you have on your charts?"

P: Five buttons and one button, six buttons in all.

T: And how else can you place the six buttons? Who has
placed them differently?

The children in tUrn describe their variants in place-
,

ment of the buttons. Each example of the children's button
placement is fixed on the blackboard.

We turn now to describing work on the mental cOmpositifn of

number. This it* accomplished with an"aid consisting of small'circles

tied together on a string. The work is first conducted so that one

of the summands is visually perceived by the children, the other must

be found mentally.

T; I have six circles in my hands (he shows that he is
holding the circles). There are feur circles in one
hand (opens his hand, showing the circles hanging on
a.fAying). How many circles are in ths other hand?
WIIIA remembers how many circles I have altogether?

io
You have six circles.

T: How many in one hand?

P: Four circles in one hand.

T: How many circles in the ot'her hand?

The pupils gide the correct answer.
4

After all varizints of the composition of the number being

studied (say, 6) have been thus exhausted, we pass on to work on the

composition of a number by imagining both component numbers. The

same circles are used.

The teacher takes six circles in his hands and s.ftys: "Guess
how many circles I took in one hand Apd haw many in the other."
The pupils give various suggestions. m"And haw can I take
the circles in another way?" asks the teacher. When all
variants of the composition of the number 6 have been sug-
gested, he ovns his hands and shows the children which
of them "guessed" correctly.
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. When the children were acquainted with all cases of addition

within the limits of-the studied number, a table of addition wa

prepared. For best mastery, the teacher composed it togeeer with

the puriils at the lesson. The children did this with interest.. They

were'convinced that they had already memorizedpany cases,.but

primarily that they knew how to explain+ach case of addition.

Subtraction was studied on'the basis of addition. The teacher

approached subtraction after the numbers from one fhru five had been

studied. This wasdone because the simultaneous study of.addition

'and sUbtraction creates two difficulties for the children: they

confuse these operations and their signs. Separate study the oper-

* ations eliminates these difficulties.

Study of subtraction, as of addition, was begun'with an explana-

tion of the sense of the oppration and the mastery of the correspond-

ing terms. 'As'in addition', elucidation of the sense of subtraction

was connected witlioncrete situation and with small numbers.

Ail the work done in explaining the essence of addition was

analogously repeated in subtraction. There. was a small difference;

the notation of the operation was introduced as boon as tlie teacher

gave the children the concept of subtraction, since this helped

distingutsh subtraction and addition.

When the children had learned the essence of subtraction, they

began to perform.the operation.

The first case was the gubtracgtion of tilnits. In doing the

operation, the children,used a table with a row of numbers. They

. learned that in subtraction they go in the other direction along the

numerical row, and that the number-s diminish. The Tatter fact is

explait*d by a constant comparison of the minuend and the remainder.

Understanding the link between subtraction and.addition was

attained mainfy.through practice, in which the pupils, taking away

a number; found the required answer on the table of addition. The

teacher helped in many ways, explaining how the addition table should

be used in subtraction, calling attention to the table each t/me.
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Conelusion

As a reSult of experimental research we established several

techniques for teaching arithmetic to mentally retardeg children.which
4

affected the'development of their thinking. These techniques are

connected with the special problems in using visual aids at arftmetic

lessons in the auxiliary aChool.

1. In order to form the sbilityto compare objects in mentally

retarded children, one must utilize those same ,techniques.of comparison
k-

which the normally develo3ing child uses. The latter, approaching

comparison, systemizes the objects being compared (and in counting

objects heaRroups them, thus f litating his work).

2. In teaching compa?4soi4y spatial features, he objects used

first should be objects from the child's surrounding 1 fe. After this .

one may pass to the comparison of objects (from special aids) dis-
,

tinguished from each Other %), one spatial feature (the remainin$ .

i features are identical). Then objects may be compared $41 which there

'---. are seyeral different spatial features.

An iMportant tondition for duccessfully teaching the comparison

of objects by one-of their spatial features to mentally retarded

school-chfldren is the gradual advancement of the pupils from the

. comparison of objects sharply distinguished fromleach other in one
*
feature to the comparison of objects that are. more similar in the same

I.

feature. Such work on comparing objects by spatial featuresd
_

n-

eluded with establishment of the correlation the same as. An analo-

gous technique of gra,dually reductng the difference between objects

is used in comparing groups of objetts and in comparing numbers. For

initial comparison, groups of objects sharply distinguished by quantity

are taken; then there is a transition to the comparison of quantities

closer in number. The same with numbers: for initial comparisons

numbers sharply distinguished in magnitude.are taken, then closer

numbers. The work is concluded with establishment of the correlation

as many as, when the difference betwehn the numbers is zero.

4. In forming each new concept it is necessary to create in the

children a broad base for generalization.

)1

5. Mastery of computational technic' es of numbers to ten is
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facilitated to a significant extent by the use of special aids to

ensure correctperformance of the operations.

6. From Aie addition of two groups of objects one must pass

to addition in which one group is given as directly perceived and

the other alimagined. Then.the children muat be asked to do addition

of quantities mentallY,and finally; addit on of abstract numbers.
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